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What is LinkRWhat is LinkResearesearchchTTools (LRools (LRT)?T)?

LinkResearchTools (LRT) is a big data platform that helps advertising agencies and brands rank better in
Google.

LRT (short for LinkResearchTools) encompass a broad range of powerful software solutions that cover all
areas of SEO, from quick backlink checks, in-depth competitive landscape analysis to the research for high-
quality link prospects – depending on your individual needs.

This can only be achieved by analyzing 97 unique SEO metrics from Google, Moz, SEMRush, Majestic, Sistrix
and many more. To this day, LRT are the only tools that provide its users with qualified link data in real-
time. 25 link sources guarantee the maximum possible link data, thus up to 160% more than any other tool.

Started in 2006, LinkResearchTools became an established SEO software on the international market.
Thanks to the high processing speed and data quality, LinkResearchTools is trusted by the world’s most
respected brands and global players such as OTTO, MTV, Victoria’s Secret, Yahoo, Bwin, Scout24, Intel, Sixt,
LBI, iProspect, Groupon, Booking.com and many more as well as a huge variety of top SEO professionals.

LRT is the best tool suite when you want to recover from Penguin Penalties or Manual Actions by Google.
Identify bad backlinks easily and clean up your backlink profile most efficiently.
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WWork Philosophork Philosophyy

LRT is a report-oriented system which allows all data to be crawled on demand. This way, you will always
see the real-time data. Taking all data into consideration results in a highly precise analysis that may take
some time to complete, depending on the settings you selected. Therefore, we recommend you choose the
metrics you actually need before starting a report.

If you simply need a quick overview of your data, you can take advantage of the “Sample Mode” available
for most tools. In addition, we provide special quick tools, such as QBL and QDC that were precisely
designed for fast calculations.
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StructurStructure of this manuale of this manual

ExamplesExamples

In order to present the tools and their corresponding functions in an understandable and simple way, we
are using the following URLs as examples to perform the analysis:

Main domain (“our domain”): www.21st.com

“Competitors”:

www.esurance.com

www.progressive.com

www.geico.com

www.statefarm.com

www.nationwide.com

www.thegeneral.com

www.allstate.com

www.safeauto.com

www.libertymutual.com

www.safeco.com

For this example, the keywords “car insurance”, “21st century” and www.21st.com were used.
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OOur Fur Featureatureses
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Things you might not find in other PThings you might not find in other Prroductsoducts

Anchor TAnchor Text Brext Breakeakdowndown

You can view the anchor text by count or by the metric of your choice. Click on a specific anchor text and
you will see the filtered results in the link detail table below. Go after the links with the best anchor text!

FiltFilter ber by Anchor Ty Anchor Textext

Check out who links to you with brand or money keywords. Do you want those sites to link to you? Did you
maybe just discover a negative SEO attack? Filtering links by anchor text can and will help you big time!
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Theme of DomainTheme of Domain

Create topical relevance for your site by going after all those link prospects who fit directly into your niche.
Don't waste your time with irrelevant and off-topic linkbuilding!
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SitSite Te Typeype

Filter your link detail table as you wish. Search for links in newspapers, blogs and forums, but exclude link
directories and the like you don't want to have as a backlink.
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Link JLink Juicuice Thiefe Thief

Check for outgoing links from a number of domains with just one report. Discover commonalities and
powerful link sources and targets with LJT!

Find out where your competitors link to, get links there, so your competitors will link indirectly to you. This
way, you will find pages with strong authority in your niche. And there's more:

Compare the outgoing links of up to 50 Domains. Benefit from a little-known link building tactic. Put
yourself in the hotspot of the link graph.

Get on tGet on top of the Link Chainop of the Link Chain

Find out what the link sources of your link sources are, or see where your competitors link to and try to get
a link there. Move on top of the link chain!
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Export Backlink DExport Backlink Data as CSV or Exata as CSV or Exccelel

What kind of toolkit would we offer, if you could not export your filtered backlinks-list as a CSV or XLSX?
Just filter for all the link prospects you want to go after or all the bad links you want to disavow and export
the filtered data as your favorite file type. You can also export all chart data in a PDF file.

ContContext Actionsext Actions

Most of our tools are interconnected with each other. You can start reports easily from the results table of
your previous report to match your link building workflow. When you are in the QDC, CLV or CKA, for
instance, you can select the domains, keywords or metrics of your choice and start any further analysis
from there on.
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PitPitchbochbox Ix Intntegrationegration

Thanks to our Pitchbox integration, you can select all links you want to build or have removed and contact
all the website owners with a bulk e-mail and the right follow-ups if you don't get a reply.

Deep Link RatioDeep Link Ratio

The Deep Link Ratio is a metric you should always keep an eye on when checking your backlink profile. Do
you want a domain, where all links go to the start page?
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Find Links frFind Links from your Competitom your Competitororss

Getting the same links as your competitors means putting yourself in the right neighborhood. But why
check only one competitor? Just take a list of them and see what great links they have in common - with the
CBLT.
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Link VLink Velocityelocity

Want to be the first to know about a rapid growth in your backlink profile? Check with Link Velocity! It
describes the speed of link growth to a page or domain. Link Velocity can be measured in new links per
month or new linking root domains per month.

If you want to find out about the normal ratio, then just compare it to your competition - with Competitive
Link Velocity!

DDTTOOXRISKXRISK

Is your website at risk? Check with Link Detox! Avoid tripping any Google Penguin related penalty or
manual action by keeping your DTOXRISK low.
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Link DLink Data Aggrata Aggregationegation

One link data source can only show you a fragment of your backlink profile. Only by combining 25 different
link data sources, we can show you as many links as possible and give you a 360-degree view of your
backlink profile.
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CrCredit Spredit Spreadead

With an annual or bi-annual plan, you get all your credits with your signup. So when you have months with
more business than others, you might as well use half or all of your credits in one month only! We call this
the credit spread.
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General LRGeneral LRT FT Functions & Settingsunctions & Settings
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WWorking with the Torking with the Toolkitoolkit

When you log into LinkResearchTools, the first thing you will see is the homepage with the “T“Toolkit”oolkit”
dashboard. Here is where you will be able to start any available tool.

You have the option to start different projects.

At the top right of the navigation bar, you can find all the menu items needed to use the LRTs.

1. Here you can access the “Dashbo“Dashboarard”d” where you can choose the report you would like to start.
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2. You can view, open, download, re-run, move, rename or delete completed reports at any time by clicking
on the menu item “R“Reporteportss””.

3. Your “Link Alert“Link Alertss”” reports (see chapter Link Alerts) are listed separately. Here you can see all your projects
at a glance. By clicking on one of the projects you can see all backlinks found.

4. In the menu item “R“Recurring”ecurring” you will find a list of all planned recurring reports. These are reports that
always restart automatically (see chapter Repeat reports).

5. In every report, you have the ability to save URLs as FFavavoritoriteses. This allows you to query them later for
further analysis (see chapter 0 Favorites).

6. If you need any assistance with the tools, please refer to the “Help“Help”” section of our Quick Start Guide. Here
you will find links to the descriptions of various tools and brief metric descriptions that can help you with
your analysis.
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AcAcccount Settingsount Settings

Here you can edit information such as your address or your password. By selecting the menu item
“Account” you will be able to access a summary page containing all relevant links. Please note that all tax-
related data, such as VAT registration number, can only be changed by the LRT support team. Please
contact us in that matter directly: feedback@linkresearchtools.com

The menu item “AcAcccountount” takes you to the account management interface.

Would you like to eexxttend yend your subscripour subscriptiontion or add additional padd additional packackagageses? Then click on one of the green
buttons and select the desired product.

The table in your account management section provides you with information on your payment history and
allows you to download your invoice. In addition, you will receive an e-mail after each payment.

The link “EEdit Prdit Profileofile” will take you to an input mask which allows you to change your billing address,
passwords and the like.

If you are long-time customer benefiting of a “grandfathered” price, you will see your loyalty price
displayed in your account, in comparison to the currently upgraded price.
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You can always choose and customize the language of your account and your reports by simply clicking on
the flag icon at the top of your account dashboard.

The application has a completely new UI now which is smoother and easier to work with.

We have updated the classical LRT Tool icons and the new design corresponds to our new toolkit concept.

However, if you wish to work with the classical view of the application, please click on “Show old icons”
option, at the top of the dashboard.
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Overage OOverage Option and Crption and Credit Spredit Spreadead

Overage OOverage Optionption

One day, you might have the chance of working for a client with a huge domain. In this case, it's possible to
exceed the limits of your current plan to audit the link profiles of those really big fish! We call this the
overage option.

With the overage option, you can analyze 500% of your link limits using additional DTOX credits. This
means:

• Superhero Small Business: 1M Backlinks
• Superhero Startup: 3M Backlinks
• Superhero Plus: 6M Backlinks
• Superhero Brand: 30M Backlinks

You will need 1 DTOX credit for starting the report +1 credit for every 60.000 additional links. Now go
analyze those big domains!

Pick the right plan now!

CrCredit Spredit Spreadead

Are you having seasonal fluctuations in your business? Do you need more credits in winter than in summer
or vice versa? We get it. All of us have the booms of our business in different times of the year.

Usually, your credit allowance resets every month, but if you go with an annual or bi-annual plan you get all
the credits in LRT at once.
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We at LinkResearchTools (LRT) call this credit spread. We have this feature so you can do a lot more work in
the strong months without the need to upgrade. You just use credits from the weaker months. You could as
well call it an "all you can eat for credits".
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TTeam Meam Member Managementember Management

We support multiple account users in all LinkResearchTools (LRT) plans. All the account owners can
manage multiple team member accounts from an easy to use dashboard.

HHow tow to ino invitvite a te a team member team member to LinkRo LinkResearesearchchTTools (LRools (LRT)?T)?

You can easily invite a new team member to create a sub-user account.

Go to the user management dashboard, insert the name and the e-mail address of the team member you
want to invite and press the "invite user" button.
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The team member you invited will receive an e-mail notification and will have to accept your invitation by
creating an account. Until your team member confirms the invitation, you will be able to see him under
“Pending Invitations” on the user management dashboard.

You can remind team members to join your LinkResearchTools (LRT) account by re-sending the invitation.

HHow tow to deactivato deactivate a te a team member aceam member acccountount

If you want to revoke the access for one of your team members or collaborators, you can do that with the
click of a button.

HHow tow to ro re-activate-activate a te a team member aceam member acccountount

You can also re-enable a team member account with the click of a button.
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HHow tow to find the ro find the reports each teports each team member starteam member starteded

The account owner can quickly find the reports that a team member has run. This is very helpful if you want
to have an overview of the work each team member has done.

All you need to do is click on the “Show Reports” button in the user management dashboard.

By clicking on „Show reports“ you will open a “Reports” view screen where you will only see the reports of a
specific team member.
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The account owner will be able to track who disavows and undisavows links for example, or who classified
which keyword and how. This is a major improvement for all audit purposes, like disavow file audit for
example.
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PPrroject Settings & Branding Ooject Settings & Branding Optionsptions

In order to maintain an overview over your projects, you should set up projects. You can do that in your
report summary page.

You can set up as many projects as you please. There are no limitations.

1. Click on your report summary in order to show all created reports and get to the summary page.

2. Once you have created a project, you can define the specific parameters as default search engines,
default corrections and the like. More about this is explained in the next section.

3. Please note our reports retention policy regarding the maintenance of QDC and QBL reports.

4. Alternatively, you can manage and create your projects using the quick start bar. To do so, just click on a
project. A blue window will open:
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1. The small wheel next to the name of the project, resp. the menu item “Settings”, takes you to the project
menu.

2. Using the menu item “News” you can create a new project.

3. Using the menu item „Managing” an overview of all of your projects is displayed.

DeDettermine Prermine Projecoject Specific Set Specific Setttingstings

You can determine general and specific settings for every project, that are only applicable to the current
project or, alternatively, you define these settings as “global” at the end of the input form in order to use
them automatically for new created projects.

GlobGlobal Seal Setttingstings
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1. Give your project a name that fits.

2. The URL of the project is the basis of many of your reports. Here, you can define a URL that you want to
be suggested as “own” domain.

3. Upload a project-specific logo for your reports to brand them accordingly, if you have to send the
evaluation to your customers.

Competition SettingsCompetition Settings

For the current project, you can determine the competitors and store your own blacklist.
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Branding OBranding Optionsptions

Similar to the project-based settings, the LinkResearchTools (LRT) users can brand their LRT reports with
their own company log. Users can also download PDF rPDF reporteportss that contain charts and link profiles with their
own logo (depending on the package).
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TTool Settingsool Settings

The tools offer nearly the same settings/ options as the report settings under “Advanced Options”.

RReport Titleeport Title

You can determine the report name from the report title:

SitSitewide Linksewide Links-Filt-Filterer

Click on the checkbox to activate the site-wide links filter. The site-wide filter skips the domain links once a
certain domain number has been found, i.e. it will only display the desired number of found links per
domain. Site-wide links are usually links placed in the header, navigations or footer, and are ignored by
most search engines.

The purpose of the site-wide filter is to prevent a distortion of the analysis due to an excessive number of
links from the same domain. Google does not count each link separately from thousands of sub-page links,
and neither should you. In DTOX this option is activated by default and cannot be deactivated.

HHow tow to Handle Do Handle Drropped Linksopped Links

Deleted links can be interesting when you want to reactivate them. Deleted links will be displayed in the
report with the link status “[LinkNotFound]”. This allows you to restore links that were accidentally
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removed. You have to make sure that the checkbox “Dropped Links Handling” is disabled. You can use this
function in the "Backlink Profiler" and in "Link Detox".

RRepeat Repeat Reporteport

The “Repeat this Report” function allows you to select reports you wish to start on a weekly or monthly
basis. Additionally, these current reports can be sent to you via e-mail (see chapter E-Mail Notification).

Find CompetitFind Competitororss

The “Find Competing Pages” function detects your top competitors for the desired search engine, the
selected destination and the relevant keyword, by simply entering the keywords and the desired search
engine in the respective selection boxes.
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1. Click on the “Find CompeFind Competing Pting Pagagee” function to open a new window. Indicate the desired language and
the number of competitors you want the tool to find.

With the “Find Competing Pages” function you can extract up to 100 domains or URLs per keyword from
Google search results. This allows you to quickly identify your competitors.

In addition, sites such as: wikipedia.org can be excluded from the search results to measure themselves
with REAL competitors. In the case of some keywords, it makes sense to exclude these pages in the
competitive analysis.

For each project you can manually create your own list of competitors which then automatically appears in
all competitive analysis.
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IIntnternational Settingsernational Settings

“IntInternaernational Setional Setttingstings” determine your suggested values for the “Find sites of competitors” function.
Select the preferred search engine, the matching language and the appropriate country of destination,
from where you will draw your competitors. Of course you can still change it individually for each query.

External metrics are evaluated differently depending on the provider and country of destination. By the
determining your preferred country of destination, you get the complying values for your market.
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UUpload your own Backlinks or Coppload your own Backlinks or Copy and Py and Pastaste fre from Exom Exccelel

Our tools not only provide you with the opportunity to analyze your URLs that find our sources but also to
upload your own link lists. Depending on the tool this opportunity can differ.

UploUpload yad your oour own Backlinkswn Backlinks

You can find the function “Upload Your Own Backlinks” for example in the DTOX. Accepted data formats are
CSV and even GZ or ZIP for larger data.

CopCopy and Py and Pasastte fre from Eom Exxccelel

In other tools, like the Juice, you can upload your own URLs for analyzing purposes by copying and pasting
from your list (e.g. an Excel list).

Then, a new window opens, into which you can immediately paste the URL. The Excel chart may have
several columns.
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In the next step, you are asked to select the particular column from the Excel chart that is to be imported to
the tool. Click “ImportImport” as soon as you have decided.

Now you can choose which of the columns you additionally want to be displayed in the results of your
report. Just tick the wanted check box and then click on “End”.
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These additional columns are highlighted in lavender color in the link detail table in order to differentiate
them from the other columns.
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UUpload Dpload Disaisavowed Links or Ivowed Links or Ignorgnored Linksed Links

Without interrupting your workflow, you can foreclose already ignored files from your reports with the
Disavow Upload Function. The integration of this additional upload function allows you to ignore the links
that you have already analyzed and/ or ignored.

1. Using the menu item “Settings” you get to the summary, where you can see your already uploaded files.
Alternatively, you can upload your disavow/ ignore files by also using the input screen of the Link Detox
Tool.

2. Manage your projects by accessing all your reports from this section

3. The summary lists all files that you have already uploaded and for which domain these disavow/ ignore
files should be excluded.

4. Download all your disavowed links and domains

5. Check the entire history log of your disavowed links for a certain domain

6. Upload a new, additional file at any time. For the time being, the maximum file size allowed is 50 MB (for
files in GZIP or ZIP format that corresponds to about 5 million links).
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Google SearGoogle Search Console (ch Console (GSC) IGSC) Intntegrationegration

Connect your Google Search Console (GSC) account to us and enjoy extra link data without extra cost or
work.

FYI: Google Search Console does not show all links and especially not all links you need for a fast Google
Penalty Recovery. But it helps, as they are just another data source to contribute links to the mix that we
combine, filter and cleanup for you.

PrPrepepararaation - Find ytion - Find your Google Seour Google Seararch Console cch Console controntrol pol panel in yanel in your LRour LRT acT acccountount

• Log in
• Go to your “Settings” page
• Scroll to section “External API keys” – click on “Google Search Console”

AAuthorizuthorize ye your Google Seour Google Seararch Console acch Console acccount fount for LRor LRTT

• To authorize your Google Search Console account, you will need to give us permission to access
your backlinks data.

• Click the “Connect to Google Search Console” button
• You are taken to the Google Login unless you are already signed into your Google account
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Log in with the Google account that has FULL privileges to your site. Restricted users do not work here.

You are taken to a screen like the one shown below. Click the Accept button to continue.

ConnecConnect yt your sitour site with LinkRe with LinkReseeseararchchTTools with a rools with a resestrictrictted usered user

The next step is to connect your website with your LinkResearchTools account. At the bottom of the page,
you can find your accounts that have been connected to LinkResearchTools account. Each account includes
your sites that are also in your Google Search Console (GSC).

• You can use “connect with LinkResearchTools” button next to each site and:
• Click Manage Site
• Click Add or remove users
• Add User Email wmtwmt.lrt.lrt.10@gmail..10@gmail.ccomom
• Select Restricted permission
• Click Add
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HoHow tw to Uploo Upload yad your oour own Backlinks twn Backlinks to Google Seo Google Seararch Consolech Console

Go to https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools and sign into your account.

1. Click the “Search Traffic” tab
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2. Go to “Links to Your Site”

3. And click “More”
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4. Click “Download more sample links” and

5. “Download latest links”

Choose download format (CSV or Google Docs) and you are good to go.

EnjoEnjoy the added Google Link Dy the added Google Link Data in your rata in your reportseports

Once you have Google Search Console connected in your account, we will use link data from Google in
these tools (in detail mode):

• Link Detox (DTOX)
• Link Alerts (LA)
• Competitive Link Detox (CDTOX)
• Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA)
• Backlink Profiler (BLP)
• Link Juice Recovery (LJR)

When you click on the domain breakdown you also get feedback which sites enjoyed the extra link data.
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EE-Mail N-Mail Notificationsotifications

In the settings, you can choose between 2 different e-mail notification options. The toolkit can both confirm
when the report has completed and immediately indicate when new links for your websites have been
found. This form of notification is linked to the Link Alert Module and is explained in detail in the tool’s
description.
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Domain BlacklistDomain Blacklist

In addition to your project-based backlist, you can additionally and independently of the project remove
domains from your “competitors” (depending on your package).
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ExtExternal API Kernal API Keyseys

Bring all the possible link sourBring all the possible link sourcces tes togetherogether

When doing a link audit, you want to make sure that you don’t miss any toxic links.

The truth is that the full picture of your backlink profile is hard to find. Every link database has only a piece
of the world's link graph.

LinkRLinkReseeseararchchTTools (LRools (LRT) is the globT) is the global #1 ral #1 reeal-time link pral-time link proottecection & option & optimiztimizaation plation platftformorm
ffor wor websitebsites.es.

It brings together link data from 25 link sources, re-crawls it and cleans it up for you. No other link analysis
tool does that.

You can always get more data if you upload all your link lists and connect other tools using the API.

To provide you with even more link data and SEO metrics, LinkResearchTools (LRT) provides API
integrations with other SEO tools such as SemRush, Sistrix, Majestic, Ahrefs, Google Search Console, Google
Analytics and Pitchbox.

You can enable additional metrics and link data by entering API Keys from the other tools, and we will
import all the data, clean it up for you and integrate it into your LinkResearchTools reports.

You can save a lot of time by providing those API keys, as we always get data for all reports you start, to give
you the full picture.

HHow tow to co connect your API konnect your API key tey to LinkRo LinkResearesearchchTToolsools

To connect your External API Keys:

Log into your account and go to “Settings”
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1. Choose the tool you have an API key for.

2. Go to "External API Keys" and choose the API you would like to connect.

3. Click on "Connect" and follow the instructions.

4. Click on "Save settings" and you will see the service as connected to your LinkResearchTools (LRT)
account.

After you added the API Key or connected your account (OpenApp) and saved your settings you will see that
your LinkResearchTools account is connected to the external service you chose.
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LinkRLinkResearesearchchTTools APIools API

API ApplicationAPI Application

The LRT API is based on the popular Bulk URL Analyzer (Juice Tool) and allows you to check up to 10,000
URLs per query with all the metrics that are available with LRT. Start your reports with your own software
and extract all data from your specially designed user interface (depending on your package).

1. The starting point for your first query is the generated API Key in your account administration. Please
note that an API query is equal to a report on the graphic surface and, therefore, requires credits as well.
Depending on your package, you are limited to a specific amount of monthly queries.

2. Additionally, you can register for a special API newsletter that informs you automatically about changes,
new metrics, and the like.

LinkResearchTools’ API is intended only for internal user applications and prohibits the resale of data that is
made available by LinkResearchTools without a reseller license (for example via publicly available
applications). If you are interested in a reseller license, please contact us.

API Application fAPI Application for Tor Techniciansechnicians

We usually recommend regularly checking the metrics delivered via the API, since these metrics are
occasionally modified/ updated/ extended. The information can also be retrieved from the API newsletter,
as described above.

The parameter “&action=list_value_names” provides an array of all available metrics.
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1. The parameter “&action=start_report” creates a new report and is the beginning of every API query.

2. Using “&values[]“ an array of desired metrics is created. In this example, the metrics “BLdom”, as in
backlinks to the domain, and “DomainPop”, as in the number of linking domains, are queried.

3. Using the parameter “&urls”, you can include in an array up to 10,000 URLs in your report. In this
example, the predefined metrics are queried for the URL entry “www.pkv.de”.

Thus, the report was created successfully and can now be retrieved via the generated report ID.

The parameter “&action=get_data” delivers in combination with the predefined report ID the desired data.

According to this, the queried domain “www.21st.com” has 28,221 backlinks to the domain and 4,203
linking domains.

You can find further examples and scripts in the most common query languages as well as a detailed
description of all functions, parameters, and the like at www.linkresearchtools.com/api.
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LinkRLinkResearesearchchTTools Iools Intntegration with Seoegration with SeoTTools fools for Exor Exccelel

It is possible to evaluate your links with our most famous metrics in SeoTools for Excel.

In there you can evaluate the Power, Trust, Power*Trust and Link Velocity Trend of your Domain, Pages or
Subfolder.

 Please be aware that the Link Velocity Trend is only calculated for the root domain.

Getting startGetting starteded

Open your SeoTools for Excel and select under “SEO” LinkResearchTools.
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Choose your settings and URLsChoose your settings and URLs

1. Choose the Domain, Page or Subfolder you want to be analyzed.
2. Select the metrics. By Default, all of them will be selected, but you can change it anytime.
3. Click on “Insert” to start the report.

RResultsesults
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Now you just pull down the green box to insert the formula to all your URLs. It might take a second until the
data is displayed.
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WWorking with Rorking with Reportseports
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TTypical Wypical Workflow with LRorkflow with LRTT

1. What would you like to know? Plan what you want to evaluate in advance. You can select from the various
metrics and filters in the report start screen to quickly achieve good results without having to search
extensively.

2. SSttart the rart the reporteport. Processing can take several minutes to several hours to complete. The processing time
depends on the filter and metrics you have selected. The tools will indicate the estimated processing time
directly in the report start interface.

3. Once the report is finished, you can start analyzing and, if necessary, start the same report again, using
different criteria (re-running) or analyze these results with other tools.

4. In your “Reports” overview you can access older reports at any time. An exception is the “Quick” reports
that are deleted after a few days (currently 7 days) since they can quickly be reproduced.
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RReport Ieport Infnformationormation

In all our reports we show a variety of graphics, charts and heat maps, etc. and they all have certain features
and options.

The Report Information gives you the first overview of the basic information of your reports. You will learn
when the report was created or was started, which URLs were entered and the number of links found.

RRepeat Repeat Report and Export Deport and Export Dataata

Additionally, you have the option to repeat a report or to export the data as CSV/ XLSX/ PDF.

Re-running a report instead of starting a new one for the same domain, allows you to keep all the settings
you have previously saved for your domain.

DDisplaisplay Ny Number of Links Fumber of Links Foundound

In the report information you can open a pop-up window containing information on the links found:
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Here you can find the information about the number of found links (out of how many domains or top-level
domains). In addition, you can see the amount of links shown in the report and the number of links that
have been filtered, and thus not shown in the report. It will also indicate the reason for which the links have
been filtered (site-wide, duplicate links or deleted links).

You can terminate a report early at any time. In this case, you won't get all the details about the robots.txt
metrics, etc. If you just want to get an overview of the found links, feel free to do so.
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In the terminated report, you will still see at what percentage you stopped the report and see as many links
as we could crawl in that time.
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Overview of Domain StatisticsOverview of Domain Statistics

The domain statistics provide you with an initial overview of the entered domains.

The value Referring Root-Domains applies to all linked top-level domains that have been found for the
entered domain, including the deleted and filtered links.

Charts and HCharts and Heatmapseatmaps

Various charts will visualize your results, including histograms, pie charts, clouds or heatmaps. Each metric
you selected will be illustrated in an own chart/ special graphic. You can switch between the metrics by
using the tabs.

The heatmap is a specially developed chart type that is installed in 2 special tools (CKA & CLV). These
heatmaps help you discover anomalies in the link growth and/ or in Google search results.

The “HeHeaatmaptmap” illustrates each metric selected or –in the case of the CKA- a predefined set of metrics.

The darkThe darker the heer the heaatmap ctmap colorolor, the mor, the more dise distinctinctivtive the selece the selectted meed metrictric. This way, you can detect possible
irregularities and deficiencies that require deeper analysis.

Hover your cursor over a particular entry to receive detailed information about each metric for every
position per keyword. In this example, you can see that the trailed URL “www.investopedia.com” for the
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keyword “auto insurance tips” includes 656 backlinks. The average of the top 10 ranking pages for the
keyword “auto insurance tips” is 253,4 backlinks. This example illustrates the large deviation from the
average. This anomaly is marked in dark green in the heatmap. The deviation from this average is + 402,6
backlinks for the URL “www.forbes.com“.

The heThe heaatmaptmap in the CLV tool shows you the hishisttoricorical deal devvelopment of the link grelopment of the link groowthwth. The different color
shades visualize the number of links per month. The darker the box, the higher the link growth/ the more
links were deleted.

Hover your cursor over a particular entry to receive detailed information about each metric for every
position per keyword. The backlink information shown here contains the number of links for the current
month.
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Example: The domain “esurance.com” had a total of 59,250 linking websites in February 2016. On these
website 52,006 Text Links, 7,674 Image Links and 4,656 NoFollow Links were compiled. That month, 8,637
links were deleted and 65 forwarding links were built. The domain popularity is indicated by the number of
linked domains that are found in that month. The SitSitee-wide R-wide Raatiotio is the domain ratio between links to the
domain (BLdom) and the number of linking domains to the domain (DomPop).

Within the heatmap table, reports can be started for each of the domains individually by simply selecting
the ones you want to start reports for and choosing the tool you want to start reports for.

Once domains or keywords have been selected, a dropdown becomes available to select tools from.
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Domains or keywords can be selected individually or in bulk by clicking on “Select all Domains/Select all
Keywords” option.

HistHistogramsograms

Histograms represent metrics and visualize report results via bar charts. Using the tabs, you can go back
and forth between the metrics.

Example: You would like to analyze the quality of your backlinks. It can be done with the “LRLRTT
PPoowwer*Ter*TrusrusttTMTM”. This metric is the product of Power and Trust and alloallows a quick esws a quick estimatimatte of the oe of the ovvererallall
effeffecect of et of evverery single linky single link.. From the chart „Power*Trust” you can read off how many backlinks of
trustworthy and strong sites you have:
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From this example, you can tell that the domain “21st.com” has 5,270 backlinks in total, with an LRT
Power*TrustTM of 0 and 160 backlinks with a value of 1. If you would like to look at the links closely, please
refer to the link detail table below.

YYou cou can also filtan also filter direr direcectly inside the charttly inside the charts.s.

Example: Let’s assume you are searching for good links that you can reactivate. In such case, you simply
need to screen your results for “[LinkNotFound]” links. You can immediately see that the “www.21st.com”
has 42 links with an LRT Power*TrustTM value ranging between 8 and 12 and 10 links with an LRT
Power*TrustTM value ranging between 13 and 21. The link detail table allows you to analyze these links in
detail.
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Anchor TAnchor Textsexts

Anchor texts are the clickable part of a hyperlink. The anchor text could be the URL, Domain or a keyword.

Incoming anchor text links can give a huge SEO benefit to your domain if done correctly. If anchor text is
overdone it can cause the most severe of all Google Penalties, Penguin.

LinkResearchTools has different ways to visualize anchor text in most types of reports including pie charts
and anchor text keyword clouds. Being able to see all your anchor text like this helps you understand what
a natural link profile looks like versus an unnatural link profile.

 You should always make sure that your anchor text looks natural in your link profile. In some
circumstances, you may be able to easily improve the strength and health of a link by changing
the anchor text. Have in mind that anchor text variation is really important if you want to have a
good link profile. Over-optimized link profiles (e.g. a backlink profile with only exact match
anchor texts) can lead to a penalty.

The anchor text keyword cloud provides 4 display formats to visualize your keywords. These are not only
weighted by means of the frequency of the occurring keywords, but also according to the Power and Trust
metrics:
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• The number of keywords: the more a keyword is linked, the bigger its size in the cloud. You can see
here which keywords the website is trying to rank for because more links have been built in the
past.

• Power*Trust: this format visualizes the keywords with the strongest and most trustworthy links
relatively bigger.

• Power: this format visualizes the keywords with the strongest links correspondingly bigger.
• Trust: this format visualizes the keywords with the most trustworthy links accordingly bigger.

The display formats can be switched in the keyword cloud next to the “Anchor Text“. You simply click on
your favorite display format. This anchor text cloud is integrated into Link Detox (DTOX), Quick Backlink
Profiler (QBL) and Backlink Profiler ( BLP).

Number of KNumber of Keeywyworordsds

The morThe more ofte often a ken a keeywyworord is linkd is linked, the bigged, the bigger iter its sizs size in the cloud.e in the cloud. Here you can see which keywords the
website is trying to rank for because more links have been built in the past.

PPoowwer*Ter*Trusrustt

It visualizes the keywords with the sstrtrongongesestt and most trustrustwtworthyorthy links relatively bigger.
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Here you can see that the links with the anchor text “www.21st.com” have the highest Power*Trust value.

PPoowwerer

It visualizes the keywords with the sstrtrongongesest linkst links correspondingly bigger.

TTrusrustt
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It visualizes the keywords with the most trustrustwtworthyorthy links accordingly bigger.

In Link Detox (DTOX), you can also sort the anchor text by DTOXRISK:
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Link Detail TLink Detail Table & Fable & Faavoritvorite Linkse Links

Your report also includes a link detail table. It contains all your entered domains, the links we found and
your selected metrics. Moreover, you can proceed with secondary analyses from this chart.

Link DLink Data Exportata Export

You can export link data either as CSV/ XLSX or work directly with this chart in the report:

Hide/ Enable ColumnsHide/ Enable Columns

In the link detail table, you can hide columns and also enable once hidden columns again. You can also
show all columns at once:

You are able to maximize or minimize the link detail table just as you like. Just click on the free space next
to the chart.

There are two options to hide columns:

FiltFilter Columns modeer Columns mode: Here you can directly “Hide” the columns in the table.
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Hide ColumnsHide Columns: Here you can choose from a list, which columns you would like to hide.

In order to add the columns again to the table, you just have to click on each desired metric above the link
detail table.

DeDettail Fail Funcunctions per Linktions per Link

If you click the plus (+) next to one of your source URLs, which appears if you hover the cursor over it, the
“Details to your URL” open.

DeDettails tails to yo your URLour URL
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From here you can start several URL-actions:

Examples:

• Do you want to learn more about the backlink profile? Then start a BLP from here.

• Would you like to know more about the details of the domain of this URL? Simply query the Whois
information.

• Would you like to view this URL again later? Then put this URL to your “ffavavoritoriteses”, so you can
quickly access it later.

• Moreover, on the side of each found link in the detail table, a dropdown appears next to the link for
more context actions. By clicking on the side of the link, quick details such as LRT Power*Trust, Link
Velocity Trends (LVT), number of backlinks, DomPop will be displayed on the Context Menu for
Page, Domain or Root Domain of the relevant link.
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If we detect "Neighborhood Domains" for an URL, we display all these domains in the link detail table. More
than that, we include a context menu that provides page, domain and root domain information for each
URL in the neighborhood.
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MMultilevel Filtultilevel Filterers in LinkRs in LinkResearesearchchTToolsools

You have the option to use our multilevel filter directly in the link detail table.

Example: You solely want the “.com” or “.co.uk” links to display in the chart? Enter “.com” in the search box.

Then, click on the filter funnel next to the search box and enter “.co.uk” in the search box.

If you click on “AND”, you can select either “AND“ or “OR“, then select “OR“.
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After the entry, you get a list including all links, which end with either “.com” or “.co.uk”. You are able to
combine the multilevel filter as you please. Do you only want to include links that start with, end with or
equal a special link text?

After entering the filter (here: starts with “auto insurance”) you receive another list:

Depending on the selected metric you can continue to filter or reject your results as you please. Moreover,
you have the option to filter by link type or simply by link status:
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MMultilevel Fultilevel Functions in LinkRunctions in LinkResearesearchchTToolsools

Now you have found your results and you would like to analyze them further or access them faster. With the
multilevel function you can either analyze the chosen URLs further (QBL: domain or page analysis), add
them to your favorites (for later access) or you add the URLs to the project or the global blacklist.

In the Link Detox, you also have the option to use the multilevel function for tagging, disavowing and
evaluating backlinks.

If you mark the boxes on the left side, you can tag, disavow or rate more at the same time.
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But pleBut please kase keep in mindeep in mind, if you disavow a link it doesn’t automatically go to Google. It will be added to you
Google Disavow File, which you can export and upload it in your Google Search Console.

Bulk ActionsBulk Actions

In Link Detox, you also have the advantage to disavow, undisavow, rate links or add and remove tags on
bulk. Just filter for the links in the table where you want to apply the bulk actions.

FiltFilter Slicer Sliceses

Filter Slices are predefined filters that you can use to filter the link detail table with one click. The default
Filter Slices allow you to filter your report
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Own SlicOwn Slicee

You can create and save your own filter slices too. Filter in the link detail table for the desired metrics and
settings and create a new slice with “New Slice – Save Slice“.

Example: You exclusively want to see links, which have the anchor text “auto insurance” and which are
FOLLOW links and text links. Set the filters according to your needs in the link detail table.

When you are done filtering, create a new slice by choosing a name and click on „Save Slice“.

You will find the new slice in “Stored Slices”. If you want to use the filter now, you just have to click on it and
the link detail table will adjust.

FFaavoritvorite URLse URLs

In the link detail table, you also can save multiple URLs as ”favorites” to manage and analyze them later on.
To add a URL to the favorites, simply use the “Star” symbol next to the URL in the link detail table, or tick
the wanted URLs and use the additional functions at the end of the chart.

You can, of course, delete the links that are no longer needed and keep your favorites up to date. The menu
item “Favorites” takes you to the summary page from where you can start further analyses or you can work
off your list of saved URLs.
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Export FExport Functions (Manually + Aunctions (Manually + Aututomaticallyomatically))

ManuallyManually

There are different export functions in the tools. You can download all tables and charts as CSV, XLSX and
PDF as a whole from the button on the top next to the general report information. Whenever you do an
export, you will receive an e-mail with download links to your requested files.

If you only need individual charts or columns, you can download them directly as a PNG format.

You can also download the results in the link detail table. There even is the opportunity to filter in advance
and then to only export the filtered data. Within the chart, you can download the results as XLSX or CSV.

You can now export CSV and XLSX files with backlinks included for each listed domain in the details table of
the following tools:

• Missing Links Tool (MLT)
• Common Back Links Tool (CBLT)
• Link Juice Recovery Tool (LJR)
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• The LJR also includes the “From URL” field

This new feature helps a power-user do even more advanced post-processing of our data than before.

If you click on “+” next to one domain, you will see all details links directly in the table of the above-
mentioned tools.

The context Menu table of actions is present here in the CBLT report as well, both on the detail table and in
the Commonality information section as well.
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AAututomaticallyomatically

If you restart a report, you have the possibility to restart a report automatically with the same settings using
the settings in “Repeat report” (see chapter Repeat report). You also have the possibility to receive the
results of the report via e-mail. Moreover, you can set whether you just want a single report or whether you
want all future reports to be sent to you.
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KKeyworeyword Classificationd Classification

WhWhy should you classify your ky should you classify your keyworeywordsds

The anchor text type plays an important role in how we calculate the risk of your links. That's the reason
why we want you to classify your keywords. Certain rules in our algorithm will only activate after you
classify at least 80% of your keywords.

If you want to look at accurate DTOXRISK data, you need to classify your keywords and then Recalculate the
risk of your links. We don't recommend disavowing any links before you classify at least 80% of your anchor
texts and re-process your Link Detox (DTOX) report.

You can categorize the keywords into:

• MoneMoney Ky Keeywyworordsds
These are the keywords that people want to rank for. It usually is a keyword that is popular and
often searched for.

• BrBrand Kand Keeywyworordsds
These keywords contain something that can be associated with you or your company. That can be a
certain product, service or the company name/domain name itself. Links are always Brand
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Keywords. We do that automatically for you.

• Compound KCompound Keeywyworordsds
Compound keywords are keywords that are partly “Brand”, partly “Money” keyword.

• Other KOther Keeywyworordsds
All keywords that don’t fit in the above categories are Other Keywords and without any association
to you or your company.

You can display the already classified keywords and change the categorization of the keywords as you wish.
Keywords can be classified and then changes can be updated in a batch.

AAututomatic Komatic Keyworeyword Classificationd Classification

You can either set up the Automatic Keyword Classification right when you start a new Link Detox (DTOX)
report or you can add all the domains that you would like to automatically analyze keywords for in your LRT
account “Settings”

Setting up the ASetting up the Aututomatic Komatic Keyworeyword Classification fd Classification for anor any domain in the acy domain in the acccountount
“Settings“Settings””

a.a. Go tGo to seo setttings in ytings in your LinkRour LinkReseeseararchchTTools (LRools (LRT) acT) acccountount

bb.. Click on the new “Auto Keyword Classification” button

c.c. Add the domain you need to classify keywords for.
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d.d. Write down all the brand keywords you can think of for that domain. You can include URLs, the name of
the owner and different variations of the brand name.

e.e. Write down all the money keywords you can think of. These are the keywords that you want to rank for.
For example, 21st.com is an insurance company. Insurance, auto insurance, life insurance, etc. are money
keywords for the 21st.com domain.
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ff.. Put together a list of the other keywords that don’t belong in the money or brand category and have no
association with you or your company.
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You only need to do this once for each domain and the time you put into it is worth it. You get accurate
DTOXRISK data in exchange, and therefore you can do a much better link audit job.

Setting up the ASetting up the Aututomatic Komatic Keyworeyword Classification when you start a Link Detd Classification when you start a Link Detooxx
(D(DTTOOX) rX) reporteport

Go to your LinkResearchTools Dashboard and start a new Link Detox (DTOX) report and do the following:

a. Ta. Type in yype in your domain and then click on the “our domain and then click on the “SeSet up At up Aututomaomatic Ktic Keeywyworord Classificd Classificaationtion” but” buttton.on.
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bb. Ent. Enter yer your Aour Aututomaomatic classifictic classificaation setion setttings, ftings, folloollowing the same rules as abowing the same rules as abovve.e.
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RRunning the Aunning the Aututomatic Komatic Keyworeyword Classification inside a rd Classification inside a reporteport

When you open an old report or a report that doesn’t have at least 80% of the keywords already classified,
you will see a notification, asking you to either do a Manual Keyword Classification or start an Automatic
Keyword Classification.

Click on the “Automatic Keyword Classification” button, check your keyword lists again, and then click
“Save and start”. This will take you to the keyword classification table and it will automatically start
classifying your keywords, based on the rules you defined in the settings.
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When you’re inside the Keyword Classification view in Link Detox, click on “Run Auto Keyword
Classification.” This will apply the rules you defined before to your existing anchor texts.

It will only take a minute or so and you will see what percentage of keywords we managed to classify, based
on the Brand, Money and Other keywords that you introduced for your domain in the previous steps.

Make sure that when the Auto Keyword Classification is completed you have more than 80% of your
keywords marked as classified. If it’s less, you can check the anchor texts by count and either add more
rules (brand, money, and other keywords) to the “Auto Keyword Classification” or classify more links
manually. We recommend using the Automatic Keyword Classification. This will save you time in the future
as well.
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HaHave a quick look at the autve a quick look at the automatically classified anchor tomatically classified anchor textsexts

Make sure that you are happy with the results of the keyword classification. Maybe you added a money
keyword in the Brand field by mistake. No problem, you can always go back and change the classification in
the keyword classification table.

RRecalculatecalculate De DTTOOXRISK tXRISK to see the co see the corrorrect scect scororee

As mentioned before, the keyword classification is very important if you want to get the correct DTOXRISK
estimation for your backlinks. You need the DTOXRISK score to be as precise as possible so that you don’t
end up disavowing good links or not disavowing the ones that could be dangerous for your backlink profile.
That’s why we decided to hide the DTOXRISK score every time you make changes to the keyword
classification, disavow value or link rating actions in your Link Detox reports.

It’s especially important that after you do the keyword classification, you click on the “Recalculate
DTOXRISK” button that you see inside your report instead of the DTOXRISK score.
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This is the only way that we can allocate a correct DTOXRISK value to each of your links.

You should never start doing the link audit work if you don’t classify at least 80% of your keywords and then
Recalculate the DTOXRISK.

After we recalculate the DTOXRISK, you will see the DTOXRISK value again. Only this DOnly this DTTOOXRISK vXRISK value isalue is
rreliable.eliable. Anything else is you saw before was wrong.

This does noThis does not ct cosost yt you any additional crou any additional creditedits.s.
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EstimatEstimated vs. Analyzed vs. Analyzed Backlink Ped Backlink Prrofileofile

Since April 2017, we can do much better in analyzing bigger backlink profiles. Thanks to our ongoing
innovation, we can even find up to 6 million links in our Agency plan.

This is why, in some reports, you will stumble upon a warning that your report is outdated and you are only
seeing a fraction of the links you could analyze. In this case, we strongly recommend that you use the plan
with the best analysis power and re-run the report to get the biggest possible fresh analysis of your backlink
profile.

Please also don't forget that the extra link data uploads we recommended for years can still improve and
increase the analysis. Upload as many links and connect as many link data sources as you can to get the
most detailed overview of your backlink profile.
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BookmarkletsBookmarklets

Some of our tools can start reports with what we call Bookmarklets. You can use them to easily start a
report from your bookmarks bar while surfing the web. All you need to do is to drag-and-drop the link to
your bookmarks bar and then use it when needed.

When you are currently browsing a site you want to have a report for, just click on the Bookmarklet.
LinkResearchTools will automatically start a report for this site’s URL.

The following tools support Bookmarklets:

• Quick Backlinks (QBL)
• Backlink Profiler (BLP)
• Quick Domain Compare (QDC)
• Link Opportunities Review Tool (LORT)
• Bulk URL Analyzer (Juice Tool)
• Strongest Sub Pages Tool (SSPT)
• Link Juice Recovery Tool (LJR)
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MMetric Getric Grroupsoups
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Link CheckLink Check

By selecting the Link Check PLink Check Packackagagee in all Tools of LinkResearchTools (all tools that do not work in the ad
hoc mode), the tools do not only check every link, if it still exists, but also extract all relevant information,
such as LinkText, LinkLoc, and much more. This option is selected by default in BLP, LCT.

Linktext The link text is a visible, clickable text in a link. It is also called anchor text.
With the link text distribution of the backlink profile of your top
competitors, you can learn more about the optimal distribution for your
niche.

Link Status Determines the status of a link (Follow, NoFollow, Mention, Redirect).

LinkType Determines the type of a link (Text, Image, Mention, Redirect, Frame).

LinkPos Determines the link position with the total number of links of the page in

the source code, e.g. the found link is 4/ 100, i.e. the link is the 4th link of
the page out of a total of 100 links.

LinkPosPct Determines the relative link position with the total number of links of a
page. The value is expressed in percentage, e.g. a link with LinkPosPct 90%
can more likely be found at the end. In this way, you can quickly see,
whether your links are placed rather at the beginning or the end of the
source code.

LinkLoc Determines the position of a link (Header, Footer, Content, Comment, Link
List, Widget and much more). In this way, you can find out how many links
are placed in the footer, in link lists, and the like, without launching the
particular link manually.
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Link StatusLink Status

Follow A Follow link is indexed and influences the ranking of the target page.

NoFollow The impact on NoFollow links on search engine rankings and penalties is
discussed controversially. Google published that such links would be
completely ignored. We have the opinion that NoFollow links can under
certain circumstances still be harmful to search engine rankings and result
in manual penalties because Google generally tries to identify spamming
intents.

Mention The URL was mentioned, but not linked. This type of link can increasingly
be found in forums and the like if the entered URLs are not automatically
converted into links.

Redirect The URL is identified as original resource link by another page. There are
differences between several kinds of redirects:

• 300 multiple choices
• 301 (moved permanently)
• 302 (found)
• 303 see other
• 307 (temporary redirect)
• Refresh Meta tag
• HTTP refresh header
• Rel Canonical (Statement by Google)

Canonical The URL has been identified as original source by a site with duplicate
content.

[LinkNotFound] No link has been found on the particular page. It is possible that it has
been deleted in the meantime or slipped down to the next page on a list or
in a blog, etc.

n/a It was impossible to search for a link in this URL, because, for instance, it
comes from a file, such as a PDF or an image.

Error The particular page/ URL could not be checked by our crawlers, or it was
temporarily unavailable.

In case a link is identified as a redirect, you can query a detailed redirect breakdown by clicking on the “+”
next to the source URL.
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In case that a link was removed, it is marked accordingly as [LinkNotFound] in the link detail table. It is also
possible to remove these no longer existing links (as well as site-wide links) before the report is created.
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Link Status ILink Status Indicatndicatororss

For different types of links and redirects, LinkResearchTools (LRT) displays different status icons next to
each link in your reports.
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Basic SEBasic SEO StatsO Stats

Basic SEO Stats are the most important basic metrics. From the number of links to the page and domain,
linking root domains (domain popularity), the theme of the page, the technical nature of a page, as well as
the LRT Power™ and LRT Trust™ metrics, the most important SEO metrics are delivered in this package.
Power indicates the strength of a page with the number and strength of the links and Trust displays the
implicit trust of the page in Google search results – it works similar to the system of the Trust Rank Patent.

BL The number of backlinks to a page, e.g. links to de.wikipedia.org/ article.

BLdom The number of backlinks to the entire domain, e.g. links to
en.wikipedia.org.

DomPop The number of linking domains to the entire domain (or domain popularity
of the domain).

Theme The theme of a page (e.g. “Computers/ Internet”). A page can be allocated
to more than one theme (e.g. “Newsgroups/ Forums, Computers/ Internet,
Blog/ Travel). Depending on your niche, there are naturally themes that
should be avoided in your backlink profile, such as malware, pornography,
and the like.

SiteType The technical type of a page (e.g. “Blog”, “CMS” or “Social Network”).
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Power Indicates the strength of a page with the number and strength of the links.
The scale ranges from 1-10.

Trust Indicates the implicit trust of a page in the Google search results – a system
that works similar to the Trust Rank Patent. The scale ranges from 1-10.

Power*Trust Allows the assessment of the quality of a link. We strongly recommend for
this particular metric to be used for the assessment of links because you
can assess whether your links come from spam pages or from high-quality
networks. You can delete some weak links and, thereby, influence your
rankings. The scale ranges from 1-100.

TTrust & Prust & Powerower

Power and Trust metrics for domain and top-domain(root-domain). Select this package to compare all
Trust & Power metrics with each other in order to get the full picture of the quality of your backlinks.

Power*Trust dom Determines the quality of the domain with the sstrtrengthength and
trustrustwtworthinessorthiness of the links.

Power*Trust topdom Determines the quality of the top-domain (root-domain) with the sstrtrengthength
and trustrustwtworthinessorthiness of the links.

Power-dom Indicates the strength of the domain.

Trust-dom Indicates the implicit trust of the domain.
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Power-topdom Indicates the strength of a top-domain (root-domain).

Trust-topdom Indicates the implicit trust of the top-domain (root-domain).

LRLRT PT Power*ower*TTrustrust

The LRT Power™ and LRT Trust™ metrics help you evaluate the quality and trustworthiness of every
incoming link and provides you additionally with the ability to assess the strength and trustworthiness of
your links in LinkResearchTools.

PPoowwer*Ter*Trusrust = 0 – gt = 0 – good or bood or bad?ad?

Power*Trust = 0, for example, can mean (illustrated on our updated Power*Trust matrix):

• PPoowwer=0 but Ter=0 but Trusrust=10t=10 – this is an example of an extremely “High Potential” link that you might have
missed in the past. Add some extra link power to this linking page and you grow it from “HighHigh
PPoottentialential” into an “AAwwesome Superesome Superssttarar” (1 -> 2)

• PPoowwer=10 but Ter=10 but Trusrust=0t=0 – this is an example of a very strong link (3) that has no Trust. Nitrous Oxide
could help you get a ranking boost short-term, but it could land you in Google Penguin jail if you
overdo.
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• PPoowwer=0 and Ter=0 and Trusrust=0t=0 – of course, this could be a completely worthless link as well – as many
probably thought about a P*T = 0 in the past. Those links are not worth much and would take a LOT
of effort to improve.
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PPoowwer*Ter*Trusrust = 6 – gt = 6 – good or bood or bad?ad?

• PPoowwer=1 but Ter=1 but Trusrust= 6t= 6 – another example of a “High Potential” (5) link you could improve to an
“Awesome Superstar” (6) by giving it more power.

• PPoowwer=3 but Ter=3 but Trusrust=2t=2 – an example of a rather weak link (7) that at least has some inherent trust. A
Power=2 and Trust=3 would be preferred by most SEOs and webmasters, though. At any rate,
developing a link from this position into the desirable segment of “Awesome Superstar” links looks
like a lot of hard work, and is it even possible?
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• PPoowwer=6 but Ter=6 but Trusrust=1t=1 – still a P*T=6, this is an example of a pra preettty sty strtrong linkong link with lolow trusw trustt (8). If
you would try to power this link more – as you would do in the example (6 -> 7) then you could get
in deep Google Penalty trouble.
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Link VLink Velocity and Link Velocity and Link Velocity Telocity Trrendsends

LVT, LV4m, LV6m, LV12m, LV24m – metrics to evaluate the link growth from source domains.

LVT It is a trIt is a trend indicend indicaattor thaor that met measurasures changes changes in the link gres in the link groowthwth.
This value is displayed in “%” and compares the LV4m value with the
LV24m value. There are positive and negative link growth trends,
depending on whether a website gains links or loses them. Basically,
constant growth should be always aspired, because drastic changes can
often be interpreted as a negative signal. This unique metric allows you to
exclude possible link sources with a drastic link drop in advance because
they no longer will be supported or will expire soon – it saves you a lot of
work.

LV4m Indicates the growth of the DomPop in the past 4 months. Displayed in
absolute numbers, e.g. 42 new, linking domains in the past 4 months.

LV6m Indicates the growth of the DomPop in the past 6 months. Displayed in
absolute numbers, e.g. 42 new, linking domains in the past 6 months.

LV12m Indicates the growth of the DomPop in the past 12 months. Displayed in
absolute numbers, e.g. 42 new, linking domains in the past 12 months.

LV24m Indicates the growth of the DomPop in the past 24 months. Displayed in
absolute numbers, e.g. 42 new, linking domains in the past 24 months.
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In the evaluation conducted by “Bulk URL Analyzer (Juice Tool)”, you can see that the entered domains have
obtained more than 100 and less than 1,000 new, linking domains in the past 24 months.
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IImpactana Contmpactana Content Markent Marketing Meting Metricsetrics

You cannot find truly resonant content by only looking at the Buzz set of metrics. It’s Impact that brings out
the strongest content. People interact, share and show interest in content with Impact. These are metrics
that every marketer must consider looking at when measuring success.

If we think of Buzz and Impact as a two-axis system, it becomes clear that those with a high Buzz and a high
Impact are most desirable. But even an average Buzz can be profitable with high Impact.

Buzz It is Impactana’s aggregate of social media signals, divided into shares and
likes.
These metrics are taken from platforms including Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, Google +, Slideshare and LinkedIn.
Think of Buzz as a way of gauging a piece of content’s short-term,
immediate social success.

Impact It is a set of metrics meant to help you measure long-term user
engagement for every piece of content.
The IMPACT set of metrics is made of:

• CommentCommentss – real people engaging with the content - a lot more
meaningful than a Like.

• ClicksClicks – click-thru's from various channels measure traffic – that’s
what matters.

• VieViewsws – views matter a lot on YouTube. We estimate views for every
content URL – after all, we do market to generate traffic, not some
simple like that is generated in a fraction of a second. Also on video
platforms like YouTube or Vimeo, a video can reach millions of
people while it only has a handful of tweets.

• DoDownlownloadsads – e.g. on Slideshare this is an additional metric of
engagement. Someone who downloads a slide deck after viewing
it is more engaged. So the content made more impact on him.

• LinksLinks – in the old days content marketing was called “link baiting”.
Whenever some content attracts links, then the marketer did
something very right. In fact, many masterpieces of content earned
links without a high social buzz. When we measure links, we take
the full link graph into account, not just some more popular ones
(like other social media analytics tools do). Because: links matter.
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Ranking KRanking Keyworeyword Md Metrics (SEMetrics (SEMrush)rush)

KwDomain indicates the total number of ranking keywords for the whole domain, whereas KwPage
evaluates the number of ranking keywords of the page (according to SEMRush). Both are indicators of the
strength of a page or a domain. The KwDomain Metric needs NO SEMRush API Key, whereas KwPage needs
one.

KwDomain Reflects the number of ranking keywords of the domain. A domain that
ranks for multiple keywords is often strong and trustworthy.

KwPage Indicates the number of ranking keywords of the page. A page that ranks
for multiple keywords is often strong and trustworthy.

You can see in the analysis conducted by the Bulk URL Analyzer (Juice Tool) that of 830 links have more
than 1,000 and less than 10,000 traffic keywords for the domain according to SEMRush.
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Visibility IVisibility Indexndexeses

Visibility metrics indicate the visibility (number of ranking keywords) for an entire domain. The respective,
national visibility for the preferred country of destination can be determined in your project settings.

Sistrix Visibility Index A scA scale fale for the visibility of a domain in the Google indeor the visibility of a domain in the Google indexx. It is a weighted
mean of ranking keywords and positions. The higher the SISTRIX index, the
better the visibility of a domain based on the keywords, which SISTRIX
checks.

The SisThe Sistrix Visibility Indetrix Visibility Indexx can be integrated into the Toolkit using the API Key and is available in all detail
tools. Please note that the external API Key may use up some credits depending on the provider.
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Link Ratio MLink Ratio Metricsetrics

SWR, SWR-page, SWR-topdom, DLR, DLR-topdom – new metrics to evaluate the sitewide and deep link
ratios of the relevant source.

SWR page SitSitee-wide r-wide raatiotio between links to the page (BL) and the number of linking
domains to the page (DomPop page).

SWR Domain rDomain raatiotio between links to the domain (BLdom) and the number of
linking domains to the domain (DomPop).

SWR topdom TTopop-le-levvel domain rel domain raatiotio between links to the top-domain (root-domain) and
the number of linking domains to the top-domain (root-domain) (DomPop-
topdom).

DLR Deep link rDeep link raatiotio of the domain. It involves the ratio of sub-page backlinks to
homepage backlinks.

DLR topdom Deep link rDeep link raatio of the ttio of the topop-le-levvel domainel domain. This metric shows the deep link
ratio of backlinks of a backlink of the top-level domain compared to the
deep link ratio of the top-domain (root-domain).
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Domain RDomain Registration Detailsegistration Details

The domain registration information is helpful for some SEOs; especially the age of the domain affects the
trust of the domain. The olderThe older, the be, the betttterer..

DomAge The age of the domain (given out in years and months). The older the
domain, the more trustworthy it usually is.

DomCreated The creation date of a domain. The older the domain, the more
trustworthy it normally is.

REG Domain registrant (the person who registered a domain).

IP The IP address of the server that hosts a domain.
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Domain Expiry & RDomain Expiry & Registrar Detailsegistrar Details

The domain expiry and registrar info is helpful for some SEOs, especially the domain expiry date is said to
maybe have impact on the trust a domain has. The further in the future the better.

DED Domain Expiration Date

DNS Domain nameservers

DNR Domain name registrar
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Google IGoogle Indexationndexation

G!idx The number of pages that Google has indexed for a domain.

In the evaluation conducted via the BLP Tool, you can see that 1,302 of the evaluated backlinks indexed
more than 10,000 pages in Google.
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RRobots.txt Mobots.txt Metricsetrics

To help you quickly detect if certain URLs are blocked by robots.txt, we provide detailed robot.txt metrics
for every link.

Robots.txt Bots txt allows general bots for currents URL

Robots.txt Googlebot txt allows Googlebot for current URL

Robots.txt Allowed Bots Major Bots* are allowed by Robots.txt for current URL

Robots.txt Blocked Bots Major Bots are blocked by Robots.txt for current URL

*major Bots = applebot, baiduspider, bingbot, googlebot, msnbot, naverbot, seznambot, slurp, teoma,
yandex

All these metrics are hidden by default. You can see all of them in your report by clicking on: “show all
columns”, or you can just click on the ones you need.
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Title Rank MTitle Rank Metricetric

Using the TitleRank™ home and title home metrics, you can determine the position in the Google search
results based on the extracted page title, the homepage of the linking URL. Using the additional metric,
LinkResearchTools provides you with two additional parameters to further evaluate the quality of your links
and to support your "clean-up actions". This metric already proved itself in several Penguin case studies as
a clear indication of the respective “Losers” or “Winners”. If the page title is on a very successful placement
or not ranked at all, it was probably "punished".

The convenient alternative to removing potentially harmful and "punished" links offers the new Link Detox
Tool, which automatically categorizes your links and informs you about all backlinks with a certain
DTOXRISK score.

TitleRank-home Determines the position of the linking page title of the homepage in the
Google search results.

Title-home Emits the linking page title of the home page.
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Link SourLink Sourcce Country & Citye Country & City

These metrics indicate in which country and in which region a page is hosted. These values become
increasingly important for the local search results.

CNTRY The country in which a domain is hosted.

CITY The city and/ or region in which a domain is hosted.
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AAuthority Backlinks Muthority Backlinks Metricsetrics

Backlinks from universities and government agencies are generally trusted and help increase confidence in
your domain.

DomPopEDU The number of linking .edu domains (American universities).

DomPopGOV The number of linking .gov domains (American governmental authorities).

BLedu The number of links from .edu pages (American universities).

BLgov The number of links from .gov pages (American governmental authorities).
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AAuthority Muthority Metricsetrics

The LRT™ Trust metrics specify the probability of a page or of a domain with ranking authority in Google.

Trust Indicates the implicit trust of the page in the Google search results – works similar
to the system of the TTrusrust Rt Rank Pank Paattentent.

Trust dom Indicates the implicit trust of the domain.

Trust topdom Indicates the implicit trust of the top-level domain.

The more trusted a page/ domain/ top-level domain is, the better. In any case, try to get links from highly
trusted sites, because the Trust will be inherited.
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TTraffic Iraffic Indicatndicatororss

Alexa and SEMrush all provide estimations about the traffic a site receives. Since all of them have different
ways to measure it's good to have them all. SEMRushRank is a rank similar to Alexa rank, while
SEMRushPrice and SEMRushTraffic are indicators for the actual dollar value of the traffic based on the
rankings a domain has. This is thereby also a quality indicator - the higher the better.

Alexa Alexa Traffic Rank.

SEMRushRank Rating of a page by the number of visitors that come from the first 20
Google search results.

SEMRushPrice Estimation of the costs of purchasing the same number of visitors.

SEMRushTraffic Number of visitors coming from the first 20 Google search results per
month.
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AdvancAdvanced Link Countsed Link Counts

Each domain name is dissolved into a unique IP address, under which the respective website is accessible.
The IP address, in turn, has various classes (AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD). A high C-class popularity means that the
website has backlinks that originated from many different IP addresses with different C-classes.

cPop The number of linking ClassC addresses to the domain.

IPpop The number of linking IP addresses to the domain.

DomPop page The number of linking domains to the page.

IPpop page The number of linking IP addresses to the page.

cPop page The number of linking ClassC addresses to the page.

DomPop topdom The number of linking domains to the top-level domain.

IPpop topdom The number of linking IP addresses to the top-level domain.

cPop topdom The number of linking ClassC addresses to the top-level domain.

WhaWhat is a Tt is a Topop-L-Leevvel Domain / Domainel Domain / Domain??

A TTopop-L-Leevvel Domainel Domain is, for example, .org. It is virtually the top level of a domain.

A TTopdomainopdomain (referring root-domain) is wikipedia.org.

A DomainDomain, for instance, is en.wikipedia.org.
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OOnpage-Linking Analysis Pnpage-Linking Analysis Packageackage

The parameters of this package look at the links on a page and tell you how many links of each kind a page
has.

MetaRobots Analyzes a site's robots-meta-tag and tells you, if a page uses one or
a combination of the values "index", "noindex", "follow", "nofollow",
"archive" or "noarchive".

IntL Total number of internal links (links to the same domain) on a given
page (both FOLLOW as well as NOFOLLOW-links).

ExtL Total number of external links on a given page (both FOLLOW as well
as NOFOLLOW-links).

IntLNF Total number of internal links (links to the same domain) on a given
page with rel="NoFollow".

ExtLNF Total number of external links on a given page with rel="NoFollow".

HTTP Status Code When a server receives that request, it sends back an HTTP
Response, with information for the client.

Page Title It shows the title of the page.

Title length The length of the title.

Meta Robots for Googlebot Analyzes a site's robots-meta-tag and tells you if a page uses one or a
combination of values for the Googlebot.

Meta description It shows the meta description for a page.

Meta description length It shows the length of a meta description for a page.

X-Robots-Tag Analyzes a site's X-Robots-Tag.

X-Robots-Tag for Googlebot Analyzes a site's X-Robots-Tag for the Googlebot.
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Wiki LinksWiki Links

The metrics of this package look at the number of links coming from Wikipedia.

Wiki-PT!BLdom Total number of links coming from Portuguese Wikipedia
(pt.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-ZH!BLdom Total number of links coming from Dutch Wikipedia (zh.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-PL!BLdom Total number of links coming from Polish Wikipedia (pl.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-IT!BLdom Total number of links coming from Italian Wikipedia (it.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-FR!BLdom Total number of links coming from French Wikipedia (fr.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-EN!BLdom Total number of links coming from English Wikipedia (en.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-DE!BLdom Total number of links coming from German Wikipedia (de.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-ES!BLdom Total number of links coming from Spanish Wikipedia (es.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-JA!BLdom Total number of links coming from Japanese Wikipedia (ja.wikipedia.org)

Wiki-RU!BLdom Total number of links coming from Russian Wikipedia (ru.wikipedia.org)
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Basic Social VBasic Social Vototeses

Social vSocial voottes ares are an ee an exxttension tension to classic vo classic vootteses – in other words, links. This package includes the number of
Facebook votes (likes, shares and comments) and Google + 1 for a page. Google obviously includes social
metrics in the rankings, but it is not disclosed how relevant the factor really is.

FB!Votes The number of times a URL has been shared, liked or commented on
Facebook and websites with Facebook buttons. (Therefore a combination
of the metrics FB!Likes, FB!Shares and FB!Comments.) The difference
between liking and sharing a page is that when you like a page, a hidden
Facebook Page is created that allows the webmaster to send status
updates to their "followers" news feeds, whereas liking means that only a
link to a page is created on a user's Facebook Profile.

G+1 The number of times a URL has been shared or +1 on Google+ and
websites with Google-buttons.

Since the value of networks such as Facebook increases continuously, your analysis must not deny the
factor of “social media”.
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AdvancAdvanced Social Ved Social Vototeses

The detailed evaluation of the social votes allows you an even more specific breakdown of social metrics.
This package includes the number of Facebook likes, Facebook shares, and Facebook comments for a page.

FB!Likes The number of times a URL has been shared on Facebook and websites
with Facebook buttons. (The difference to FB!Shares is explained in the
FB!Votes explanation.)

FB!Shares The number of times a URL has been shared on Facebook and websites
with Facebook buttons. (The difference to FB!Likes is explained in the
FB!Votes explanation.)

FB!Comments The number of times a URL has been commented on Facebook.

reddit The number of up votes minus the number of down votes for a URL
on reddit.com.

StumbleUpon The number of views for a given URL on StumbleUpon.
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WinsWins

The number of wins is a specifically developed metric for the Quick Domain Compare tool and Competitive
Keyword Analyzer which gives information about the overall score of a domain. It’s mainly about all
numeric values and counting all top values from each as the count of wins from a bunch of metrics such as
the LRT Power™, the number of backlinks, the Alexa Rank and much more.

As you can see in the above graphic, the domain “www.statefarm.com” has “won” 13 out of 21 possible
categories and, thus, has the highest number of “wins”.

In the QDC detail table, you can start several other reports for the analyzed domains.

You can either start a certain report for all domains simultaneously or you can start reports separately by
clicking on the drop-down feature on the footer table or header-table.
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Backlink AnalysisBacklink Analysis
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What is Backlink AnalysisWhat is Backlink Analysis??

Backlink Analysis is the cornerstone of link building and SEO. It stands in the beginning, the middle AND in
the end of the link building process.

Building links without knowing your backlink profile is like running over a minefield with a blindfold. You
need to find out which links are valuable for your domain to build only the kind of links you really need.

When you have built links successfully, then you should do a backlink analysis again and check how your
LRT Power, LRT Trust, DTOXRISK, Keyword Ratio etc. have changed. Because what you can’t measure – you
can’t improve!

You will need Backlink Analysis tools when you want to know where your domain is currently standing or
when you have a new client and want to understand his domain’s backlink profile.

Alongside domain analysis, you can also do a backlink analysis for a single page or sub-folder.

In general, we distinguish between partial backlink analysis and full backlink analysis.

Backlink Analysis WBacklink Analysis Workfloworkflow

 There are three link analysis tools included in the LinkResearchTools toolkit. Some tools are
quicker than the others like the Quick Backlinks Tool (QBL), but have in mind that by using the
QBL, you trade speed for accuracy. This tool gives you only a sample of your backlinks and the
link data is cached.

Only Link Detox (DTOX) shows you the full picture since it includes the 25th link data source. Make
sure that you base all your important decisions on a Link Detox (DTOX) full backlink analysis.

Here are the options you have for doing backlink analysis in LinkResearchTools:
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Quick Backlinks TQuick Backlinks Tool (QBL) - A quick sample analysisool (QBL) - A quick sample analysis

The first link analysis tool is the Quick Backlinks Tool (QBL). We call it "Quick" because it gives you a fast
overview of the backlink profile of a page or domain, to help you make quick decisions.

To give you very quick results, QBL uses cached data rather than live data.

This means you get to see backlink data that could be a couple days old.

But not to worry; we've still got the freshest and most up to date results out there compared to our
competitors.

This is good enough for every “quick-glance”.

Backlink PrBacklink Profiler (BLP) - Fofiler (BLP) - Frresh Backlink daesh Backlink datta, but noa, but not a full analysis (24 link sourt a full analysis (24 link sourcces)es)

The second link analysis tool is the Backlink Profiler (BLP). This tool is stronger than QBL thanks to the fact
that it returns freshly re-crawled, accurate link data.

But keep in mind that the BLP doesn't show you the full picture of your backlink profile. Only Link Detox
(DTOX) does that.

You are not looking at link data that was crawled days, months or years ago. You can see a deleted link,
even if it was deleted one minute ago.

If it's a powerful website that you care about, you can quickly reach out to the webmaster and ask for a new
link.

The Backlink Profiler (BLP) is a great link analysis tool that allows you to select the SEO metrics that matter
to you out of 97 SEO metrics. It helps you break down your backlink profile, it filters the sitewide links and
provides you with fresh, clean data that you can look at to get an understanding of the recent state of a
backlink profile. It can be your website's backlink profile or the backlink profile of your competitor's
websites.

Link DeLink Dettoox (Dx (DTTOOX) - The only tX) - The only tool thaool that allot allows yws you tou to do a full analysis (25 link souro do a full analysis (25 link sourcces)es)

If you want to do a full, detailed, and accurate backlink analysis, you need to use Link Detox (DTOX) - our
third and most powerful link analysis tool.

Link Detox (DTOX) is the only tool that gives you:
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• your full backlink profile combining data from 25 link sources
• accurate, reliable and fresh link data in one central system.
• clean, re-crawled and verified link data
• a new link crawl for every report you create or Re-run

This saves you hours of exhausting manual work.

No oNo other SEOther SEO softwsoftwararee or online marketing tool does this.

ConclusionConclusion

The Backlink Analysis tools are very powerful in any imaginable use case. Almost every SEO tool offers
Backlink Analysis as a service. We offer a fresh re-crawling of your links and clean data in addition. Every
SEO knows how important a detailed backlink analysis is, so why settle for less?
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QQuick Backlinks Tuick Backlinks Tool (ool (QBL)QBL)

QQuick Check of Yuick Check of Your Backlinksour Backlinks

WhaWhat is the Quick Backlinks Tt is the Quick Backlinks Tool (QBL)?ool (QBL)?

Find the strongest links of a domain or page within seconds.

BenefitBenefits of the Quick Backlinks Ts of the Quick Backlinks Tool (QBL)ool (QBL)

• Quick summarQuick summary of yy of your bour backlinksacklinks
The QBL tool can be used as a quick backlink checker. It allows you to create a quick list of your
backlinks with detailed information on the most important SEO metrics for each link. Get a quick
summary of the top backlinks of your rivals and decide if a detailed analysis is necessary.

• MakMake sure sure thae that yt your bour backlink is on a gacklink is on a good pood pagagee
You can use the QBL tool to research the backlinks of a domain or page within seconds. The results
will give you an overview to help you quickly decide if it is worthwhile having your link there or not.

• ImprImprooving yving your eour exisxisting linksting links
You can use the QBL tool to find your most powerful existing links and find out how to improve
them or get more from a similar source.

• Special analysis of specific bSpecial analysis of specific backlinksacklinks
Lets say you want to know more about the backlinks of your competitors in the UK market. With
QBL you can change settings so that only TLD ".co.uk" links are shown. You can then try to get
similar links.

• Quick scrQuick screening of yeening of your linkour linked ted teexxttss
You want to check the quality (Power and Trust) of your linked texts.

• EExxtrtracaction of the stion of the strtrongongesest bt backlinksacklinks
Extract the strongest backlinks of your competitors.

QBL FQBL Feeaaturtureses
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The QBL provides you with a quick overview of all top backlinks for a domain. You can check your links with
all related basic SEO metrics and see charts within a few seconds. With this tool, you can quickly and easily
decide whether an in-depth analysis is necessary. The QBL uses cached data to get results as fast as
possible.

SSttarting a QBL Rarting a QBL Reporteport

Start a QBL - from the “start report” dashboard.

1. Enter the name of the URL (domain or page) that you want to analyze.

2. Select between analyzing the links to the domain or to the page.

3. Choose the “ShoShow me the sw me the strtrongongesest linkst links” (number of links depending on version) button and wait a few
seconds until your report has finished loading.

YYou wou want jusant just specific links tt specific links to be shoo be shownwn?? The option "restrict link sources" makes it possible to restrict links
from specific sites (similar to the SITE: phrase of search engines). Of course you can also expand these
options:

• .com: Only links with the domain end ”.com" are displayed.
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• “autoinsurance", “society": Only links to domains which include the words “autoinsurance" or
“society" are shown – domain endings are ignored.

You simply have to tick “rresestrictrict link sourt link sourcceses". You can combine these options as you like:

AdvAdvancanced Oped Optionstions

In the “Advanced options”, you can use the following settings for QBL:

• Report Title
• Domain Links-Filter
• Dropped Links Handling
• Repeat Report
• Bookmark settings

IntInterprerpreettaation of the rtion of the resultesultss

QBL shows you results with a predefined metric set to interpret the quality of the backlinks. You can see
several histograms, a keyword cloud and detailed link chart. The result will be available within a few
minutes.
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1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. Here you can see how many domain links and duplicate links were deleted.

3. Here you can get a first impression about the domain.

4. You can jump between tabs. Every tab shows a different metric.

5. The keyword cloud shows the strongest keywords. The anchor texts can get sorted by different attributes
(number, power trust, power, and trust).

Further down in the report you find the link detail table:
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Moreover, on the side of each found link in the detail table, a drop-down appears next to the link for more
context actions. By simply clicking on the side of the link, quick details such as LRT Power*Trust, LVT,
Number of Backlinks, DomPop will be displayed on the Context Menu for Page, Domain or Root Domain of
the relevant link.
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Here you can filter, evaluate, analyze and, if desired, export your results.
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Backlink PBacklink Prrofiler (BLPofiler (BLP))

A Detailed Summary of YA Detailed Summary of Your Backlinksour Backlinks

Get the most comprehensive backlink analysis possible for your own and your competitors’ sites.

The Backlink PrBacklink Profiler (BLP)ofiler (BLP) is the most extensive backlink analysis tool on the market, when it comes to
actual data and a multitude of metrics. Obtain backlinks from your domain and learn from backlink profiles
of your competition. In addition, BLP helps you find the strongest text links, not existing links, missing
image description and the like.

BenefitBenefits of the BLPs of the BLP

• CrCreeaatte the mose the most ct compromprehensivehensive be backlink pracklink profileofile
The BLP allows for deep dives into backlink profiles of any domain or page. Highly sophisticated
charts and visual elements help you understand the data you’re looking at in seconds. Explore
details of every single link with just one click.

• Find out morFind out more about ye about your link prour link prospecospecttss
Once you have found some link prospects, you can use the BLP to dive deeper and find out more
about the pages where your link could be. The BLP results show you the most comprehensive, real-
time backlink report for any domain or page.

• Identify abnormal inbound linksIdentify abnormal inbound links
By just taking a look at the visualization, you can use the BLP tool for diagnosing problems such as
abnormal inbound links which may be causing Penguin Penalties. If this is the case you should then
run a DTOX to create a disavow file and clean up your backlinks.

• ImprImproovve ee exisxisting linksting links
You can use the BLP to find mentions of your site so that you want to change to links. You can also
find images with missing alt text that you want to be added. In such case, you can contact the
webmaster in an automated manner. Simply use our PitchBox integration.

• EEvvaluaaluatte ye your bour backlinksacklinks
You want to know how many of your backlinks have an LRT Power*Trust™ value of 0 or are a
NoFollow? By using BLP you can filter and export these with the help of the appropriate detail
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chart.

• Analysis of anchor tAnalysis of anchor teexxtts bs by ky keeywyworord disd distributiontribution
Do you want to know for which anchor texts you need to create links? With the help of keyword
distribution, you can detect if you have too many Brand/ Money/ Compound or other keywords.
Compare those with your competition and check which distribution is normal for your niche.

• CompeCompetition analysistition analysis
Analyze your competition's backlinks and try to find potential and good link possibilities.

• Deep Link RDeep Link Raatiotio
Should more links to the homepage or sub-pages be created? Find the answer with Deep Link Ratio.

• UUse of delese of deletted linksed links
You can also try to rebuild old links that have already been deleted. With BLP you can also show all
your deleted links with [LinkNotFound] and reconstruct them if necessary.

• VieView of sitw of sitee-wide/ dele-wide/ deletted/ dupliced/ duplicaatte linkse links
You have started a Link Detox, but want to see site-wide/ deleted and duplicate links, too? Activate
the right function before creating your BLP report.

• RReeach out fach out for beor betttter linkser links
You can use the PitchBox integration for a quicker outreach from this tool.

BLP FBLP Feeaaturtureses

With BLP you obtain a detailed overview of an existing backlink profile for any domain. BLP evaluates
linking anchor texts for you and thus helps you to find weak and strong links fast and quickly. Learn more
about the distribution of your keywords with the help of BLP by classifying them as Money/ Brand/
Compound/ Other keywords and analyze your deleted links. With the display of your deleted links, you can
reactivate good, old links.

SSttarting a BLP rarting a BLP reporteport

Start your BLP – from the “start report” dashboard.
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1. Enter the name of the URL (domain or page) you want to analyze.

2. Select if you want to analyze:

• The backlinks of the entire entered domain (domain), including all sub-pages.
• The backlinks of the entered URL/ page (page), e.g. “http:/ / www.21st.com/ company”.
• The backlinks of pages from the entered folder (sub-folder), e.g. “http:/ / www.21st.com/ company/

”.
• Or analyze only the uploaded file.

You can also upload your own backlinks from other sources (we support formats from Google Webmaster
Toolkit, Sistrix, Moz/ Linkscape, Majestic or all URL lists in .csv format).

3. Select your desired metrics.

Press the “Run Report” button and wait until your report has loaded.

Please note that if you decide to include the Title Rank metric for Homepage, in your report, the Site-Wide
Filter will be automatically enabled to skip the SW links to 5.

AdvAdvancanced oped optionstions

In the “AdvAdvancanced oped optionstions”, you can use the following settings for BLP:
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• Report Title
• Site-wide Links-Filter
• Dropped Links Handling
• Repeat Report

IntInterprerpreettaation of the Rtion of the Resultesultss

The BLP gives detailed backlink results of your entered domains/ sites/ sub-pages and can evaluate by
using various metrics if a backlink is good or bad. You receive a multitude of charts which help to answer
your questions.
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1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. Here you can learn how many site-wide, deleted and duplicated links have been removed from your
report. In principal, we recommend keeping the site-wide link settings, because it secures a realistic picture
of your backlink profile. We set 5 as a standard value of a site-wide links filter.

3. Categorize your keywords (see chapter “Classify Keywords”).

4. Here you can view all metrics that you have chosen, e.g. Basic-SEO-Stats.

5. You can switch between the tabs. Every tab shows you another metric.

Further down in the report you will find the link detail table, in which you can access detailed information
and metrics to the found backlinks.
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Link ALink Audit and Rudit and Rececoveryovery
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What is Link AWhat is Link Auditudit??

Link Audit is a discipline of SEO that had its debut with the Google Penguin updates. It involves the removal
and disavowing of toxic links, link risk management and the overall knowledge of risk factors for you and
your niche.

Every SEO who already went through the pain of a Google Penguin penalty or even a manual action knows
about the importance of proactive disavows and proper link risk management.

But there are also other fields in link audit besides disavowing bad links. Link audit is also about assessing
the average risk from new link prospects, analyzing websites for their best page to place a link on or
recovering link juice from lost links.

Link ALink Audit Wudit Workfloworkflow

Link Audit should be seen as a continuous process, as it is not only depending on the links you build
yourself, but also on the links that others build to your site naturally. Updating your domain’s disavow file,
checking for broken links and assessing their quality should be in your weekly routine as a clever SEO. If
you are working for a really big website, maybe you should even do it every one or two days.

DisavDisavoow Links and Managw Links and Manage Riske Risk

If you want to go for the classic “recover and protect” from Google Penguin and manual actions, then LinkLink
DeDettoox (Dx (DTTOOX)X) is the tool for you. It helps you easily find the bad links that harm your site. You can clean up
your inbound link profile and earn your rankings back.

You can also review the quality of the links in your disavow file and find links you wish to undisavow. Just
upload your disavow file and run a Disavow File Audit report for your domain.

RRececoovver Link Juicer Link Juice, Ope, Optimiztimize Link Se Link Structructurturee
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When auditing your backlink profile, make sure you don’t leave any broken links behind. Every broken link
means a bad experience for your users and lost link juice in Google. This is why you should go after any
broken link and fix it with the matching redirect. Thanks to the Link JuicLink Juice Re Rececoovverery Ty Tool (LJR)ool (LJR), you can do
all of this in one report. It discovers broken links to your page and lets you create an .htaccess file for all of
them in one move.

You should also consider checking for the best subpages on your domain and optimize your internal link
structure according to that. Also, you should check any domain for its best subpages whenever you have
the chance to get a link there. This way, you can always make sure to get your link on the right page.
Recommended tool: SStrtrongongesest Subpt Subpagages Tes Tool (Sool (SSPSPT)T)

Speed up the CrSpeed up the Crawlingawling

Whenever you did changes to your backlink profile you want to have promoted, you have to make sure
Google takes notice of it, no matter, if it’s a new disavow file or some awesome new links you just built. If
you want to have those links crawled faster, you can always use the Link DeLink Dettoox Boosx Boost (BOOSt (BOOST)T). It makes
Google really count your disavow file or new links and helps you recover from any penalty and restore your
rankings fast.

ConclusionConclusion

Link Audit is like a good health plan for your backlink profile. It involves the insurance against toxic links,
helps you keep the link juice flowing to the right pages and recover from penalties. It is the most important,
yet time-consuming aspect of the entire process. A good Link Audit is made-up of 20% strategy, 20%
knowledge and 60% accuracy and patience.
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Link DetLink Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX)X)

PPrrototect Yect Your Sitour Site Fe Frrom Google Pom Google Penaltiesenalties

Recover and protect your site from Google Penalties by cleaning up your backlink profile.

The Link DeLink Dettooxx® (D® (DTTOOX)X) tool analyzes all links of your website and classifies them automatically with the
help of the DTOXRISK® score. The analysis is based on a variety of SEO metrics, certain problematic contexts
and our self-learning data-driven Link Detox Genesis algorithm. DTOX will offer you recommendations for
all your potentially harmful links. Furthermore, the Link Detox® Risk (DTOXRISK®) metric helps you with
your Link Risk Management and provides data for safe search engine optimization.

Benefits of Link DetBenefits of Link Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX)X)

BenefitBenefits of Link Des of Link Dettooxx® (D® (DTTOOX)X)

• RRemoemovve a manual Google Pe a manual Google Penaltyenalty
If your site has received a Manual Action in Google Search Console, you can use Link Detox® to
identify all the bad links and create a disavow file. The disavow file is then uploaded to Google
Search Console.

You can also use the PitchBox integration to automatically reach out to webmasters and ask for
links to be removed. Even if they don’t respond favorably, you will have an e-mail log that you can
include in your Reconsideration Request which shows the ‘considerable effort’ that Google
requests. The effect of the disavow file can be made to happen faster by using Link Detox Boost
(BOOST).

It is possible that in the period between sending the Reconsideration Request and getting a reply
from Google more links may be found and Google may object to these. By setting up a Link Alert
(LA) you will be notified of any new links and will be able to deal with them accordingly.

• RRemoemovve an alge an algorithmic Google Porithmic Google Penaltyenalty
If your site is not ranking properly it may have an unnatural backlink profile which is triggering the
Google Penguin filter. This can be checked with Link Detox® (DTOX). A disavow file can be produced
and uploaded to Google Search Console. The effect of the disavow file can be made to happen
faster by using Link Detox Boost (BOOST).
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Link DetLink Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX) FX) Featureatureses

• Link Detox® (DTOX) allows you to maintain the backlink profile of your site, keeping it safe from
penalties.

• The calculation of the Link Detox Risk DTOXRISK® allows you to see the links that could be harmful
to your site.

• You can also see the Domain-wide Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK®) of your entire site.
• To get harmful links removed, you can use the integrated webmaster outreach function.
• Advanced Google Disavow integration allows you to upload your current disavow file so these links

can be taken into account.
• Harmful or suspect links can easily be added to a disavow file which can be exported directly to the

Google Disavow Links Tool.

Starting a Link DetStarting a Link Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX) RX) Reporteport

Start your DTOX Report – from the “Reports” dashboard. You will need to provide the following information:

1. Enter the domain you wish to analyze

2. Consider the benefits of connecting your LRT account to your Google Search Console account.

3. In the past, it was necessary to tick the box by agreeing to analyze both, domain and sub-domain by
consuming 2 credits. We automatically analyze both domains for you with only 1 credit.
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4. Choose the links you would you like to analyze

Link DetLink Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX) fX) for pages and sub-for pages and sub-folderolderss

Instead of running Link Detox® (DTOX) on the entire domain, you have the option to run it on a page and
sub-folder basis.

A page is any page on your website; this could be the homepage, a landing page, a product page, a category
page or even your contact page.

Why wWhy would yould you wou want tant to analyo analyzze a single pe a single pagagee??

Analyzing a single page will give extra precise calculations of DTOXRISK® and more detailed data. Some use
cases of single page Link Detox® (DTOX) analysis are:

• High-value landing pages: high-value landing pages deserve special attention. Enough said.
• Homepage: many websites have most of their links point to their homepage. This makes a separate

analysis worthwhile.
• Our tools have the option to launch extra tools to dig deeper into a single link. You can find the

DTOXRISK®and other metrics for the exact page that your link is on.

A sub-folder is a section of the main domain, it looks like this: http://domain.com/sub-folder
Sub-folders are used to separate site content into different categories.

Why wWhy would yould you wou want tant to only analyo only analyzze a sube a sub-f-folder?older?

Analyzing a single sub-folder will give extra precise calculations of DTOXRISK® and more detailed data.
Analyzing a sub-folder will help in these cases:

• UGC: monitor sub-folders that contain User Generated Content (UGC), as they can contain spammy
comments or posts.

• E-commerce: if you run a typical e-commerce operation with sub-folders for different categories,
e.g. babywear or toys. You can now analyze and assess individual categories for their own
DTOXRISK®.

• Travel: similar to e-commerce, travel sites are often partitioned by countries, regions, and cities.
You can now perform separate and individual Link Detox Risk analyses for specific high-margin
regions.
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• Blog vs. product: if you run a product news blog on your product site such as our /news/ directory
and product descriptions in /tools/, we recommend a separate risk assessment of the blog.

Set up ASet up Aututomatic Komatic Keyworeyword Classificationd Classification

You should set up the Automatic Keyword Classification when you start a Link Detox® (DTOX) report. This
will help Link Detox® (DTOX) to estimate the DTOXRISK® accurately. Using Automatic Keyword Classification
means that you can avoid manual classification once the report has finished.

All you need to do is click on the “Set up Automatic Keyword Classification” button and fill in the “Brand
Keywords,” “Money Keywords” and “Other Keywords”:

Read more about Automatic Keyword Classification here.
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NOFNOFOLLOLLOW Links EOW Links Evaluation modevaluation mode

In this mode, you can choose if you want to have the NOFOLLOW links evaluated in your results or not.
Depending on your option the Domain DTOXRISK® score will change.

Theme of the DomainTheme of the Domain

You have the possibility to select the theme associated with the websites niche. This makes your reports
more accurate. This feature interacts with rules such as SUSP5 = Domain Theme.

For example, If the theme is listed as suspicious (Adult, Gambling, High Risk etc.) these rules will not be
triggered for adult sites if you select an adult related theme. This makes your reports much more accurate.
Rules such as SUSP5 are good for mainstream markets, but we understand that high-risk niches need
special handling. This is why we created this theme selection feature. We recommend that you always
select the correct theme of your domain to improve the accuracy of your results.
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DDTTOOXTUNEXTUNE® settings® settings

WhaWhat is Dt is DTTOOXXTUNE®?TUNE®?

DTOXTUNE® allows you to identify and target specific Link Detox® (DTOX) rules to tweak the calculation of
the DTOXRISK® score. This allows you to create reports in a more targeted and efficient manner, using your
opinion and experience. It works like a modifier/ filter that will allow you to adjust which DTOX rules you
would like to ignore or adjust the amount of impact a rule has.

Why is DWhy is DTTOOXXTUNE® helpful?TUNE® helpful?

Every niche on the web is different. From our observations, we are sure that Google uses many different
variations of their internal algorithms for each country, language and niche. You can now adapt your Link
Detox® (DTOX) analysis to that real world complexity with DTOXTUNE®.
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You can now, for example, tweak Link Detox® (DTOX) better for those weird spammy niches in Eastern
Europe or adapt it to the different niche segments in high margin industries. You can create DTOXTUNEs in
the DTOXTUNE® Dashboard. If you want to apply DTOXTUNEs to older reports, this is possible when you
Recalculate your report.

Manual Spam ActionManual Spam Action

If you have a Google warning message, manual spam action or any example spam links from Google, please
provide us with this information right in this section. This information will help you and us to receive better
and more accurate results.

Choose the DChoose the DTTOOX modeX mode

Choose a suitable DTOX Mode:
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• Link PrLink Profile Aofile Audit (Classic mode)udit (Classic mode)
With the Link Profile Audit mode, you can check your existing backlinks. We use 25 backlink
sources, but we recommend that you enrich our data with any additional backlinks files you have,
such as Google Search Console or any other custom link building reports. We then combine our
data sources with your backlink source files and verify and evaluate all links. This is the mode you
should use if you do a regular backlink audit on your link profile. Your links are classified with the
help of the DTOXRISK®.

• DisavDisavoow File Aw File Auditudit
In this mode, you can review the quality of your disavow file. Upload your existing disavow file to
Link Detox® (DTOX) and see the DTOXRISK® for your disavowed links. If you notice that good links
were disavowed by mistake you can easily undo your decision. Simply create a new, corrected
version of your disavow file.
The disavowed links with simulated DTOXRISK® are shown with a blue highlighted 'G' along with
their DTOXRISK® level.

• Link Opportunity ALink Opportunity Audit (Whaudit (Whatt-if mode)-if mode)
Checks potential backlinks taking your existing backlinks into account. You can upload any file with
potential backlinks and Link Detox® (DTOX) will simulate how your Domain DTOXRISK® will be if
these potential links are created.

You will be able to filter for these simulated links in the link detail table.
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We have created the Link Opportunities Review Tool (LORT) for a quicker way of evaluating potential
backlinks. This works in conjunction with an existing Link Detox® (DTOX) report to show you a simulation of
DTOXRISK® compared to your existing links.

UUpload Ypload Your Own Backlinksour Own Backlinks

We do have 25 link sources available, but you should also upload all available backlink files into Link Detox®
(DTOX). This way your results will be even more accurate.

Please make sure that you upload the file in the right format. We support the following formats: .GZ, .ZIP
and .CSV.
You can find more information about the formats of the files here.

The most common mistakes are:

• Users uploaded their existing link data from Google Search Console and used DTOX in the Link
Opportunity Audit mode. This mode is for simulating “what if you had those links”. When you just
want to add more link files, you need to use the Link Profile Audit mode.

• Users uploaded a file of “linking domains” from Google Search Console, instead of the “linking
pages”. You find more information on how to download the correct file here.

We recommend that you download all files and to upload them again into DTOX if you re-run a report or re-
start a report because Google Search Console never shows all the links.
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UUpload Ypload Your Dour Disaisavow or Ivow or Ignorgnore Filee File

If you already have a disavow file uploaded in the Google Disavow Links Tool you should also upload it
here. Similarly, if you want to exclude certain links from the report you should upload a list of files to be
ignored. This will ensure a more accurate result. The lists are saved in your Settings and will get taken into
account in all backlink analysis tools. This data is, of course, only available for you. You can check these lists
and you can change them anytime. We support the Google Disavow format and CSV downloaded from the
Google Disavow Links tool.

Disavowed backlinks are included in your report and will be included in the exported disavow file.

Ignored backlinks will not be taken into account in your report and will not be included in the export of your
Disavow file.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

RRepeat this Repeat this Reporteport

Once you set up your first Link Detox® (DTOX) report, you may want to schedule a recurring report at least
once a week, to keep an eye on the risk of new links.
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DDrropped Links Handlingopped Links Handling

Every time you run a Link Detox® (DTOX) report we check if the links are still there or not. You have the
option to remove the dropped links from your report. We recommend looking at the dropped links and
checking if there are some low-risk ones that you could get back.

RReport Titleeport Title

By default the report will be given a title automatically. You can override this here and give it any title you
wish.

KKeep Teep Tags and Link Ratingags and Link Rating

You can choose to automatically keep the Tags & Ratings for future reports that are recurring or re-run.

RRemember Settingsemember Settings

If you wish to remember your settings for subsequent DTOX reports you can do so here:
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RRun Link Detun Link Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX)X)

Click on the “Run Link Detox” button and wait until your report is finished. This may take some time
depending on the amount of data. Please note that unlike other tools, we validate all data to validate the
existence of each link.

AftAfter the Link Deter the Link Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX) RX) Report has finishedeport has finished

HaHave you classified at least 80% of your kve you classified at least 80% of your keyworeywordsds??

When your report is finished, you can do some specific preliminary checks. If more than 80% of your
keywords are classified you can continue to Link Rating. If not, you will be prompted to do further Keyword
Classification:
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If the Automatic Keyword Classification doesn't have all the necessary keyword data to classify 80% or
more, you will see a notification in your report. We recommend that you use “Manual Keyword
Classification”. Begin by sorting the anchor text by link count and manually classifying the most commonly
used anchor text keywords.

Manual KManual Keyworeyword Classificationd Classification

There are four keyword types in LinkResearchTools:

MoneMoney Ky Keeywyworordsds

These are the keywords that people want to rank for. They are usually keywords that are popular and often
searched for.

BrBrand Kand Keeywyworordsds

These keywords contain something that can be associated with you or your company. It might be a certain
product, service or the company name/domain name itself. URLs are always Brand Keywords; these are
automatically classified for you.

Compound KCompound Keeywyworordsds

Compound keywords are keywords that contain “Brand” and “Money” keywords.
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Other KOther Keeywyworordsds

All keywords that don’t fit in the above categories and have no association to you or your company are
“other” keywords.

You can classify your anchor text keywords manually, but we do encourage you to use Automatic Keyword
Classification.

RReview your alreview your already classified keady classified keyworeywordsds

Are your keywords classified correctly? If there are mistakes, they can be easily fixed. Enter the most
important keywords into the field “Anchor text” or enter your domain and review the classified keywords.
To see your already classified keywords make sure that the box “only show already classified keywords” is
ticked.

After classifying more keywords you will be prompted to "Recalculate", which you should do.

Link Detox® (DTOX) will now take into account your classification and update the DTOXRISK® for your links.

Link RatingsLink Ratings

Rating links Good or Bad is a vital method to train our data-driven organic Link Detox Genesis algorithm.

If you think a link is bad, then rate the link with a Thumbs-Down. If you think a link is good, then rate it with
a Thumbs-Up
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If yIf you rou raatte all of ye all of your links your links you will rou will receceiveive more more ace accurcuraatte re resultesults.s.

Link Rating can be done directly in the Link Details table:

Ask yourself these questions about the links you’re auditing:

• Is the link on a page that is blacklisted or banned?
• Does it have a high DTOXRISK®?
• Is the link on a page that is dangerous?
• Is the link on a page of a weak domain?
• Is the link on a domain with a penalty?
• Is the link on a domain associated with a bad neighborhood?
• Is the link on a spammy directory?
• Is the link on a page with a massive amount of outgoing links?
• Is the link anchor text unnatural or suspicious?
• Is the link on a domain that is part of a link network?
• How many linking pages, domains, subdomains, and root domains?
• Does the Link Velocity Trend metric look natural? (no dramatic rise or drop)?
• What kind of link is it: redirect, NoFollow, Javascript, Frame?
• What is the keyword type e.g. "money" or "brand"?

Once you have answered these questions, it will be much easier for you to make a disavow decision. You
will know which link is worth keeping and which one you need to disavow.

UUsing the Link Detsing the Link Detoox Scrx Screener (SCR)eener (SCR)

Rating Good Links and Bad Links in the Link Details table works fine when they are obviously good or bad.
Using the Link Detox Screener (SCR) allows you to see the link in context along with the important metrics
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that will help you decide how beneficial or harmful each link could be. Rating can be done directly from the
Link Detox Screener (SCR).

In the Link Detox Screener (SCR) you can also disavow/undisavow links and also tag the links.

There is a full tutorial about the Link Detox Screener (SCR) here.

After rating links you will be prompted to "Recalculate".

IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

The Link Detox® (DTOX) tool analyzes all your backlinks to your website and classifies them automatically
into backlinks with a DTOXRISK® score. The user interface is easy to handle and helps you to discover all
malicious links to your site.

RReport Ieport Infnformationormation

The Report information section, shows;

1. Which project the report belongs to on which date it was created, which date the crawling has started
and which date the report was last reprocessed.

2. The backlink sources used: Domain Backlinks is our data source and Custom Backlink source is your file
(or more files)

3. Removed dropped Links

4. How many backlinks found and how many credits needed for the report

5. Which Link Detox mode was used and if NOFOLLOW Links evaluation mode

6. Here you can also Re-run the report. This means that the report will be started again with the same
setting. Please note that a re-run of a report costs credits. You can also export your results as .TXT (Google
Disavow Links), .CSV, .XLSX and .PDF (not all formats are available in all plans).
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SitSitewide Filtewide Filterer, Delet, Deleted and Ded and Duplicatuplicate Linkse Links

This note informs you how many links have been deleted due to sitsitee-wide, dele-wide, deletted and dupliced and duplicaatte linkse links. Our
SitSitee-wide Links-wide Links-Filt-Filterer is a filter that removes huge numbers of links from a certain domain to now skew
results.

This means when you have a site-wide link on a domain, for instance, 1000 sub-pages from the same
domain and the site-wide links filter is set to 5 (automatically), then 995 pages will not be shown in the
report.

This reduction in links is your advantage as you see a more realistic picture of your backlink profile, but in
tools, like QBL and BLP this filter can be disabled (at the cost of longer processing and sometimes heavily
skewed statistics). In Link Detox® (DTOX) the site-wide filter cannot be disabled, as it would hurt some of
the detox rules, but you can deactivate the "Delete Dropped Links" function.

In Link Detox® (DTOX), this function is activated by default because it is important for the Link Detox®
(DTOX) rules.

Domain StatsDomain Stats

The main domain stats, showing: LRT Power*TrustTM, LRT PowerTM, LRT TrustTM and the number of the
referring Root-Domains.
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Domain DDomain DTTOOXRISKXRISK®®

This chart shows you your Domain-wide Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK®). Here you can also see the
percentage of keywords that have already been classified and which domains have been analyzed.

If you have classified more keywords after the report finished you will be prompted to "Recalculate
DTOXRISK®".
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Anchor TAnchor Textext

The pie chart shows you the absolute numbers of your anchor texts. Next to it on the right side, you can see
the absolute and relative number of the most frequent anchor texts your backlinks have.

If you click on one of these, the link detail table will automatically be filtered for this anchor text. You have
the option to find out which anchor text have the highest DTOXRISK® by checking the keyword cloud
“anchor text by DTOXRISK®”.

If you see a red anchor text this means that you should check these links in more detail. Green means that
there is not a high risk. The bigger the anchor text in the cloud is the more backlinks of this anchor text
exist. With a click on an anchor text the data table gets filtered for this specific keyword. Please be aware of
the keywords which might harm you.

You can choose between anchor texts:

• by count
• by Power*Trust
• by Power
• by Trust
• DTOXRISK®
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DDTTOOXRISKXRISK®®

DTOXRISK® is the numeric result of the calculation of the software. This numeric result is sometimes labeled
with verbal interpretations like High DTOXRISK®, Low DTOXRISK®.

The labels given to links and websites, such as “High DTOXRISK®” are merely instructive and introduced for
the sake of usability of the program and not to be taken literally.

If you process a Link Detox® (DTOX) report for a domain, we calculate the DTOXRISK® score for every link.
From this calculation and weighting of various rules for the links, their domains, and their neighborhood
we derive additional technical criteria. Most of these technical criteria are shown in the application for each
link.

The higher the DTOXRISK® score is, the more of our automated rules have been triggered. This could signal
a potential risk of that specific link for your overall link profile. Our opinion and estimation based on this
calculation are that links with high DTOXRISK® score pose a higher risk for your Google rankings than those
with a lower DTOXRISK® score.

To find a full explanation of the rule definitions, go to http://www.linkdetox.com/faq/
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DetDetoox Rx Rules Brules Breakeakdowndown

See which Link Detox® (DTOX) rules have been applied to your backlink profile. If you click on one of these,
the link detail table will automatically be filtered. For example, if you click on "SUSP1", the link detail table
will show you all your links that have the rule SUSP1. At the top, you can export all Detox Rules Breakdown
values to a .CSV or .XLSX file. In this download, you will receive all numbers including the ones which are
not shown in the chart. Conveniently, you can see next to it the explanation and when you click on it, the
link detail table filters according to the Rule.

To find a full explanation of the rule definitions, go to http://www.linkdetox.com/faq/
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SummarySummary

In this report summary, you can see the distribution of Link DTOXRISK® in the Link Profile. The list of the
found links and how many links expressed in percent and total numbers have a high, average and low
DTOXRISK®. You can also see how many backlinks were reported as ignored or as disavowed. Click on
“Show me these links“, so that the link detail table filters these links for you right away.

FiltFilter Slicer Sliceses

Filter slices are predefined filters that allow you with just one click to filter the link detail table. With these
filters, you can quickly filter your report. We have the following predefined filter slices for you:

• without ignored & disavowed links (requires a disavow file)
• only ignored & disavowed links (requires a disavow file)
• without No-Follow links
• Unverified links only
• Verified links only

If you click one of these slices your link detail table will automatically be filtered depending on the filter
slice options and settings. The Domain DTOXRISK® will change depending on the filter slice that you
activate. You can create your own filter slice if you filter the link detail table by your desired metrics and
setting and save the filter.
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RRecalculatecalculate Link Dete Link Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX) RX) Rulesules

After classifying 80% of the keywords, it is necessary to recalculate the DTOX rules. By clicking
"Recalculate", all rules and the DTOXRISK® will be recalculated. This process does not cost any credits.

This button ONLY becomes active (green) if any changes (like keyword classifying, link rating or disavowing)
have been made in the report. If you did not make any changes to report, then there is nothing to re-
calculate.

In this step, your ratings get taken into account for the calculation. You will receive more precise results and
give us a feedback at the same time, which helps us to train Link Detox Genesis®.

Link Detail TLink Detail Tableable
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The chart contains the following columns in the “Default settings”:

• Idx:Idx:
This is the Google indexability of the page where the link is and also the follow status of the link.
You can see what each icon means when you hover over. Ideally you are looking for the green IF
icon, meaning that the page is indexable by all bots and the link is DoFollow

• FFrrom URL:om URL:
This is the URL where a backlink to your domain is.

• Anchor TAnchor Teexxtt::
The anchor text is the clickable text of a link.

• Class:Class:
This column shows you the keyword category as it was classified in the keyword classification;
brand, money, compound etc.

• RRaatte Linke Link::
Here you can rate every link with the Thumbs up/down rating system, regardless of DTOX's
evaluation. This function will help us to improve DTOX.

• DDTTOOXRISK®:XRISK®:
Here you can see the level of the Domain DTOXRISK®. When you move the cursor over the results,
you can see which rule has been triggered. Multiple-Risk-Recognition makes it possible for you to
see when more than one rule has been triggered.

• Rule:Rule:
Here you can see the strongest Link Detox® (DTOX) rule that was triggered. If multiple rules were
triggered there will be a number displayed in brackets to the right. Clicking this will show you all
rules that were triggered for this link

• PPoowwer*Ter*Trusrustt::
Here you can check the quality of a page or a domain based on its LRT Power*Trust score.

• Link VLink Velocity Telocity Trrends:ends:
Here you can see the average link growth of a domain.

• SitSiteewide Links:wide Links:
Here you can see the total number of your site-wide links on the corresponding domain.

• DisavDisavoow:w:
If you want to add a link to the exported disavow file, you have to tick the box next to it in this
column and decide if you want to export the page, domain or root domain:

• TTags:ags:
With this feature, you can create comments and marks to organize your workflow in a more
efficient matter. You can also filter by tags.

• BLBLdom:dom:
This is the number of backlinks to a domain

• PPoowwer Ter Trusrust Domt Dom
This the LRT Power*Trust of the domain. This is a useful metric to show authority domains v useless
domains
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• DomAgDomAgee
This is based on the date when the domain was first registered

• Email:Email:
You can find the e-mail addresses of the webmaster and the owner of the domain in the e-mail
column. In this way, you can easily contact them right from the tool.

Of course, you can hide these columns in the table or add other metrics.

DDisaisavowing Linksvowing Links

Contacting webmasters for link removal is often unsuccessful. More often than not you will get no response
at all. Thanks to the Google Disavow Links Tool you can easily “disavow” any links that are harmful to your
website using your Google Search Console Account.

As well as using the Google Disavow Links Tool, we do recommend using the Webmaster Outreach function
to remove the links entirely from the Internet by contacting the webmaster. If this is done, these links do no
longer show up in other search engines. Please note that we generally use well-known spam link rules and a
self-learning algorithm to identify bad links, but those are automatically categorized and can, in some
cases, may make a wrong diagnosis. Therefore you should make sure that you check all the links again that
you want to be ignored by Google in order to avoid negative consequences on your rankings.

For including pages/domains/root domains in the Google Disavow Links export file you will need to tick the
box in the "Disavow" column in the table. You can even choose if you want to disavow the page or domain.
Every ticked page/domain/root domain will be included in the export as displayed.

You can disavow individual links on page, domain or root domain level directly from the Link Detail Table.
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 Be very careful when you mark specific links for disavow, especially when you use the "Domain"
or "Root Domain" disavow option. Double check and make sure that you don't want Google to
take into consideration any links from the website you disavow.

As an extra measure of precaution, we don't allow you to disawow websites such as
wordpress.com or blogspot.com on a root-domain level.

You can also filter the backlinks in the link detail table that you wish to disavow. Then use the "select all
URLs" function.

Another option is to use the bulk actions feature. This is selected via the link at the bottom of the Link Detail
table. In the bulk actions you can choose if you want to disavow, undisavow, rate, add or remove tags for all
filtered URLs in the table. This way you can disavow a lot of links really fast:
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In order to create a Google Disavow file, you need to use the “Export Google Disavow file” function. The
data will be downloaded in a correct format and can directly be uploaded into the Google Search Console.
The format is designed for the Google Disavow tool. Some text editors cannot display them correctly.
Please do not open the file in the Notepad as this will not be formatted correctly

Speed up the link audit with the Link DetSpeed up the link audit with the Link Detoox Scrx Screener (SCR)eener (SCR)

The Link Detox Screener is an extra tool inside of Link Detox® (DTOX), which you can use to speed up the
Link Audit/Disavow process. It's a browser inside your LinkResearchTools report, which allows you to look
at millions of websites right from your report and judge the quality of each page based on the metrics that
we provide.

Please find a detailed manual here.
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DDisaisavow Commentsvow Comments

With the “Add a comment to the Disavow file” feature in the Disavow column, you can add a comment to
your disavow file.

TTagsags
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The tag function allows you to add personal notes. Have you contacted the webmaster yet? Have you
received an answer? Would you like to check this link at a later date? In order to add a note, simply type in
the row and hit enter. You can also add multiple tags, and filter by tags, of course. If you check mark the
boxes on the left side, you can tag more than one link at once.

GGrroup boup by Domainy Domain

There is a feature that can categorize domains so that you can find backlinks from the same domain more
easily.

You can disabledisable this feature anytime.
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OOutrutreach teach to Wo Webmastebmasterers with the Pits with the PitchchBoBox Ix Intntegrationegration

If your site has been manually or algorithmically penalized, Google expects you to contact the sources of
those bad links to remove them. For this reason, there is the option to connect your account with PitchBox.
PitchBox supports you in outreaching webmasters for link removal, link building, contacting journalists etc.
PitchBox sends out personalized emails to your opportunities. They find the mail contacts for you, you can
change the frequency of mailing and you can review the emails before they get sent out.

Here are a couple of interesting use cases how PitchBox & LRT will help you:

1. Reach out to get risky links removed from Link Detox® (DTOX)

2. Reach out to sites that link to your competitors with LinkResearchTools® Backlink Profiler (BLP)

3. Reach out to convert mentions into links

4. Reach out to reclaim deleted links

5. Reach out to have link anchor texts changed

6. Reach out to have destination URLs of links changed

7. Reach out to have your other sites linked too
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8. Reach out for broken link building

9. Reach out to have your name/ brand spelling fixed or linked

CrCreating a Piteating a PitchchBoBox Acx Acccountount

If you already have a PitchBox account, then you can directly enter the PitchBox API Key in your settings. If
you don’t have an account yet, then you can easily create one directly in the tool. You only need to enter
your name, mail address for sending out the emails and a PitchBox subdomain.

Mail Setup in PitMail Setup in PitchchBoBoxx

As soon as you have an account you will have to set up the settings for your email address. Please check out
the Account Settings in PitchBox.
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You can add a new mail address here. You can also add a couple of mail addresses which is especially useful
if you want to outreach in behalf of one of your clients.

Just follow the instructions and add the data for the mail address.
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OOutrutreach in Link Deteach in Link Detoox® (Dx® (DTTOOX)X)

SSttep 1: Selecep 1: Select the URLst the URLs

Please select the URLs you want to outreach. You can choose between selected URLs and filtered URLs.
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Click on the Outreach button to send all the selected URLs to PitchBox.

SSttep 2: Seep 2: Set up a prt up a projecojectt

The next step is to set up a campaign and a project.
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SSttep 3: Disavep 3: Disavooww

In this step, you can decide if you also want to disavow those selected links. The selected URLs will get
changed in the disavow column in the Link Detox® (DTOX) Tool accordingly:

SSttep 4: Crep 4: Creeaatte a Campe a Campaignaign

Your campaign is created in PitchBox automatically. You can always see the status of the opportunity. Do
you need to personalize the opportunity or are the emails already sent? When you click on the chart you
will get redirected automatically.
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SSttep 5: Pep 5: Perersonalizsonalizaation Ovtion Overervievieww

You can personalize now all website opportunities which you have selected in the tool before. You can also
find the LRT Power*Trust™ and DTOXRISK® metrics here to get an overview if these websites are potentially
harmful or not.
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Filter by DTOXRISK® score, select your target, and start with the personalization process:

• sorting by DTOXRISK®
• doing a quick review of the LRT Power*Trust™ as double-check
• selecting all opportunities
• click “Process Link Detox® Opportunities

SSttep 6: Pep 6: Perersonalizsonalizaationtion
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Once you click “Personalization” you start with the actual personalization of the emails which PitchBox is
sending out. For example, you can change the “To URL” or the “anchor text”. You can also see which mail
addresses PitchBox has found and can exchange the names or the order of contact attempts.

Before you accept the personalization you should also check your template mail in more detail in order to
check if some details must be changed. You can change all mail templates under Campaign settings any
time.
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SSttep 7: Confirmaep 7: Confirmationtion

Once you have finished the personalization you will need to confirm the outreach with the green thumbs up
button in the overview.
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SSttep 8: Inboep 8: Inbox Managx Managementement

In the Inbox, you will see if you have received any replies. PitchBox will stop mailing the opportunities
automatically if you have received a reply.
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SSttep 9: Rep 9: Reevieview and Ovw and Overervievieww

Once you have sent the URLs to PitchBox you will see this also in the Link Detox outreach column in the link
detail table. You will see at the first sight which link is already part of an outreach campaign.

If you go back to your PitchBox campaign, you will always see how many opportunities have been
contacted, how many replies you received and how many you have won or lost. You will never lose the
overview.
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DDisaisavow File Managementvow File Management

When you create a disavow file in Link Detox® (DTOX), it will get saved in your Disavow History in your
Settings. You can access the new Disavow History feature in your Settings under “Disavowed Links or
Ignored Links.”

Using this disavow file audit log helps you track all those changes, even when they’re later undone or made
by a colleague.

As you can see below, the domain “c64tr.blogspot.de” was un-disavowed on February 10 (we’re using the
international ISO notation YYYY-MM-DD in our app) in report 115092. All you have to do is click on that link
to jump to the report.

A few days before, other links from some Russian domains were disavowed by uploading a disavow file.
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PPasast Disavt Disavoow File Dow File Downlownloadad

By clicking the file link for the old disavow file, you can retrieve that original disavow file for audit purposes.

PlePlease noase nottee that this is a partial download and will not retrieve your most current disavow file.

FFull Disavull Disavoow File Dow File Downlownloadad

By pressing the green download button, you can always download the full and most current disavow file.

These results are the same as clicking “Export Google Disavow File” in your report.
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RRemoemoving all Disavving all Disavoow Infw Informaormationtion

By clicking the red X you can remove all disavowed files and links for a domain from LinkResearchTools and
Link Detox® (DTOX). This means any new reports will behave as if no links were disavowed. Please keep in
mind though that this change doesn’t affect the actual upload in Google Search Console, so Google might
still have a disavow file that you want to remove.

If you have any further questions about Link Detox® (DTOX), visit http://help.linkdetox.com/m/link-detox-
step-by-step-guide
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Link DetLink Detoox Scrx Screener®eener®

You can review and rate the links you have in the link detail table with our Link DeLink Dettoox Scrx Screenereener. This makes
reviewing the links very fast and easy. Make sure you have all the links you want to review in the table (by
filtering) and open the Link Detox Screener by clicking the green button.

You can also start the Link Detox Screener® for all the links shown in the detail table.

The Link Detox Screener will open in a new tab.
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A new browser window will now open. This is the Link Detox Screener. On the top you have the Link Detox
Screener information and below you can see the page.

1. In the Link Detox Screener Details, you can see which URL you are currently reviewing and to
which URL it links.

2. You can also see the Anchor Text and the Link Status of the Link.
3. Here you can also add any kind of tags. The tag function is a very useful one. For example, you

can tag all links that you have already reviewed with “Reviewed”.
4. If you want to disavow these links, you do this also here. Just choose if you wish to disavow the

page or the domain. Make sure the box is ticked.
5. The links will be highlighted on the page preview and shown in the code snippet. You can also

move the code snippet around between the four corners if you like.
6. You can also rate the link.

With the “Back to Report Page” button, you can return to the main report, taking into account the changes
you have made in the Link Detox Screener (SCR).
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We have also added some Hotkeys to make the disavowing of pages and domains much faster.

• A = Disavow Whole Domain (“A for ALL here is spam”)
• D = Disavow Individual Link
• R = Disavow Root Domain
• W = Clear Disavow (“W for Wipe this Page of my Disavow File”)
• S = Skip Sitewide Linking Pages
• C = Add comment to Disavow File
• G = Rate Link as good
• B = Rate Link as bad
• J = Jump to Page
• L = Show all Links on the Page
• ◀ = Previous Page
• ▶ = Next Page
• ▲ = Previous Link on Page
• ▼ = Next Link on Page
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Link DetLink Detoox Boost® (BOOST)x Boost® (BOOST)

Speed up the DSpeed up the Disaisavow Pvow Prrococessess

Speed up your recovery from a Google Penalty after a backlink clean-up.

Link Detox Boost® helps you recover from a Google Penalty a lot faster than in the past. Combined with the
Link Detox Genesis® algorithm this is a powerful tool to restore rankings after a Google Penalty. Link Detox
Boost® uses proven and stable technology to make your disavows work faster.

Benefits of BOOSTBenefits of BOOST

• MakMake Google re Google reeally tally takake noe notictice of a disave of a disavoow filew file
Use Link Detox Boost to make Google take notice of your disavow file faster.

• Speed up rSpeed up rececoovverery afty after a manual Per a manual Penaltyenalty
If you want to recover from a manual penalty faster, and you don’t want to wait for Google to crawl
your disavowed pages or domains, then Link Detox Boost is the best option.

• Speed up rSpeed up rececoovverery afty after an alger an algorithmic Porithmic Penaltyenalty
If you suffered from an algorithmic Penalty, such as Penguin, you can use Link Detox Boost to make
sure you’re prepared for the next update.

BOOST FBOOST Featureatureses

Link Detox Boost® forces the Google bot to come around and crawl the potentially harmful link you have
already disavowed, and values the Disavow command knowing what links not to count towards your site
anymore.

Starting a BOOST RStarting a BOOST Reporteport

There are two ways how you can start a Boost Report:

OpOption 1: Dirtion 1: Direcectly inside the Link Detly inside the Link Dettoox Tx Toolool
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You can start a Link Detox Boost on all of the links that you have already disavowed from directly inside
your Link Detox reports. This function will be marked green as soon as you have already added links to your
disavow file.

• Press the “Run Link Detox Boost®” Button to start a Link Detox Boost report
• Read the disclaimer carefully and agree to it. You will be redirected to the Link Detox Boost page.

OpOption 2: Stion 2: Sttart a Rart a Report freport from the Dashboom the Dashboarardd
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Start a Boost Report from the "Start Report" Dashboard.

1. Enter your URL

2. Here you have the option to copy and paste directly the disavowed pages or domains into the field

You can either boost pages or domains.

If you want to boost a domain, please use the domain syntax that you already know from DTOX
(domain:yourdomain.com)
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3. If you already have a disavowed file in your LinkResearchTools account (under the project settings), you
can check mark this box in order to boost the stored file(s).

4. Here you can upload your own disavowed file

5. Please read the disclaimer carefully. You will need to agree in order to start the report.

6. Press the “Run Link Detox Boost” button and wait until your report has loaded.
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OpOption 3: Stion 3: Sttart a Link Deart a Link Dettoox BOOSx BOOST aftT after doer downlownloading the disavading the disavoow filew file

After you downloaded the disavow file from inside your Link Detox report you can start a Link Detox Boost
report.
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AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the Advanced Options, you can use the following settings for the Link Detox Boost tool:

• Report Title
• Delay Report Start

Delay RDelay Report Seport Sttartart

We implemented this feature so you won't have to set calendar entries any longer for starting the Link
Detox Boost.

When you have uploaded your Disavow File to Google Search Console, you can go ahead directly and start
BOOST with a 48-hours-delay. This way, your new Disavow File will be boosted at the right moment for you.
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

RReport Infeport Informaormationtion

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. Here you can find the link detail table.

3. With this button, you can start the reprocessing of the last Google crawl date.

RRepreprococess Lasess Last Crt Crawl Daawl Dattee

After the report has finished, the Last Google Crawl Date column will say "Not checked yet (please
recalculate)". To update the "Last Google Crawl Date" please click on the Reprocess button above the
details table. After you reprocess your Link Detox Boost report the last Google Crawl Date will be generated
for the URLs that have already been crawled by Google. You will need to continue to reprocess your report
to see updated information on the last crawl date.

Once the Reprocess Last Crawl Date has finished the results will include a pie chart and table showing the
Crawled vs. Boosted links. In the example shown below, all the links were successfully crawled.
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.

Link DeLink Dettail Tail Tableable

In the link details table, you can see the date when each page has been crawled by Google the last time, as
well as the Boost status. Links “Not crawled yet” this means that the URL has been boosted and now we are
waiting for the page to be re-crawled by Google.

You will not be charged any credits for reprocessing the Last Google Crawl Date.
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Link JLink Juicuice Re Rececovery Tovery Tool (LJR)ool (LJR)

QQuick Ruick Repair of Dead Linksepair of Dead Links

The Link Juice Recovery Tool (LJR) supports you with familiar webmaster problems that probably have not
yet been solved yet. Do you have links connected to dead sites in your domain? This tool provides you with
a list of non-existing sites of certain domains and automatically generates templates for redirecting your
home page that you only have to copy into your .htaccess. If necessary, you have to adjust to more suitable
sub-pages.

Benefits of the LJRBenefits of the LJR

• RRececoovver surprising amounter surprising amounts of link juics of link juice afte after a wer a websitebsite re relaunchelaunch
The Link Juice Recovery Tool is the perfect tool to use after a website relaunch. It is used to find
links that are linking to your site where there is no page. To recover the link juice the page can be
recreated or a 301 redirect can be set up to redirect to the most relevant new page.

• RRececoovvering link juicering link juice afte after buying an eer buying an expirxpired domained domain
If you buy an expired domain, you may have no idea about what backlinks it already has. By using
the Link Juice Recovery Tool you can compile a list of URLs that are already linking to your domain.
You could then load these into Link Detox in the ‘What-if’ mode* and see if they are worth keeping.
If they are, you should either recreate the page or 301 redirect them to the most relevant new page.

• RRececoovvering link juicering link juice afte after a siter a site migre migraationtion
If a site is moved from one domain to another, the previous good links will need to either be
changed or redirected. You could use the Link Juice Recovery Tool to find the pages that have links
on the old site and then redirect them to the pages on the new site.

• RResesttorore tre trafficaffic
A webmaster connected the wrong link to you and you cannot reach it anymore. If you want to save
this traffic, you have to find the link and make the content available on this wrong address or
redirect to the correct site.

• Help with Inbound linksHelp with Inbound links
You have replaced old content and want to continue using the inbound links.
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LJR FLJR Featureatureses

Using the LJR you quickly find non-existing pages and sub-pages. With a 301, 302 or any other redirect of
your choice, you can forward and keep the Link Juice. This tool can easily revive expired domains. The tool
works on a top-level domain basis.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for LJR:

• Repeat Report

This tool also supports bookmarklets.

Starting an LJR RStarting an LJR Reporteport

Start an LJR Report from the start report dashboard.

1. Enter the name of the URL (domain or site) that you want to analyze.

2. Run report
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. You can also filter by HTTP code.

3. LJR extracts all linking subpages of a domain and sorts them according to the failure code (404, 502, and
so on).
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4. The tool automatically generates a .htaccess configuration file that you can use on web servers running
the Apache Web Server software.

While the file gets generated automatically for a 301 redirection to the homepage you need to make sure
that you redirect to a deep page because redirects to the homepage count as a soft-404 and do not pass link
power and trust. Make sure that you find a relevant deep page with the same or a similar topic for the
redirect.

You can also fix the pages that do no longer exist. All you need to do is publish a new page on the old URL.
In this way, the old backlink will get a new link target. Older links have a higher validity in the search
engines than brand new links.

Make sure you create a .htaccess file using a plain text editor that doesn't use word wrap. Some editors
(such as Microsoft Word or Notepad with Word Wrap enabled) will insert special ASCII codes to signify a line
break. Your .htaccess file will not work if it has these special characters in it.
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StrStrongest Subpages Tongest Subpages Tool (SSPT)ool (SSPT)

Find the StrFind the Strongest Pongest Pagesages

See the strongest subpages and subfolders of a domain and find the best place for your link.

Benefits of the StrBenefits of the Strongest Subpages Tongest Subpages Tool (SSPT)ool (SSPT)

• Finding the besFinding the best pt pagage of a site of a site fe for yor your linkour link
If, for example, you have a friend who has an awesome blog and is happy for you to have a link on it
- which page would you choose? Quite often it is not actually the homepage, but a subpage that is
stronger. The Strongest Subpages Tool (SSPT) removes the guesswork and tells you which the
strongest subpages are.

• AnalyAnalyzing yzing your oour own wwn websitebsitee
Analyze your website and find out which of your pages is the strongest. This will help you optimize
your remaining pages accordingly.

• Finding AdvFinding Advertisement Spertisement Spacacee
You want to buy advertisement space and get a subfolder link for an entire category. Find the
strongest subfolder with SSPT.

StrStrongest Subpages Tongest Subpages Tool (SSPT) Fool (SSPT) Featureatureses

With the SSPT you can identify the strongest subpage or the subfolder of each domain. This tool is great for
optimizing the link structure and for making link building decisions.

Starting a StrStarting a Strongest Subpages Tongest Subpages Tool (SSPT) Rool (SSPT) Reporteport

Start an SSPT Report from the "start report" dashboard.
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1. Enter the domain you want to analyze.

2. Press the "Start report" button and wait until the report has loaded.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for SSPT:

• Report Title
• Repeat Report

This tool also supports bookmarklets.
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. In the link detail table, you can filter all your subpages and subfolders. Here you can see the URL, the title
of the page and the LRT Power*Trust value of the page.

Below you can find a list with the strongest subfolders in the report.
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3. In the search box, you can search for any desired subpage or subfolder.

4. In the column called “Sub-folder”, all your subpages and subfolders are listed and sorted according to
their strength

The column “Power*Trust” provides you with the sum of the Power*Trust values of all links that are
included in the subfolder.

EExxampleample: The Directory “williamhill.com/sub/” and its associated subpages have the Power*Trust Values 6
and 4.
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Link DetLink Detoox Rx Rulesules

What is Link DetWhat is Link Detooxx??

Link Detox (DTOX) is software that automatically rates links based on automated rules we develop. In
addition, we calculate and estimate the probable risk for your domain receiving a Google Penalty or Google
Filter.

We do not pretend to have access to Google‘s algorithms and evaluation methods, as they are not
published and not publicly accessible to any third parties. We use material published by Google, and draw
personal conclusions from our long experience in Search Engine Optimization, client feedback,
observations from thousands of reports, and ongoing testing and configuration of our systems according to
our best effort and knowledge.

SEO is not an exact science. Therefore, we only give you opinions and recommendations. We ask you to
review and double check the automated results. Make your personal decisions for any actions based on
your own experience and direct viewing of the nature and content of websites displayed as potentially
harmful to your backlink profile and website. The links evaluated by the program as harmful do not always
affect your search engine ranking.

Link Detox is not a product of Google.

The Link Detox Genesis, DTOXRISK, and Domain DTOXRISK algorithms are based on our personal research,
experience, and estimations. The algorithms and reports created by the programs, Link Detox and
LinkResearchTools, do not reflect the official policy or position of Google or other Search Engine operators.

What is DWhat is DTTOOXRISK (XRISK (or Link Detor Link Detoox Risk, Link Dx Risk, Link DTTOOXRISK)?XRISK)?

DTOXRISK is a numeric result of our software calculations. This numeric result is sometimes labeled with
verbal interpretations, such as high DTOXRISK or average DTOXRISK. It is also sometimes highlighted in
different colors.

The labels given to links and websites, such as "High DTOXRISK®", are merely instructive. The labels are for
the sake of program usability, and are not to be taken literally.

If you process a Link Detox report for a domain, we calculate the DTOXRISK score for every link. From the
calculation and weighting of various rules for the links, their domains and their neighborhood, we derive
additional technical criteria. Most of these technical criteria for each link are displayed in the application.

The higher the DTOXRISK score is, the more automated rules have been triggered and signal the potential
risk of that specific link for your overall link profile. Our opinion and estimation, based on this calculation, is
links with a high DTOXRISK score pose a higher risk for your Google rankings than those with a lower
DTOXRISK score.
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For the domain analyzed, we calculate another specially weighted average of all DTOXRISK scores and
include additional criteria to get an overall Domain-wide Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK). We base the
weighting of the single DTOXRISK score on our opinion, estimation, customer feedback, and experience of
internal and external SEO experts.

We want to be very transparent in our estimation and explanation of our ratings. Some details or
algorithms cannot be made public, as they are trade secrets and would increase the complexity of display
in our application.

What is Domain DWhat is Domain DTTOOXRISK?XRISK?

The Domain-Wide Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK) is our estimation of the probability for a domain
getting a Google Penalty or affected by a Google Filter. Domain-wide Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK) is
calculated in 2 steps.

The first calculation is on an individual link level, and based on specific Link Detox rules detected and
calculated in the link level DTOXRISK®.

The second calculation helps you understand the overall risk implied by all bad link signals resulting in
DTOXRISK scores.We aggregate, score, and weight the link level DTOXRISK signals based on the experience
and personal opinions of several internal and external SEO experts.All of the Link Detox rules have their
own weight that contribute to the overall risk of a link.All of the Link Detox rules have their own risk rating
value. We configure all these weights and rating values based on experience and personal opinions of
several internal and external SEO experts.

For example: If a link triggers the rules SUSP1, TOX1, and TOX2, this equals 50 + 400 + 700. Therefore, the
Rating Value = 1150 and your Risk Level = High DTOXRISK®. Therefore, the Domain-Wide Link Detox Risk
(Domain DTOXRISK) is a risk estimation for the overall website analysis report. This means even if you see a
somewhat low average risk, you should still double-check to see if there are a few high-risk links in your
profile.

RRececommended Dommended DTTOOXRISK evaluation in Link DetXRISK evaluation in Link Detooxx

The DTOXRISK we recommend to you helps you to understand which links we deem more important to
review before others.

Links with a high DTOXRISK score recommendation should be checked first. If you agree with our opinion
and the link risk estimation expressed in our calculated DTOXRISK score, you should disavow as quickly as
possible and then try to get these links removed. The higher the calculated DTOXRISK score is, the more
attention you should give it during your review.
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What does "High DWhat does "High DTTOOXRISK" meanXRISK" mean??

Links with a high DTOXRISK score recommendation should be checked first. If you agree with our opinion
and the link risk estimation expressed in our calculated DTOXRISK score, you should disavow as quickly as
possible and then try to get these links removed. The higher the calculated DTOXRISK score is, the more
attention you should give it during your review.

What does "What does "AAverage Dverage DTTOOXRISK" meanXRISK" mean??

Backlinks with an average DTOXRISK score should be reviewed right after those with high DTOXRISK score.

The DTOXRISK score we calculate expresses our opinion about the link risk assumed in these links. This
score will help you understand our estimations and the various rules that led to it.

It's your decision to either remove or disavow the link because you think it’s an undesirable link. For those
instances, please give the link thumbs down. If you would want to keep the link, give the link a thumbs up
to record your decision and help train our Link Detox Genesis algorithm.

What does "LWhat does "Low Dow DTTOOXRISK" meanXRISK" mean??

You should always check Backlinks with a low DTOXRISK score. Especially if these appear to be strong links
with money keywords, or if you know or assume these links could be paid links.

Paid FOLLOW links, which violate Google’s guidelines, cannot be reliably detected by automated systems,
including Google. If you find a paid link that you think looks too obvious, we recommend to give it a
thumbs-down, disavow the link and also have it removed.

Your can also find links with a low DTOXRISK score of 0. This does not automatically mean that there is no
risk in such a link. It means our automated system could not calculate a risk for it. A possible reason for a
DTOXRISK value of 0 could be that you chose to ignore NOFOLLOW links, or it’s a paid link that could not be
identified as such.

What does DWhat does DTTOOXRISK "DXRISK "Disaisavowed Link" meanvowed Link" mean??

Backlinks that are marked as "Disavowed Link" in the DTOXRISK column, were reported as disavowed to us.

This means the user said he reported these links to Google by uploading a disavow file to Google Search
Console (Google Webmaster Tools) and then uploaded that same file to us.

For reported disavow links, we always calculate a DTOXRISK value of 0. This does not automatically mean
there is no risk in these links. It means we assume your upload to Google worked without errors, and that
Google’s statement about completely ignoring the links is correct and the Disavow was already crawled by
Google. To speed up the detection of disavowed links by Google, you can use our Link Detox Boost tool.
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What does DWhat does DTTOOXRISK ”DXRISK ”Disaisavow Rvow Revieweview” mean” mean??

The links with a ”Disavow Review” DTOXRISK were reported by the user for review from a disavow file.

This means the user told us, that links were reported to Google for disavow and he wants to review the
DTOXRISK scores in our application for them. Contrary to the normal application behavior, we then
calculate DTOXRISK scores for these links. Normally we report a DTOXRISK value of zero for disavowed
links.

Using this method, the user is able to review the quality of the disavow file.

The overall result of such a “Disavow Review” Link Detox report resembles a fictional situation, in which the
disavow file was not uploaded to Google. In this mode, the user can edit the disavow file and rerun the
report in classic mode to calculate the risk estimations before deciding to upload the disavow file to
Google.

Once the user is satisfied with the estimations, he needs to download the new disavow file, upload the new
disavow file to Google and wait for Google to recrawl all the links and disavows. Our Link Detox Boost
product can help to speed up the recrawl.

What does DWhat does DTTOOXRISK "IXRISK "Ignorgnored link" meaned link" mean??

Backlinks that are marked as "Ignored " in the DTOXRISK column were reported to be ignored to us.

This means we do not calculate a DTOXRISK score but report 0 for all such links.

NOFNOFOLLOLLOW link evaluationOW link evaluation

The impact on NOFOLLOW links on search engine rankings and penalties is discussed controversially.
Google published that such links would be completely ignored. We believe that NOFOLLOW links can under
certain circumstances still be harmful to search engine rankings and result in manual penalties, because
Google generally tries to identify spamming intents. We regularly hear from clients that their penalty was
only lifted after they investigated and removed large quantities of NOFOLLOW links. From this, we conclude
that Google in certain cases tries to identify intents of spamming even if NOFOLLOW links are used.

We therefore explicitly give you two possibilities to run our software:

1. Ignoring NOFOLLOW links - which will mean assigning a zero DTOXRISK score to all links in our
software.

2. Activating the NOFOLLOW evaluation - which will result in the calculation of DTOXRISK score for
NOFOLLOW links - albeit with a different risk scoring in the algorithms of Link Detox® than for
FOLLOW links.

The results of Method 2 ("Evaluate NOFOLLOW") are alternative evaluations of DTOXRISK® for all links
including NOFOLLOW links, based on the assumption that NOFOLLOW links should be evaluated as well,
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although with a different calculation of risk scores. That's why the NoFollow evaluation is pre-selected as
the default option in Link Detox, but you can always switch it back to ignore NoFollow links fully, also when
reprocessing a report.

TTOOX1X1

Domain is noDomain is not indet indexxed in Google - ofted in Google - often a sign fen a sign for a Por a Penaltyenalty

The TOX1 rule means that the link is not indexed in Google. This could mean that Google has de-indexed
the site due to a Penalty. Keep in mind that a non-indexed link could also mean that it’s a new domain
nobody has linked to yet. It might also have problems in the robots.txt or META robots tag. Make sure you
double-check these things before removing the link. On the other hand, a domain that is not indexed in
Google won’t help you SEO-wise so removing it is the better option if in doubt.

TTOOX2X2

Linking domainLinking domain’’s theme is liss theme is listted as danged as dangererous (Malwous (Malwarare, Malicious or Virus)e, Malicious or Virus)

The TOX2 rule means that the domains theme is listed as dangerous with possible malware, malicious
activity or a virus, which is classified as a bad neighborhood. If this link is pointing to your site, then Google
may automatically assume that you are connected to this bad neighborhood. We recommend that you
remove these links as soon as possible.

TTOOX3X3

High DHigh DTTOOXRISK® scXRISK® scorore fe for this link cor this link calculaalculatted, classified bed, classified by the Link Dey the Link Dettoox Genesis algx Genesis algorithm as unnaorithm as unnaturturalal

The TOX3 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis algorithm classified this link as very unnatural.

This automatic evaluation and calculation of our DTOXRISK score is based on a large number of data signals
and user ratings.

We recommend that you review these links very carefully. If you agree with our opinion and the link risk
estimation expressed in our calculated DTOXRISK score, you should disavow these links as quickly as
possible, and then try to get them removed.

The higher the calculated DTOXRISK score, the more attention you should give it during your review.

Please note that especially this rule can also be triggered for NoFollow links if you decide to calculate the
DTOXRISK for NoFollow links as well. Please also read our explanations on NoFollow links here.

We took technical measures to make it impossible for competitors or malicious users to influence our
algorithms in a negative way. We weight user ratings based on the trust we assign to a particular user. The
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trust level depends on a number of criteria. We also reserve the right to ignore user ratings altogether if we
believe we cannot trust that user at all.

If you rate a link yourself, only your own opinion will be taken into consideration and will not be influenced
by other users in any way.

SUSP1SUSP1

Link frLink from a pom a pagage without ee without exxtternal links on a wernal links on a weeak domainak domain

The SUSP1 rule means that the link coming from a page on a very weak domain that has no external links.
This is often the case for links from forums or when the link is coming from some special automated
spamming activity or listing in a link directory.

SUSP2SUSP2

Link cLink coming froming from a prom a probobably neably new or vw or verery wy weeak domainak domain

The SUSP2 rule means that it is a link coming from a very weak domain. This domain could also be a very
new domain.

SUSP3SUSP3

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - link cork - link coming froming from a wom a weeak pak pagage but has more but has more than 10 be than 10 backlinks fracklinks from the sameom the same
nenetwtworkork

The SUSP3 rule means that this link comes from a page that has more than 10 backlinks from 1 C-Class IP
address and also has a LRT Power*Trust domain value below 5 and LRT Power*Trust® below 5. This could
mean that this link is possibly coming from a spammy link network.

SUSPSUSP44

Link frLink from possibly penalizom possibly penalized ped pagagee

The SUSP4 means that the homepage of the site the link comes from does not rank for the title of the page,
which usually indicates that the page or domain has been penalized. However, special cases like pages with
generic titles like “Partners” or “Home” have a hard time ranking #1 most of the times, so please make sure
that you double-check special cases like these.

SUSP5SUSP5

Linking domainLinking domain’’s theme is liss theme is listted as suspicious (Hacking, Suspicious or Ped as suspicious (Hacking, Suspicious or Pornogrornography)aphy)
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The SUSP5 rule means that the theme of the domain has been listed as Hacking, Suspicious or
Pornography. For most webmasters, links from these types of websites are not what they want.

SUSP6SUSP6

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - same rork - same reegisgistrtrant as oant as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP6 rule means that it has detected links coming from the same domain name registrant (REG) as
other linking domains. This normally means that the links are possibly from a link network. Always be
aware of your neighborhood.

SUSP7SUSP7

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same IP as oork - Domain has the same IP as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP7 rule means that it has detected links coming from the same IP address as other linking domains.
This normally means that the links are possibly from a link network. Always be aware of your
neighborhood.

SUSP8SUSP8

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same Classork - Domain has the same Class-C as o-C as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP8 rule means that it has detected links coming from the same C-Class IP address as other linking
domains. This often means that the links are possibly from a link network. Many links from domains in the
same C-Class block often indicate that these domains are part of a link network.

SUSP9SUSP9

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same DNS as oork - Domain has the same DNS as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP9 rule means that it has detected links coming from the same DNS (Domain name server) as other
linking domains. Many links from domains with the same DNS often mean that these domains are part of a
simple setup link network. This rule might also be triggered if you have links from many small websites that
by coincidence share the same public or very large hosting company. Please double-check for generic DNS
providers or shared hosting sources.

SUSP10SUSP10

Linking domain has vLinking domain has verery ney neggaativtive Link Ve Link Velocity Telocity Trrend - maybe pend - maybe part of an Eart of an Expirxpired Domain link need Domain link netwtwork or aork or a
domain thadomain that the public has lost the public has lost intt intereresest int in
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The SUSP10 rule means that it has a link velocity trend dropping by 70%. We analyze the link growth of
every domain and understand that in this case the link growth of the last 4 months is significantly smaller
than it was in the last 12 and 24 months. Usually, that’s a sign that the domain has been abandoned by the
current owner (as many expired domain link networks are, especially after a Google Penguin update).

SUSP11SUSP11

SitSiteewide Fwide Fooootter Link deer Link dettecectted - a typiced - a typical wal way hoay how pw paid links or “aid links or “friend”-links arfriend”-links are artificially place artificially placeded

The SUSP11 rule means that a sitewide footer link has been detected. While sitewide links have been
popular in the past, they have really lost most of their power in recent times. Today, there’s more risk and
reward because SEO experts and Google likewise can easily spot these links and most industries have been
cleaned up from such links. We recommend that you inspect this link carefully as it could potentially be
cross-linking between your own sites. Cross-linking between own sites is tolerated for some big brands if on
topic (think of Amazon, Ebay, big publishers), but usually not accepted for the average webmaster.

SUSP12SUSP12

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Linking domain has the same Google Analytics cork - Linking domain has the same Google Analytics code as oode as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP12 rule means that the linking domain has the same Google Analytics code as other linking
domains. If multiple domains have the same Google IDs, then it is a strong signal of a possible link network.
We recommend examining these domains manually because many agencies manage the Google accounts
of their clients and this could be the reason for the same Google ID. In addition, even if there is a link
network, it is not necessarily classified as “poor.”

SUSP13SUSP13

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain uses the same Google Adsense Publisher ID as oork - Domain uses the same Google Adsense Publisher ID as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP13 rule means that the domain name has the same Google Adsense Publisher ID as other linking
domains. If multiple domains have the same Google IDs, then it is a strong signal of a possible link network.
We recommend examining these domains manually because many agencies manage the Google accounts
of their clients and this could be the reason for the same Google ID. In addition even if there is a link
network, it is not necessarily classified as "poor".

SUSP15SUSP15

Link DirLink Dirececttorory Linksy Links

The SUSP15 means that these links are coming from typical Web link directory footprints, which were often
just setup to artificially inflate link popularities and/or sell links. While for many SEOs filling up link profiles
with this type of links used to be common practice for years, this approach can no longer be recommended
these days.
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SUSP16SUSP16

Article DirArticle Dirececttorory Linksy Links

The SUSP16 means these links are coming from typical article directories, which were the successor of link
directories and often also automatically filled with useless articles just to get a link from as many as
possible domains. Often these article directory pages were furthermore linked with spam links to increase
their inbound links and thus make those otherwise useless pages more helpful. While this was practice for
years for many SEOs it cannot be recommended these days.

SUSP17SUSP17

MassivMassive Number of oute Number of outggoing Linksoing Links

The SUSP17 rule means that this page has more than 1,000 outgoing links. This could be a sign for a
spammy blog or directory. Please make sure you review these links carefully.

SUSP18SUSP18

YYoung domain with looung domain with low LRw LRT PT Poowwer*Ter*Trusrustt

The SUSP18 rule means that it’s a link from a page that is coming from a young domain (less than 6 months
old) that has a low LRT Power*Trust Domain value below 3.

SUSP20SUSP20

AboAbovve Ae Avvereragage De DTTOOXRISK scXRISK scorore ce calculaalculatted fed for this linkor this link

The SUSP20 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis algorithm rated this link as suspicious based on its
DTOXRISK score. The automatic evaluation and calculation of our DTOXRISK score is based on a large
number of data signals and user ratings.

We recommend that you review these links carefully. If you agree with our opinion and the link risk
estimation expressed in our calculated DTOXRISK score, you should disavow these links as quickly as
possible, and then try to get them removed.

The higher the calculated DTOXRISK score, the more attention you should give it during your review.

Please note that especially this rule can also trigger NoFollow links if you decide to calculate the DTOXRISK
for NoFollow links as well. Please also read our explanations on NoFollow links here.

We took technical measures to make it impossible for competitors or malicious users to influence our
algorithms in a negative way. We weight user ratings based on the trust we assign to a particular user. The
trust level depends on a number of criteria. We also reserve the right to ignore user ratings altogether if we
believe we cannot trust that user at all.
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If you rate a link yourself, only your own opinion will be taken into consideration and will not be influenced
by other users in any way.

SUSP21SUSP21

Linking domain fLinking domain found on Blacklisound on Blacklistt

The SUSP21 rule means that the domain linking to your website has been found on one or more blacklists
that we cross-reference. You should consider removing this link.

SUSP22SUSP22

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same work - Domain has the same websitebsite fe fooootprinttprints as os as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP22 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis footprint detection found this domain to be closely
related to other domains that link to you. This is often the case with link networks. This footprint rule is
different to SUSP23, SUSP24. Please understand that for competitive reasons we cannot disclose more
details here.

Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.

SUSP23SUSP23

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same work - Domain has the same websitebsite fe fooootprinttprints as os as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP23 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis footprint detection found this domain to be closely
related to other domains that link to you. This is often the case with link networks. This footprint rule is
different to SUSP22, SUSP24. Please understand that for competitive reasons we cannot disclose more
details here.

Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.

SUSP2SUSP244

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same work - Domain has the same websitebsite fe fooootprinttprints as os as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP24 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis footprint detection found this domain to be closely
related to other domains that link to you. This is often the case with link networks. This footprint rule is
different to SUSP22, SUSP23. Please understand that for competitive reasons we cannot disclose more
details here.

Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.
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SUSP25SUSP25

Hidden imagHidden image link dee link dettecectteded

The SUSP25 rule means that a hidden image link has been detected. This is often a sign of bad linking
tactics. Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.

SUSP26SUSP26

Links cLinks coming froming from typicom typical link val link vooting dirting dirececttoriesories

The SUSP26 rule means that it’s a link coming from link voting directories, a common way to inflate link
popularities and/or sell links. Such techniques are no longer recommended.

SUSP27SUSP27

Links frLinks from possibly penalizom possibly penalized Domained Domain

The SUSP27 rule means that we assume that the link comes from a penalized domain. This is the case if we
don’t see any rankings, but still count some LRT Power*Trust for a particular domain. This means the
domain should have some rankings, but doesn’t. We can, therefore, assume that Google penalized the
domain.

Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.

SUSP28SUSP28

MoneMoney ky keeywyworord anchor td anchor teexxt appet appearars in mors in more than 5% of all be than 5% of all backlinksacklinks

The SUSP28 rule means that a money keyword anchor text was found in more than 5% of the backlinks in
your link profile. This is usually a sign of “overdone” SEO and is highly problematic as Google could also
detect it easily. Please check if the keyword phrase of this anchor text has been classified correctly and if
you find high-risk links that you should consider removing. You might also want to change links from
“Money Keywords” to “Brand Links”.

Please note that the 5% in this rule only serve as a simple filter for “really overdone” anchor texts, and
lower percentages could also cause issues.

SUSP29SUSP29

Compound kCompound keeywyworord anchor td anchor teexxt appet appearars in mors in more than 5% of all be than 5% of all backlinksacklinks
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The SUSP29 rule means that the anchor text has been marked as a "Compound Keyword" and appears in
more than 5% of all backlinks anchor texts. It’s highly recommended to review this link to ensure it is not
spam.

SUSP30SUSP30

Link frLink from a poom a pottentially spentially spammy fammy forumorum

The SUSP30 rule means that you have links coming from forums that are typically targeted by link
spamming tools. We recommend reviewing these links before removal.

SUSP31SUSP31

Anchor tAnchor teexxt plact placement looks suspiciousement looks suspicious

The SUSP31 rule means that the anchor text placement looks suspicious. We recommend reviewing these
links before removal.

SUSP32SUSP32

The Domain has a loThe Domain has a lot mort more LRe LRT PT Poowwer than LRer than LRT TT Trusrustt

Low Trust and High Power links aren’t necessarily the best ones. You have to look deeper at the individual
LRT Power and LRT Trust metrics to see the true quality of the link. Links like these are typical examples of
the “gambling and adult entertainment” niche – very strong links from untrusted sites.

Such discrepancies between LRT Trust and LRT Power can usually be attributed to low quality or
automated link building.

SUSP33SUSP33

The PThe Pagage has a loe has a lot mort more LRe LRT PT Poowwer than LRer than LRT TT Trusrustt

Same as SUSP32, but this time at a page level.

SUSP34SUSP34

Link frLink from a Tom a Topop-L-Leevvel-Domain thael-Domain that is oftt is often used ben used by spy spammerammerss

The SUSP 34 rule means that the link is coming from a Top-Level-Domain that is often used by spammers
like .xyz. Additionally, it has a Power*Trust Dom under 30. You should review this link if it is spammy.
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Link QLink Quality Checksuality Checks
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What arWhat are Qe Quality Checksuality Checks??

You probably know the struggle of having a large list of link prospects and asking yourself: Which of these
will boost my rankings and which are toxic for my backlink profile? This is where Quality Checks come into
play.

QQuality Checking Wuality Checking Workfloworkflow

Quality Checks are an essential step in the link building workflow that comes right after the prospecting for
new links and before the actual outreach for building them. Checking potential link sources for their quality
is imperative. When doing that, you should check the pages for their amount of link juice as well as for their
potential risk for your backlink profile.

LinkResearchTools (LRT) offers two tools for that purpose:

AnalyAnalyzze a Bulk of Links ae a Bulk of Links at Onct Oncee

If you want to check your link prospects for their impact on your rankings, then you can import thousands
of them into the Bulk URL AnalyBulk URL Analyzzer (er (JuicJuice Te Tool)ool) and identify the strongest link potentials by dozens of SEO
metrics. This way, you can quickly spot the domains and pages with the best link juice.

In case you are managing many domains, you can also import all your domains there and see how they are
performing compared to each other.

Check PCheck Poottential Link Riskential Link Risk

You should also check your link prospects for their estimated risk for your backlink profile before building
them. With the Link Opportunities RLink Opportunities Reevieview Tw Tool (Lool (LORORT)T), you can check the DTOXRISK and many other
metrics for potential links. LORT uses your last Link Detox Report to estimate the overall risk the link would
contribute to your backlink profile. This way, you can find out if you want a link or not.
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ConclusionConclusion

With Quality Checks, you can make sure the links you build to your site are actually boosting your rankings
without risking a Google Penguin penalty or manual action. Please do keep in mind that this only counts for
the links you build yourself, and you still have to monitor the links that are built to your site naturally and
evaluate their risk as well.
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Link OLink Opportunities Rpportunities Review Teview Tool (Lool (LORORT)T)

RReview and Eeview and Evaluatvaluate Link Oe Link Opportunitiespportunities

If you are looking for new links to help you with your ranking and you want to review and evaluate them,
then you can use our Link Opportunities Review Tool (LORT).

You will benefit most from using LORT if you have a few links or maybe just one link that you would like to
analyze in more detail. With this tool, you can check the value of new link opportunities, prioritize your link
building efforts, check the quality of each link and get accurate results within minutes.

With the Link Opportunities Review Tool (LORT) you will get results within minutes because LORT uses your
existing Link Detox Report. We have all the calculations ready for you, so you don’t have to wait for hours to
get a full report.

Keep in mind, that if you are acquiring new links, you should consider how they will appear compared with
your existing links. The fastest way to do that is by using LORT. The only way you can do this without LORT is
by using Link Detox in the Link Opportunity Audit mode.

The Link Opportunity Audit mode is an excellent way to do a bulk analysis of a large list of potential links,
but it is a total overkill if you only have a few links to check. If your site is large and has many links, this
could also take hours. Because the LORT uses your existing Link Detox report, the majority of the
calculations have been done already, so you get results in minutes, not hours.

Benefits of LBenefits of LORORTT

• Check the vCheck the value of nealue of new link opportunitiesw link opportunities
Find potential new links to add to your existing backlink profile and quickly check their quality
before you integrate them in your backlink profile.

• RReevieview pow pottential linksential links
Check and review all potential new links with the whole Link Detox metrics suite. The difference is
that with LORT you get the results in minutes based on your existing Link Detox report.
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• AnalyAnalyzze the quality of up te the quality of up to 10 000 Backlinks in minuto 10 000 Backlinks in minuteses
If you only have a handful of links to analyze, let LORT tell you if they are worth investing more time
in.

LLORORT FT Featureatureses

WWarningarning: before you start a new LORT report, make sure you have already finished a DTOX report for your
domain, to get a baseline and that you havhave classified ae classified at let leasast 80% of yt 80% of your kour keeywyworords in this rds in this reporteport.

Starting a LStarting a LORORT RT Reporteport

Start a LORT Report from the start report dashboard.

1. Enter the URLs you would like to review into the box “Link Opportunities URLs”

2. Choose a “Baseline DTOX Report”

3. Choose “DTOXTUNE settings” - only for advanced SEO users

4. Now click on “Run Report” and wait for the report to fully load
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DDTTOOXTUNEXTUNE®®

Only fOnly for advor advancanced SEO usered SEO userss

All advance SEO users can also use the DTOXTUNE in LORT. If you didn´t already set up your DTOXTUNE,
you can do so by clicking on “DTOXTUNE dashboard".

Save your DTOXTUNE with a special name and choose the DTOX Rules you would like to tune.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for LORT:

• Report Title
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This tool also supports bookmarklets. For a quick analysis of the links that you find, created a Bookmarklet
of LORT.

IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. The chart pie gives you the possibility to check all the rules that have been triggered for the potential
links.
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3. You can see the DTOXRISK® score of the potential links.

4. Like with Link Detox (DTOX), you can see all the detail information in the result table. To make it easy for
you to spot a good link right away, we also used the familiar yellow, green and red colors.

Don´t forget, you should use the LORT even if you are checking just a single URL.

5. Export data from your Link Opportunities Review Tool (LORT) by clicking on the CSV or XLSX link above
the details table
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Bulk URL AnalyzBulk URL Analyzer (URL)er (URL)

Import thousands of URLs and identify the strongest link potentials.

The Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) has been developed to get a fast overview of SEO metrics for an arbitrary
number of URLs and domains. The unique LRT Power*Trust™ is included, which measures the relevance of
a page as well as the metrics of partners such as SEMRush.

Benefits of the Bulk URL AnalyzBenefits of the Bulk URL Analyzer (URL)er (URL)

• Helps yHelps you decide when planning tou decide when planning to buy eo buy expirxpired or useded or used domainsdomains
If you are considering buying some domains, you can upload a list of thousands of domains and
analyze them in bulk with the Bulk URL Analyzer (URL). The results of the Bulk URL Analyzer (URL)
can easily help you decide which domains are most worthwhile. The Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) is
used to profile large lists of URLs and find the strongest link potentials. If you plan to use a good
selection of powerful domains you can load them into the ‘Link Opportunity Audit’ mode. You can
read more about this here.

• MeMetrics etrics evvaluaaluationtion
Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) also helps you find out all the important metrics from different domains
and URLs.

• CompeCompetitivtitive Compe Compararee
Use this tool to compare your competitors with each other.

• Link DirLink Dirececttoriesories
Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) allows you to detect link directories.

• RRepepair of Subpair of Subpagageses
A convenient way to repair subpages (using the SITE function: command via "Find competing
pages").
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Bulk URL AnalyzBulk URL Analyzer (URL) Fer (URL) Featureatureses

With the Bulk URL Analyzer (URL), you can analyze up to 93 SEO-metrics via bulk analysis in a single report.
Metrics are freely selectable in detail mode and due to the link detail table you get a quick overview and can
filter according to your needs. With the help of Link Boost, you can analyze URLs in large numbers.

Starting a Bulk URL AnalyzStarting a Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) Rer (URL) Reporteport

Start a Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) Report from the start report dashboard.

1. Enter the URLs you wish to analyze. You can enter them manually, import from Excel or add them using
the function “Find competing pages”.

2. Select if you want to display a quick analysis with a set of pre-selected metrics, or select a Full analysis in
which you can freely choose the metrics displayed in the report.

3. Choose URL Boost to add more links.

4. Choose a title for your report.

5. Press the “Run Report” button and wait until your report has loaded.
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Specific FSpecific Functions and Settingsunctions and Settings

With the URL Boost, you can determine how many URLs you want to upload. You can read about the Upload
Limit in the chapter “Products”.

A special additional function for the Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) is the integration and availability of
information on our API interface. The LRT API allows you to start Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) reports for a list of
URLs and metrics (depending on your package).

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for the Bulk URL Analyzer (URL):

• Repeat Report

This tool also supports bookmarklets. Thus you can start the Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) from any site you are
looking at and analyze the backlinks of this site. If you are looking at a site you want to analyze, you can
start a report directly from your bookmarks.

IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

With the Bulk URL Analyzer (URL) you get an overview of the entered URLs. You can decide based on these
metrics whether these URLs are efficient or poor and thus analyze potential link targets. You get a multitude
of charts which can easily answer your questions. Every single URL is also listed in the link detail table.
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1. The report information provides you with information about the basic data of the report, e.g. 100 URLs
have been entered and are analyzed after 21 metrics.

2. Here you can see the various histograms. You immediately see whether the entered URLs have a high
value of Power*Trust and the like. In this example, 30 URLs have a Power*Trust value between 8 and 12.

Further down in the report, the link detail table is displayed. Just filter for the values that are important for
you.

At the side of each found link in the detail table, a drop-down appears next to the link for more context
actions. By simply clicking on the side of the link, quick details such as LRT Power*Trust, LVT, Number of
Backlinks, DomPop will be displayed on the Context Menu for Page, Domain or Root Domain of the relevant
link. From here you can also start QBL, BLP, DTOX report for the selected URL. Also, you can see the
“Historic versions” and “Ranking keywords.”
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By clicking the (+) symbol next to each link, further reports can be started from an extra dashboard,
including BLP and DTOX:
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Competitive AnalysisCompetitive Analysis
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What is Competitive AnalysisWhat is Competitive Analysis??

Understanding the backlink profiles of your competition and comparing them to your own is vital for
various reasons.

It is, of course, the most important step in link building if you want to find out why they are ranking better
than you and how you can do better than them. It is also essential to inspect the common link risk in your
niche so that you can continue to boost your rankings without moving into the penalty area.

Therefore, the Competitive Analysis should be a solid foundation of your SEO strategy.

Competitive Analysis WCompetitive Analysis Workfloworkflow

You can get the most powerful results out of the Competitive Analysis when you know exactly when and
how to use it.

Link RLink Remoemovvalal

In case you want to remove bad links to get out of a penalty or just reduce your overall DTOXRISK, you
should compare the risk for your domain with the overall DTOXRISK in your niche. This way, you will know
exactly how many links you are supposed to remove or disavow without shrinking your backlink profile too
much. Recommended tool: CDTOX

Link BuildingLink Building

If you already went past that struggle, then it is time to start outperforming your competitors. To do this,
you need to understand WHY your competitors are ranking better than you and WHAT you need to do to
blend in and do just a little better. You need to consider many metrics as well as different ratios like
keywords and Follow / NoFollow links to understand how your niche works. Recommended tools: QDC,,
CLA,, CDTOX

Link VLink Velocityelocity
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When you have decided on a link building strategy to outperform your competitors, it is still imperative to
understand the concept of Link Velocity. If you build all your good links at once, you will get a sudden boost
in your rankings, followed by an algorithmic penalty (or worse). This is why you need to understand the
natural link growth in your niche and then start building at the right pace. Recommended tool: CLV

Find CompeFind Competittitororss

It might be possible that you don’t even know who your competitors ARE if you are new to the market or
just started working with a new client. In that case, you need to ask yourself: what keywords should the site
rank for? When you figured out the keywords, you can check who ranks for them and these are your
competitors. Recommended tool: CKA

ConclusionConclusion

The Competitive Analysis Tools are very powerful for finding the right competitive SEO strategy. Use them
before taking action and always be one step ahead of your competition in the rankings. If you understand
how your competition got their rankings, you will know exactly what links to look for and can proceed by
prospecting for link opportunities.
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QQuick Domain Comparuick Domain Compare (e (QDC)QDC)

FFast Comparisonast Comparison

Compare your own site with your competition and find out in seconds who is doing best and why.

The Quick Domain Compare Tool (QDC) gives a rapid summary of up to 5 domains that you have entered. In
just a few seconds, you get results which helps you decide which domains need further analyses. You can
even use the Dashboard Tools from QDC to start new reports. It is also outstandingly suited for rough
domain purchase decisions.

Benefits of the QDCBenefits of the QDC

• Quick decision – See if yQuick decision – See if you need tou need to go go into into moro more dee dettailail
You want to get a quick overview of domains that you would like to buy. With QDC, you can quickly
decide if you need to analyze the domain in greater detail.

• CompComparing yaring your sitour site with ye with your cour compeompetitiontition
Using the QDC tool you can compare up to five domains very quickly, this is usually your own site
and four competitors. Use this to find out why your site isn’t ranking as well as your competitors
and how you can improve.

• Identify the gIdentify the gap in rap in rankinganking kkeeywyworordsds
The QDC tool will show you for how many keywords you rank compared to your competition. With
just one click you can dive into more details. This gives you some excellent opportunities to create
content for the missing keywords yourself. Your competitors may not even know that they are
ranking for some phrases that rank on the second page of Google. By doing a better job for these
keywords, you can easily outrank them.

• Helps with quick domain puchasesHelps with quick domain puchases
If a domain auction is about to end, you may need to make a quick purchase decision. QDC can
help you instantly.
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• GenerGeneral Seal Seararch Engine Opch Engine Optimiztimizaation ction compomparisonarison
Check the overall quality (Power and Trust) of different domains quickly.

• Quick sQuick sttart of seart of sevvereral tal tools fools for seor sevvereral domainsal domains
You can make an overall analysis of different domains and start several tools simultaneously
without tediously starting every tool separately.

Starting a QDC RStarting a QDC Reporteport

Start a QDC from the "start report" Dashboard.

1. Enter up to 5 domains to compare directly.

2. If you do not know your competitors or want to compare domains to a specific keyword you can find
them quickly and easily with the option "Find Competing Pages".

3. Choose to compare domains or top-level domains.

4. Press the “Start Comparison” button and wait until the report has finished loading.
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AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the “Advanced options”, you can use the following settings for QBL:

• Report Title
• Repeat Report

IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

QDC shows you a quick summary of the quality of up to 5 domains with a predefined metric set. The
predefined values are: LRT Power*Trust™, LRT Power™, LRT Trust™, Impactana Buzz and Impact, Link
Velocity, Alexa, theme, country, ranking Keywords, domain popularity, IP popularity, ClassC popularity,
links to the Domain, .edu links,.gov links, Facebook Shares, Facebook Likes, Facebook Comments,
Facebook Votes and Google +1.

The overall winner, i.e. the domain with the most "wins", the one with the highest number of best domain
values in all categories, will be highlighted in green. Please note that the different domain values are not
weighted differently.

1. The columns are showing you the different metrics for each domain. The green column is the overall
winner compared to the other domains.

2. You can edit the themes of the domains.
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3. The metric "Wins #" is showing you, in how many metrics the domain is better than the others.

4. With the drop-down menu, you can quickly start reports with other tools.

Other FOther Featureatureses

The QDC tool is the perfect starting point to quickly start several different reports for an analysis of your
competitors. In the bar at the bottom, you see icons for different tools and the "All domains" button. By
clicking on the icon you can start a report for the particular domain. Bulk URL Analyzer (URL), CLA, CLV,
CDTOX and LORT are feasible. In this way, you can work more efficiently.

Moreover, on the side of each domain at bottom of bar, a drop-down appears next to the domain for more
context actions. By simply clicking on the side of the link, you can visit the domain's homepage or start a
DTOX, QBL, BLP, SSPT or LJR report.
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Competitive Link DetCompetitive Link Detooxx™ ( (CDCDTTOOX)X)

DDTTOOXRISK of your CompetitionXRISK of your Competition

Understand link ratios and risk levels for your niche and find strong links of your competition.

The Competitive Link Detox tool allows you find out why your competitors outrank you, why you suffered a
Google Penalty, while your competitors didn’t and how you can use your competitors’ strongest links for
yourself.

Benefits of CDBenefits of CDTTOOXX

• Find the sFind the strtrong links thaong links that yt your cour compeompetition hastition has
By using CDTOX you can compare your site with 10 of your competitors. You can then find the
strong links that your competitors have and try to get links there also. This will also allow you to
reveal the link building strategy of your competition.

• Check out yCheck out your cour compeompetitiontition
Find out whether you have more or fewer links with a lower DTOXRISK® score than your
competitors.

• Identifying errIdentifying errorors frs from the pom the pasast bt by using the Link Dey using the Link Dettoox Rulesx Rules
See which Link Detox Rules were triggered by the backlinks and identify unnatural peaks.

• RReeach out fach out for beor betttter linkser links
You can use the PitchBox integration for a quicker outreach from this tool.

CDCDTTOOX FX Featureatureses

With CDTOX, you have the opportunity to compare the Domain DTOXRISK® of your page with your
competitors and you can draw inferences about penalty or ranking. The comparison of your Domain
DTOXRISK® with your competitors is a necessary first step in order to understand why your competitors are
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ranking better than you in the search engines for a particular keyword or why you have received a penalty
whereas your competition has not.

Starting a CDStarting a CDTTOOX RX Reporteport

Start a CDTOX Report from the "start report" dashboard.
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1. Enter the domain you wish to analyze.

2. Choose if you want to activate or ignore the NoFollow links. We always recommend for the NoFollow
links to be activated.

3. Here you can select the theme of a domain, so that the DTOX rules can also adapt to the topic and, hence,
deliver better results.

4. Tune the DTOX settings as you wish.

5. Enter the domains of your competitors you want to analyze

In the end, press the “Run Report” button and wait until the report has loaded.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for CDTOX.

• Report Title
• Repeat Report
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. Please pay attention to the information on site-wide, deleted and duplicated links that have been
removed.

3. Here you can get a first overview of the entered domains.
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4. You can switch between the tabs. Each tab shows you a different metric.

5. Overview of the Domain DTOXRISK® of competitors.

6. The graphs compare the backlinks of your website with the backlinks of your competitors depending on
the selected metric.

The orange bar indicates your site. The competitors are divided into:

• Average of all competitors (Total Average)
• Average of the top 5 competitors (Top 5 Average)
• Average of the top 3 competitors (Top 3 Average)

In the example above, you can see that the page “www.21st.com” has a Domain DTOXRISK® score of 1.477,
but in order to stay on top, you should try to adapt your Domain DTOXRISK® to the Top 3 of your
competitors, which is 747. The closer the Domain DTOXRISK® is to the average, the better!

In the metric comparison by DTOXRISK®, you can see exactly which pages have backlinks with really low or
high DTOXRISK®.
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In the metric comparison by Link Detox Rule, you can see which DTOX rules are most often triggered in your
niche or where you must pay extra attention because it is particularly noticeable. In this example, you can
see that SUSP1 is especially common, which can indicate a special automated spamming activity. It is not
only crucial to know if your backlinks have a high DTOXRISK®, but it is also important to know why your
backlinks have been categorized as potentially harmful by the tool. Do you have more not indexed sites by
Google than your competition? Do you have a lot of backlinks that will be listed as malware and your
competitors do not? With this information, you can determine how poor or how good your link building was
in the past years compared to your competitors. Have you created a lot of spam links? Do you mainly have
backlinks that are on domains with a massive number of outgoing links? Are your links connected in
networks?
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An overview of the Link Detox rules can be found here: http://www.linkdetox.com/faq/

FiltFilter Slicer Sliceses

You can also use the CDTOX Tool for link building. With the help of the predefined filter slices, the strong
links of your competitors with low DTOXRISK® are only a click away. Just use the slice “strong links of my
competitors with low DTOXRISK®” and see the results in the table.
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Link Detail TLink Detail Tableable

In the link detail table, you can find almost all the features that are also possible in DTOX. You have the
possibility to see all the metrics from the individual backlinks. Some features, such as the Disavow export,
the rating and the tags are, however, reserved for the DTOX Tool.
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Competitive Landscape AnalyzCompetitive Landscape Analyzer (er (CLA)CLA)

QQuick Comparison with your Competitionuick Comparison with your Competition

Compare your competitors with your own site and learn how to outrank them by doing just a little better.

The Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA) compares the link profile or page of your domain with other
domains, e.g. the top results for a keyword. All relevant information and the selected SEO metrics are
crawled and visualized in clear graphics. The overview gives you a qualitative statement of how your link
profile appears compared to the top competitors in your niche/ industry. Additionally, you can view what
your competitors do in SEO and why these have a better placement in the search results than you. PitchBox
helps you to outreach directly from this tool.

Benefits of the CLABenefits of the CLA

• CompComparison with carison with compeompetittitororss
Find out how your link profile looks compared to your competitors.

• Identifying opportunitiesIdentifying opportunities
Find out for what keywords or topics you should build more links.

• DeDetterminaermination of link typestion of link types
See what type of links should be built.

• Finding link opFinding link optionstions
Do you want to find a number of link options? To get them, use the CLA!

• Find out hoFind out how yw you cou can ran rank in the firank in the firsst position ft position for chosen kor chosen keeywyworordsds
By comparing the link profiles of the sites that already rank for a keyword, you can see all the
average link ratios of the sites that rank in the top 3 and top 5 positions. Now you can see how well
you blend in. For example, you might find that you need more brand links or more NoFollow links
to look like the others. There are no magic ratios, this is different for every keyword, country,
language, and niche. The CLA will tell you exactly what the top sites have, so you can try to be the
same and then just do a little better.
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• PPerferform a Compeorm a Competitivtitive Domain Analysise Domain Analysis
Competitive Domain Analysis is the analysis of a domain or websites ability to rank in the search
engines. Competitive Domain Analysis is based on external off-page linking factors.
This can be performed using CKA, QDC, CLA, CLV and CDTOX. Read more here.

• RReeach out fach out for beor betttter linkser links
You can use the PitchBox integration for a quicker outreach from this tool.

CLA FCLA Featureatureses

The CLA compares the link profiles of websites based on every existing SEO metric. It compares up to 10
of your competitors (per Keyword) so that you can identify their strengths and weaknesses. With this
analysis, you can quickly detect irregularities and new chances. Thanks to the Pitchbox integration, you
can also have a better outreach while using this tool.

Starting a CLA RStarting a CLA Reporteport

Run a CLA Report from the "start report" dashboard.

1. Enter the URL (domain, page or subfolder) that you wish to analyze.
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2. Select whether you want a sample analysis displaying pre-selected metrics, or a full analysis in which you
can freely choose which metrics are displayed in the report.

3. Select the URLs of your competitors to compare all pages with each other. Please select at least one page.
You can also use the function “Find Competing Pages” to find your competitors. Simply enter the keyword
that you wish to rank for. If you use this function, pay attention to the results. These may include domains
on general topics such as Wikipedia and the like. As these domains are not restricted to specific topics, it
can skew the results of your report. You should consider whether you want to remove these domains from
your report to get meaningful results.

4. Select whether you would like to analyze the links to a domain, a page or a sub-folder.

5. Press the “Run Report” button and wait until your report has loaded.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for CLA:

• Report Title
• Sitewide Links-Filter
• Repeat Report
• Remember Settings
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. Here you get a general overview of the entered domains.

3. Categorize your keywords (see chapter “Classify Keywords“).

4. You can switch between the tabs. Each tab shows you a different metric.

5. The histogram compares the backlinks of your website with the backlinks of your competitors,
depending on the selected metric.

6. Here you can view the relative numbers of your page and the pages of the competitors. You have the
option to switch between “relative numbers” and “absolute numbers”. This can be very helpful if you want
to know the exact number of backlinks of your competitor in comparison to your backlinks.
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The orange bar marks your page. The competitors are divided into:

• Average of all competitors (Total Average)
• Average of the top 5 competitors (Top 5 Average)
• Average of the top 3 competitors (Top 3 Average)

Please note that the subdivision of competitors in groups depends on the number of entered URLs. For
example, if you want to compare only two URLs with each other, then this grouping is not carried out.

In the above example, you can see that 2% of backlinks of the page “www.tyentusa.com” have a
Power*Trust value of 1, whereas the average of all competitors only has 4% backlinks with an LRT
Power*Trust™ value of 1. This is a clear indication that “tyentusa.com” does need more backlinks with
Power*Trust 1. The backlink profile of “tyentusa.com” should be adjusted to the average of all competitors.

Using the CLA, you can not only compare the values of your backlinks with each other, but you may also
find keywords you need to catch up with. Thus, you have to classify your keywords in the first place. You
must classify at least 80% of your keywords to make a reasonable statement. Then select the tab
‘Keywords’ in the histogram.
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In this example, you can see that the domain “tyentusa.com” has too many brand links and compound
links in comparison to the competition. The “waterionizerreviews.net” domain should build links with more
brand and compound keywords. Moreover, the deep link ratio may provide you with important information
on link building. With the deep link ratio, you can find out if your backlinks, or the ratio of your backlinks, is
more suitable for start- or sub-pages. Based on the assessment, you can evaluate whether you should build
more links to the start page or sub-pages for your niche.

In our example, the “tyentusa.com” should build more Links to the sub-pages.
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Further down in the report, you can find the link detail table again. The link detail table contains all of your
backlinks and the backlinks of your competitors. You can even filter the results as you wish.

Please note that the link detail table is unlocked depending on your package.

In our example, we have used the Sample Mode and you can identify any metric with the variety of link
options. With the Sample Mode, you can answer the following questions for your link building:

1. Do you need more Follow links or NoFollow links? For this information, select the tab “Link Status“.

2. How strong are the backlinks of your competitors? How many strong backlinks do you need to keep up
with your competitors? To answer these questions, simply select the tab “Power*Trust”.

3. For which keywords should you build more links? More/ fewer money keywords? More/ fewer brand
keywords? You get the answer under the tab “Keywords”.

4. In which country does your competition have the most backlinks? You can tell from the tab “CNTRY“.

5. Do you need to build more links to the homepage or to the sub-pages? To find out, simply switch to the
tab “Deep link ratio“.

6. How many domain backlinks do your competitors have? Compare the number of domain backlinks
under the tab “Domain backlinks“.
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7. What is the domain popularity of domains of your competitors compared to your domain popularity?
Check “Domain Popularity“.

If the included metric in the Sample Mode is not sufficient and you want to deepen the analysis, you can
select other metrics using the Full analysis. With the detail mode, you can select up to 15 metrics,
depending on your package.

It is useful to adjust your profile to the link profile of your top SEO competition. You can also consult the
following metrics for your link building:

• Link locLink locaationtion: Where did your competitors set the links (in the paragraph, footer, content, sidebar,
header, and the like)?

• Link typeLink type: What type of links have your competitors built increasingly (text, image, Redirects, and
the like)?

• TType of the domainype of the domain: Which theme do the backlinks of your competition have? Where do you have to
catch up? Should you only create content for relevant backlinks?

• SitSite Te Typeype: On which pages did your competition build links (forums, blogs, Wiki, General, and so
on)? Where is a need to catch up? On which pages should you not build more links?

• Social SignalsSocial Signals: Which social network does your competition use?

You can, of course, add further metrics as a default for your link building. Simply select from our metrics
the ones that are the most interesting to you.
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Competitive KCompetitive Keyworeyword Analyzd Analyzer (er (CKA)CKA)

ComparCompare Ye Your Kour Keyworeywordsds

Find out who is ranking well for the keywords in your niche and identify new SEO opportunities.

The Competitive Keyword Analyzer (CKA) compares the top keywords in your niche and provides you with
an extensive pre-analysis of which keywords are strongly competitive. A graphical heatmap representation
helps you to instantly recognize potential anomalies and thereby finding keywords, with which you can
rank more easily. Start a CLA for the keywords that you wish to analyze in more detail. The CKA considers
the overall, or the project blacklist, when loading URLs for a keyword, i.e. Wikipedia, for instance, can be
excluded.

The factors for a top placed keyword vary depending on the selected search engine and language.
Therefore, the relevant data must be queried for each country and each language.

Benefits of the CKABenefits of the CKA

• RRelaelationship betionship betwtween geen good rood ranking and banking and backlinksacklinks
How many backlinks does a domain have that ranks well for a keyword? Simply select the value
BLdom and view the winning selection and its detailed information.

• KKeeywyworord-analysisd-analysis
If you want a particular keyword to be ranked, evaluate in detail the competition for that keyword
in advance.

• Find which kFind which keeywyworords ards are the ‘loe the ‘low hanging fruit’w hanging fruit’
You can use the CKA to test 25 keywords and see which sites already rank for them on the first page
of Google. The result is a heat map that easily allows you to identify which keywords are the quick
wins.

• DeDetterminaermination of anomaliestion of anomalies
You want to find anomalies in your niche to design a link building plan.

• VVerificerificaation of ktion of keeywyworord lisd listtss
You have received a list of keywords from your customers for which they want to rank. Where
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should you start?

• RRececognizognize Opportunitiese Opportunities
You would like to evaluate the chances of your domain for a set of keywords.

CKA FCKA Featureatureses

The CKA analyzes up to 93 metrics for each of the top 10 results for up to 10 keywords. This way, you can
easily find new keyword chances for your industry and niche.

Starting a CKA RStarting a CKA Reporteport

Run a CKA report from the "start report" dashboard.
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Enter the keywords that you want to analyze. Depending on your package, you can analyze a certain
number of keywords at once. Please type each keyword into its own line.

1. Select the right search engine, language, and country, because this choice affects the results and
presents a crucial factor in your link building campaign.

2. Filter your results by using the blacklists.

3. Select the metrics you want us to display, e.g. link origin, link velocity, and the like.

4. Press the “Run Report” button and wait until your report has loaded.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for the CKA:

• Report Title
• Repeat Report
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. The graphic heat map representation visualizes each selected metric of your keyword and displays the
respective top results. Thanks to different color strengths you can find possible irregularities or deficiencies
in the rankings. Of course, you can also view the individual values by moving the cursor over the
corresponding entry and then view a description for each value.

3. Using the Context Menu, you can easily and quickly start other tools. For a more detailed search, for
example, you simply run your preferred tool for the selected keywords. Run the Competitive Landscape
Analyzer (CLA) to obtain a comprehensive analysis for your keywords and be able to assess your market
situation better. Click the Common Backlink Tool (CBLT) to obtain a list of links which strengthen your top
competitors or use the Link Juice Thief (LJT) to take advantage of the links of your competition.

4. Select whether you want to see the heat map relative to all keywords or not. If you do not check the box,
it will be compared by line/ keyword which page ranks best for the keyword. If you tick the “Heat map
relative to all keywords”, then all keywords and pages are compared with each other in order to determine
the overall winner.
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Specific FSpecific Functions and Settingsunctions and Settings

Run your cursor over a particular entry ranking and receive more detailed information about the value, the
average and the difference to the other rankings respectively.

In this example, you can see that for the keyword "auto insurance tips" the URL ranking “www.forbes.com/
forbes/2010/1206/...” comprises 664 backlinks. The average of the top 10 ranking pages for the keyword
“auto insurance tips” is 203 backlinks. A large deviation from the average is an irregularity, which is, in this
particular example, marked dark in the heat map. For the URL “www.forbes.com/forbes/2010/1206/...” the
deviation from this average is +17,85 backlinks.

The CKA tool allows you to use the Context Menu actions as well. As in the QDC tool, you can start multiple
reports simultaneously by selecting all keywords and clicking on the dropdown at the table footer or you
can simply start individual reports by selecting them individually.
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Competitive Link VCompetitive Link Velocity (elocity (CLCLV)V)

Check Link GCheck Link Grrowthowth

Spot trends in the speed of link building and identify spikes that could harm you.

The CompeCompetitivtitive Link Ve Link Velocityelocity (CLV) tool compares the development of your link profile with the
development of the link profiles of up to 10 other sites (e.g. the 10 of your closest competitors). This way,
you can learn about the link growth and its velocity, and, thus, see why your competitors are ranking better
than you.

Benefits of the CLBenefits of the CLVV

• DeDettermine link rermine link raatios in ytios in your nicheour niche
Find out which link growth ratio is considered “natural” in your niche, i.e. to which degree you build
links without being appearing unnatural to Google.

• Check out yCheck out your cour compeompetitiontition
Spot trends and spikes in your niche and find out if your competition is doing a special campaign.

• Identify and cIdentify and confirm a neonfirm a neggaativtive SEO ae SEO attttackack
If you suspect a site has suffered a negative SEO attack, you can set up a Link Alert to notify you of
new links. As negative SEO attacks are usually done by building thousands or even millions of links
very fast, they are very easy to confirm using the CLV tool.

• UUse a ‘Churn and Burnse a ‘Churn and Burn’ r’ ranking tanking technique without having technique without having to ‘burno ‘burn’’
For years, many affiliates have built sites specifically to make money for certain events, for
example, a flower delivery site for Mothers’ Day. By building links fast before the peak sales period
they can usually rank high, but risk being penalized. By using the CLV tool you can look at the type
of link velocity changes that would be acceptable without getting your site penalized. The tool can
report over the last 24 months so annual events are easy to work with.

CLCLV FV Featureatureses

Thanks to CLV, you can compare the link growth of different domains over the past 30 days or the past 24
months by grouping them according to the link type. You can analyze up to 10 domains in each report.
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Starting a CLStarting a CLV RV Reporteport

Start a CLV Report from the “start report” dashboard.

1. Enter the domain you want to analyze.

2. Enter the domains of your competitors you want to analyze.

3. Select the timeframe you want to analyze.

4. Press the “Run Report” button and wait until your report has loaded.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for CLV:

• Report Title
• Repeat Report

IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

The CLV provides you with a heat map, which displays the changes in link growth over the period of 30 days
or 24 months.
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1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. You can choose between the different tabs from the following display options:

• All linking pages
• Domain Popularity
• Text Links
• Image Links
• NoFollow Links
• Deleted Links
• Redirects
• Site-wide Ratio

Each metric displays the historical changes of the link profiles, hence, how many links of any kind have
been build or deleted.

3. The historical development of link growth will be presented here. The different color strengths visualize
the number of links per month. The darker the field, the higher is the growth of the link or the more links
have been deleted. By moving the cursor over one of the fields, you can open a blue window, which
contains the backlink information from the selected month and selected domain:
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The shown backlink information contains the number of links for this specific month.

Example: The domain “21st.com” had in a total of 7,594 linked pages in October 2016. On these pages, 5,842
text links, 1,889 image links, and 3,385 No-follow links were created. In this month, 1,085 links were deleted
and 41 redirects were created. The domain popularity shows the number of linking domains found in the
particular month. The page to page ratio is the domain ratio between the links for the domain (BLdom) and
the number of linked domains to a domain (DomPop).

If you see drastic changes for graphic links, this can also point to a successful banner campaign. A sudden
spike of NoFollow links may indicate a high interest from forums or blogs, or even a spam link campaign.
Many redirects could indicate an advanced SEO tactic or again a lot of activity in the social field through a
URL shortener.
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Backlink MBacklink Monitonitoringoring
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What is Backlink MWhat is Backlink Monitonitoringoring??

The web is constantly changing and this is why you need to keep up a Link Monitoring routine for your
website and your business. It’s just like setting up Google Alerts for your brand or browsing the newspapers
for news about your business.

Link MLink Monitonitoring Woring Workfloworkflow

Link Monitoring is the foundation for keeping your backlink profile steady and keeping track of all your
links. It helps you prevent negative SEO attacks, analyzing your competitor’s backlinks and checking your
existing links.

We at LinkResearchTools (LRT) offer two tools for you to do that:

MonitMonitor Incor Incoming Linksoming Links

Use Link AlertLink Alerts (Ls (LA)A) to get notified about new links to any domain. Keep an eye on your backlink profile, but
also follow your competitor’s link building campaigns. Link Alerts (LA) doesn’t work like our other tools.
Instead of an instant report, you will receive weekly e-mail notifications when new links are built to your
site. This way, you can keep your backlink profile clean and be the first to know about a negative SEO attack
on your domain.

KKeep Teep Trrack of Eack of Exisxisting Linksting Links

With the Link Check TLink Check Tool (Lool (LCCT)T), you can see if the links you built are still alive. You can also use it to check
your ads or if an ad got removed while you are still paying for it. When you schedule a link check to re-run
weekly or monthly, you will receive reports by e-mail and see if they got removed.
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ConclusionConclusion

The field of Link Monitoring is often neglected among many SEOs. They focus the most on building links
while forgetting that the web is not static, but rather constantly moving. This is why new links can come
naturally and links you build today could be gone tomorrow. The Link Monitoring tools are the solution for
always knowing the current status of your backlink profile.
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Link Alerts® (LA)Link Alerts® (LA)

NNotification of Notification of New Linksew Links

Be notified whenever you or your competitors get new backlinks.

Benefits of LABenefits of LA

• MonitMonitoring neoring new inbound links tw inbound links to yo your sitour sitee
LA is like Google Alerts, but for links. An e-mail is sent to you when new links are found. Link Alerts
can be used to build a useful link history of the backlinks to your site. As new links appear they can
be checked to see if they are good or bad and deal with accordingly.

• PrPreevvent yent your sitour site a Google Pe a Google Penalty cenalty caused baused by ney neggaativtive SEO ae SEO attttacksacks
Link Alerts will inform you automatically when new backlinks appear. This allows you to react
immediately in case of unwanted backlinks or negative SEO attacks.

• Be awBe awarare of ye of your cour compeompetittitoror’’s nes new linksw links
Link Alerts can also be set for your competitor’s websites, this way every time they get a new link,
you will be notified by e-mail. Your outreach team can then pick up the phone and work on the
opportunity while it’s hot.

• DiscDiscoovver link daer link datteses
Find out when a link was placed so you can track your inbound activities.

LA FLA Featureatureses

The LA tool delivers new links as quickly as possible, checks them for validity, and adds a standardized SEO
package. With LA, you can monitor not only your own pages but also those of your competitors. If your
competitor places a link on a good page, you can try to place a link there, too. You also have the option of
generating a link history for the web pages. This removes the necessity of continuously looking at the LRT.
You receive weekly notifications as soon as new links have been added.
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Starting an LA RStarting an LA Reporteport

1. Enter the name of the domain that you would like to analyze.

2. Select the backlink source. To use Google Analytics Referrer, Statcounter Referrer, or Sistrix Backlinks,
you will need an additional API key. Otherwise, we retrieve the information from our 24 different sources.

3. In addition to the usual filter options, you can also enter an alternative e-mail address if you want to send
link alerts to a colleague, e.g. for further processing. You can also change the e-mail address later in the
“Link Alerts” area.

4. Press the “Start Link Alerts” button and wait until your report has loaded.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for LA:

• Dropped Links Handling
• Sitewide Links Filter

◦ Alternative recipient email addresses
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

You will receive an email as soon as new links have been found.

In the Link Alerts menu option, you will find an overview of your current link alert reports. Here you can also
change the settings under “Options” and see how many URLs have been added and when the last update
was.
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The Link Alert report also contains a histogram.
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1. In the link alerts report, you can see which links you would like to export based on the date of discovery.

2. As usual, you can see all the results in the link detail table and, thus, you can see how your new links are
doing (e.g. do you have many new links from blogs?). What is the Power*Trust value of these backlinks? Are
the links good or poor? Do you want to keep them?

Below, you will find the report of the link detail table again:

3. You have the possibility to evaluate found links in the report. For example, you can have a quick overview
if you want to rebuild the link from the competitor or you want to remove your own link. You can also filter
by evaluated results.

4. The information about the time when the Link Alerts Report has found the link is indicated in the column
“Found”.

Please note that LA does not work retroactively but evaluates the new coming links. If you had created alert
links for one domain over months or years, then you would have collected the links during this time and
created a link history.
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Link Check TLink Check Tool (Lool (LCT)CT)

Check LinksCheck Links

Monitor your backlinks and check if they are still active.

The Link Check Tool (LCT) checks a large number of links for quality and validity. The unique fuzzy match
allows you to compare a large number of source URLs with one or more target URLs/ domains. Would you
prefer the classic version? The Exact Match Mode checks every entered source URL with the corresponding
target URL.

Benefits of the Link Check TBenefits of the Link Check Tool (Lool (LCT)CT)

• MonitMonitoring links thaoring links that yt you havou have bought or tre bought or tradedaded
The LCT is used for link monitoring. For those who buy or trade links it is very important to know
that your links are still active. To make the monitoring as easy as possible, the LCT can be set to run
monthly or weekly and the reports can be emailed to you. This way you can easily check the status
of your backlinks.

• MonitMonitoring link builderoring link builderss
Check the results of your link builder. If the team forgot to list the target sites, you can find them by
simply entering the domain in the LCT.

• EEvvaluaaluating tting tararggeet sitt siteses
You have a backlink list and would like to identify corresponding target pages.

• Checking a link pChecking a link partnerartner
Determine the quality of your link partner's domains.

• MonitMonitoring domainsoring domains
Find out whether additional links on certain domains would help you.

Link Check TLink Check Tool (Lool (LCT) FCT) Featureatureses

This tool delivers every metric on all entered URLs and checks them for validity, link status, and much
more. It allows you to see at a glance which links are still active and whether the quality of the link source
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fulfills your requirements. Based on the delivered metrics, you can reach a conclusion about the quality of
your existing links. When the LCT is started as a recurring report, notifications of deleted links or changes in
text links are also set.

Starting a Link Check TStarting a Link Check Tool (Lool (LCT) RCT) Reporteport

Start an LCT Report from the start report dashboard.

1. Enter the links to be checked or use the Excel copy function to add entire link lists.

2. Enter desired target URLs or domain and the tool locates the links itself.

3. You can copy and paste directly from Excel.

The Excel import, improved specifically for the Link Check Tool, gives you link data with all the additional
information from your link lists.
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The function is entirely integrated into the LCT report and allows you to analyze the existing links with up to
93 SEO metrics without foregoing existing link data such as e-mail, prices, date, and the like. This procedure
not only allows your Excel files to remain tidy but also to be updated with the desired LinkResearchToosl
metrics when exported again. In this example, there are three additional fields in the link list: target, date of
creation, and author. These data is also included in your report.

Please note that the data above is virtual.
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4. Select the corresponding target type. It will be automatically suggested according to what you have
entered.

5. If the number of sources and target URLs do not correspond, the tool automatically suggests a so-called
fuzzy match. This mode checks all possible source and targets URL combinations, so it takes a bit longer
than the classic 1:1 check with which you are familiar from the Link Check Tool. Do not change the
suggested Link Check mode; otherwise, not all URLs can be checked, resulting in false “Link not found”
results.

6. Choose your desired SEO metrics.

7. Press the “Run Report” button and wait until your report has loaded. This may take a few minutes.

Combine your Link Check Tool reports with the repeating reports and automate your entire link check
process. After completion of your report, you will be notified by e-mail of all links that no longer exist.
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Settings and FSettings and Functionsunctions

Would you like to analyze an entire domain or individual pages? Select the complying target type.

The Link Check mode defines the analysis procedure for the links you have entered:

EExxacact Mat Mattchch – This mode compares every entered source URL with the corresponding target URL.

FFuzzuzzy May Mattchch – This unique mode checks every conceivable combination of target and source URLs.

Please note that selecting Fuzzy Match can lead to long waiting periods since every possible combination of
source and target URLs are being checked.

The email function automatically notifies you of the completion of the report and provides you
automatically with the links that no longer exist. Repeat your reports every week or every month, and you
will no longer need to worry about checking your links.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for the LCT:

• Repeat Report
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. The histogram compares the entered URLs with the checked URLs in accordance with the chosen metric.
You can switch between the tabs. Each tab displays a different metric.
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3. The keyword cloud shows you the strongest keywords. The anchor texts can be sorted according to
various metrics (number, Power*Trust, Power, and Trust) in the Anchor Text Overview.

4. The hybrid charts also show the keyword distribution in absolutin absolute and re and relaelativtivee numbers.

The link detail table can be filtered according to your requirements and delivers all data taken from Excel
and all selected metrics from LinkResearchTools. Expand your existing link lists and all the additional
information for Link Research Tool data that are updated every day. All reports can be exported as CSV/ XLS
or PDF as usual.
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Link PLink Prrospectingospecting
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What is Link PWhat is Link Prrospectingospecting??

Link Prospecting is the art of finding new pages you want to get a link on. There are many places where you
can search for new link sources: The Google search results, your competitor’s backlinks or your
competitor’s link targets. With the right strategy, you can move on top of the link chain. Unfortunately, we
still see many SEOs doing this manually in Excel sheets.

Link PLink Prrospecting Wospecting Workfloworkflow

You will find the most powerful link sources when you know how to use the Link Prospecting tools correctly.

Classic SERP RClassic SERP Reseeseararchch

The best linking opportunities are often right at your fingertips: The Google search results. The best link for
the keyword “link research” is the #1 ranking website for “link research”. Then #2, #3, #4, etc. But why go
through the results manually? We recommend using a tool that prospects for dozens of keywords at once
and helps you find strong blogs and forums in your niche. Recommended tool: SERP RSERP Reseeseararch Tch Tool (SERP)ool (SERP)

Identify Common BacklinksIdentify Common Backlinks

An advanced link building technique is the prospecting for co-citations within domains. You can analyze
dozens of domains and check what backlinks they have in common. Use it to find the backlinks of your
competitors and try to get linked there. This proved Link Prospecting method will move your website into
the right neighborhood and boost your rankings incredibly. Recommended tools: Common Backlinks TCommon Backlinks Toolool
(CBL(CBLT)T), Missing Links TMissing Links Tool (MLool (MLT)T)

GeGet Indirt Indirecect Linkst Links
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Another very advanced and little-known link building technique is to look at the outbound links of a group
of domains and find out which link targets they have in common. There are many tools that can do
outbound link analysis. But why collect the results one by one and search for commonalities in Excel, when
you can have on tool doing all of this for you? Recommended tool: Link JuicLink Juice Thief (LJT)e Thief (LJT)

Easy OutrEasy Outreeachach

When you have found all your desired prospects, you should use a more sophisticated way of contacting
the webmasters than looking up the contact data one by one. Instead, use a tool to find contact data for a
large number of domains and reach out to all of them at once to get links, turn mentions into links or get
links removed for Google Penguin-related problems. Recommended tool: ContContacact Finder (CF)t Finder (CF)

ConclusionConclusion

Prospecting for linking opportunities has always been a challenge for SEO. You need to understand your
own backlink profile, the average risk for you, your competitors, and the whole niche to know exactly what
links you want to build. Then, you need to know where to search for new links, and what place would be
better than the competitors and the niche you just analyzed so precisely? Link Prospecting is, therefore, the
last step before building awesome links and boosting your rankings.
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Link JLink Juicuice Thief (LJT)e Thief (LJT)

Find IFind Indirndirect Linksect Links

Find out where your competitors link to, get links there, so your competitors will link indirectly to you.

Benefits of the LJTBenefits of the LJT

• GeGet yt your cour compeompetittitorors ts to link (indiro link (indirecectly) ttly) to yo youou
Using the Link Juice Thief you can find the places that your competitors link to. If you can get a link
there, it means that your competitor is indirectly linking to you. Sometimes you will find
opportunities that you had never thought of.

• Common link tCommon link tararggeetts of ys of your tour top cop compeompetittitororss
Find out what your competitors’ common top link targets are.

• NeNew link possibilitiesw link possibilities
Find new link opportunities based on your competitors’ common link targets.

• Finding link neFinding link netwtworksorks
Discover link networks.

• Finding link buyFinding link buyererss
Find link buyers by analyzing the common link targets of link sellers.

LJT FLJT Featureatureses

LJT helps you find common link targets from a minimum of 2 (maximum 50), predefined competitors. The
feature provides a different way of searching for link targets by comparing the outgoing links of your
competitors. Find the common link targets of your competition and build links on those websites in order
to get indirect links through your competitors.

The graphic below shows how LJT finds new link targets. After you have entered the data, common,
outgoing links are being analyzed and compared to each other. This way, you can tell instantly from which
link targets the competitors have benefited most and from which domains you should get the links and, in
doing so, build indirect links from your competitors.
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Starting an LJT RStarting an LJT Reporteport

Start an LJT Report from the start report dashboard.
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1. Place all the domains you are looking to analyze

2. If you wish to find the competitors’ domains or websites, you can search for new link options.
Alternatively, you can use the “Find Competing Pages” function to extract real competitors with the help of
Google search results per keywords.

3. Choose between the Sample analysis with a set of pre–defined metrics and the Full analysis that allows
you to select which metrics you want to be displayed in the report.

4. Select your best, minimum similarities at the end of the report in the Commonality Settings. The higher
the setting, the fewer results you will get.

This setting provides you with the information on how many of the searched websites or domains have to
be linked from the found domains to be displayed in a report.

5. Press the “Run report” button and wait until the report has loaded.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for LJT:

• Report Title
• Commonality Settings
• Repeat Report
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. The Histogram shows the common backlinks of your competition and groups them according to the
strength of the commonality and the chosen metrics. You can switch between the tabs. Each tab shows a
different metric.

3. The general overview informs you about the found number of your competitors’ common link targets.
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4. The link detail table shows all common link targets for the entered URLs. They are automatically filtered
according to “commonality” in order to display the most relevant link targets. Filter the table according to
your needs and discover new link possibilities.

5. The matrix view tells you which of the entered URLs returns a common link target. Of course you can filter
for a particular competitor in order to display his links. That is possible using the matrix view; e.g. you can
display all common link targets of competitors 4 and 6.
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SERP RSERP Researesearch Tch Tool (SERPool (SERP))

SearSearch fch for Link Souror Link Sourcceses

Find the best opportunities to place backlinks on discussion boards, forums, and other publishing
platforms.

The SERP Research Tool (SERP) finds new link opportunities for you. Discover new link sources, specify your
query by selecting date ranges and page types, and select the strongest results.

Benefits of the SERP RBenefits of the SERP Researesearch Tch Tool (SERPool (SERP))

• Find blogs and fFind blogs and forums wherorums where ye you cou can engan engagage with ye with your audiencour audiencee
The SERP runs multiple queries against Google, combines the results, removes duplicates and then
filters them by their metrics. You can use the SERP Tool to find blogs and forums which would be an
ideal place for your links.

• Find brFind brand mentions and rand mentions and reeach outach out
The SERP allows you to find pages that mention your brand but are not linking to your site. If such
pages have a high Power*Trust value, you can reach out to the webmaster and ask to simply
transform the mention of your brand into a backlink.

• TTrransfansform any corm any combinaombination of a Google setion of a Google seararch intch into link pro link prospecospecttss
Any combination of Google searches can also be entered in the SERP tool. This way, you can find
link prospects by means of footprints (combination of up to 25 complex Google queries) like
countries, certain site types like blogs, or date ranges.

Example:
{keyword} “become a contributor” OR “contribute to this site”
inurl:sponsor inurl:.edu

• RReeach out fach out for beor betttter linkser links
You can use the PitchBox integration for a quicker outreach from this tool.
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SERP RSERP Researesearch Tch Tool (SERPool (SERP) F) Featureatureses

By using SERP Research Tools you can easily find many link options simply by typing in your keyword. You
can search Google results for up to 20 keywords at the same time. Also, LRT supports every Google search
engine, language, country, and industry. The results are then compressed and the duplicates are removed.
With the help of SEO metrics, you can filter the best sources from the given links.

Starting a SERP RStarting a SERP Researesearch Tch Tool (SERPool (SERP) R) Reporteport

Start a SERP Report from the Start Report dashboard.

1. Enter the domain for which you would like to find link options.

2. Enter the keywords for which you would like to search pages. For detailed functions and settings, you can
manually set the parameters in the search engine. For instance, if you wish to find a forum in a certain
industry, you have to add “inurl:” to your search.

3. You can choose if you wish to find only certain websites, e.g. forums, and you can select the date. We
recommend that you limit your search to, for instance, forums that are not older than 1 year.

4. Be careful to select the right search engine, language, and country, because these parameters modify the
results that you get.
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5. You can use blacklists (see chapter “Domain Blacklist“) as a filter for your search.

6. Also, you can select the metrics you want to see in a result, e.g. by the origin of the link, Power*Trust,
date of the link, and the like.

7. Press the “Run Report” button and wait for your report to load.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for SERP:

• Report Title
• Number of Results
• Repeat Report

IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. Do you want to only see links that meet specific filter settings? Use report slices for this purpose.

3. Filter your keywords by rank (in Google), keyword, linked and other metrics.
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Rate the found links by giving it thumbs up or thumbs down, which will be globally saved.

 Find out whether you already have a link on a website by selecting “linked” from the link detail
table. This way you can already exclude websites before you analyze them further. With this
function, you can find the results from the websites where you have not placed a link. You can
avoid double backlinks which makes work much easier.

In the SERP tool, you also have the option to filter the links by site type.
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While selecting your prospects, you can simply mark them with a star, which means adding them to
favorites. When you finish, you can go to the Favorites section to see all of the prospects you have chosen.
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AdvancAdvanced Google seared Google search operatch operatorors in the SERP Rs in the SERP Researesearch Tch Tool (SERPool (SERP))

There are dozens of others Google search commands you can use in SERP research tool to optimize the
results you'll get.

Finding blogs and forums with potential backlinks has never been easier using the SERP Research Tool.
Google search commands in combination with powerful and comprehensive metrics can be very helpful

for link prospecting. Inside the SERP tool, alongside keywords, you can also use complex Google search
queries.

Here are some examples of search operators we could use to find guest post link building opportunities for
the addictionresource.com website:

inurl:"submission-guidelines" + "best e cig”

inurl:"write-for-us" + “e-cigs”

best e cig "guest blogger" OR "guest post" OR "guest article" OR "guest column"

best e cig "become a contributor" OR "contribute to this site"

best e cig "write for us" OR "write for me"

best e cig "powered by WordPress"

Here are some examples of search operators we could use to find mentions of the Addiction Resource
website:

"best vaporizer" OR "bestvaporizer" -addictionresource.com*

"Addiction Resource" “e-cigs“ -addictionresource.com

"Addiction Resource" "best vape pen” -addictionresource.com

"Addiction Resource" "best box mod” -addictionresource.com

"Addiction Resource" “best drug rehab” -addictionresource.com

"Addiction Resource" “best dry herb vaporiser” -addictionresource.com

* -addictionresource.com excludes our domain from this search.
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Common Backlinks TCommon Backlinks Tool (ool (CBLCBLT)T)

Find Common LinksFind Common Links

Find backlinks that are common to multiple sites in your niche that can help you as well.

Benefits of the Common Backlinks TBenefits of the Common Backlinks Tool (ool (CBLCBLT)T)

• Find the cFind the common bommon backlinks thaacklinks that yt your cour compeompetittitorors havs havee
Using the Common Backlinks Tool you can find the places that more than one of your competitors
have links from. There is a possibility that it might be some old shady directory, otherwise, it is
probably a very good place. Sometimes these links are from review sites, where it is easy to get a
link from.

• Find link neFind link netwtworksorks
Check out common link sources among your competitors and discover link networks.

Common Backlinks TCommon Backlinks Tool (ool (CBLCBLT) FT) Featureatureses

Using the Common Backlinks TCommon Backlinks Toolool (CBLT), you can find common backlinks from at least 2 (up to 50) entered
domains or websites. The tool helps you with a different kind of link target search by comparing the links of
your competitors. You can find related websites that link to your competitors.

If we look at this highly simplified diagram we can see that A to H are link sources and 1, 2 and 3 are three
competitors:
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In the diagram both A and F have links to all three competitors, the other link sources don’t. This means
that A and F are the common backlinks for these three competitors.

The graphic shows how the CBLT finds optimal link sources for your outreach. After starting the report, the
common backlinks of your competitors are being analyzed and compared with each other. This way, you
can see at a glance from which link sources your competitors benefit most and which domains/ websites
should be your link prospects.

Starting a Common Backlinks TStarting a Common Backlinks Tool (ool (CBLCBLT) RT) Reporteport

Start a CBLT Report from the start report dashboard.
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1. Enter the competing websites or domains that you wish to search for new link options. Alternatively, you
can use the “Find Competing Pages”” function in order to extract your real competitors via Google search
results per keywords.

2. Choose between a Sample Analysis with a set of predefined metrics and the Full Analysis that allows you
to select freely which metrics you want to be displayed in the report.

3. Select whether you wish to analyze the links to the domain or to the website. The Common Link Strategy
compares the domains of source websites in order to determine common backlinks. "Website/ URL"
compares the entire URLs; this means less but more relevant results.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for CBLT:

• Report Title
• Commonality Settings
• Repeat Report
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Select your best, minimum similarities at the end of the report in the Commonality Settings. The higher the
setting you choose, the fewer results you will receive. This setting provides you with information on how
many of the searched websites or domains have to be linked to on the found websites or domains in order
to be displayed in the report.

We recommend selecting lower similarities and then filter the results by filtering with the “Co#” column in
the link detail table. This way, you will see all the link options used only by e.g. 2 or more competitors, but
you can still filter for the most relevant domains later on.

• Press the "Run Report" button and wait until the report has finished loading.

IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. The Histogram shows the common backlinks of your competitors and groups them according to the
strength of the commonality and the chosen metrics. You can switch between the tabs. Every tab shows
different metrics.

3. The hybrid chart shows additional geo-specific information, such as the distribution of the backlinks
according to extracted countries. In this example, there are 75.8% of backlink similarities between the
competitors from the USA.
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4. The commonality information informs you about the common backlinks that were found of your
competitors.

5. Do you want to define your own filter criteria or do you only want to see all good links? Simply use the
predefined slices.
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6. The link detail table shows all common backlinks of the entered URLs. The chart automatically preselects
for “Commonality” to display the most relevant backlinks. Filter the chart according to your needs and find
new link options.

7. The matrix view reveals which of the predefined URLs point at a common backlink. You can filter for
specific competitors if you wish to see their links. You can do that with the check box in the matrix view, e.g.
display all common backlinks for competition 1 & 2.
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Missing Links TMissing Links Tool (MLool (MLT)T)

SearSearch fch for Missing Linksor Missing Links

Find on-topic backlinks that your competitors have, but you don’t and pick the best for yourself.

Benefits of the MLBenefits of the MLTT

• Find bFind backlinks thaacklinks that yt your cour compeompetittitorors havs have, but ye, but you donou don’t’t
Using the Missing Link Tool you can find links that your competitor has, but you don’t. You should
then use this information to try and get your own backlink.

• Common tCommon top cop compeompetittitor link tor link tararggeettss
Discover your competitors’ common top backlinks and compare them with your best ones.

• RReeach out fach out for beor betttter linkser links
You can use the PitchBox integration for a quicker outreach from this tool.

MLMLT FT Featureatureses

With the help of MLT, you can find common backlinks from at least two (and up to 10) entered domains or
pages that do not link to you.

Starting an MLStarting an MLT RT Reporteport

Start an MLT Report from the Start Report dashboard.
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1. Enter the name of the URL (domain or page) that you would like to analyze.

2. Enter the competing pages or domains that you want to examine for link opportunities. Alternatively, you
can also use the “Find Competing Pages” function to extract your true competitors based on Google search
results by keyword.

3. Choose whether you want a Sample analysis with a set of default metrics or a Full analysis in which you
can choose which metrics will be displayed in the report.

4. Choose whether you want to analyze links to a domain or a page.

5. Select the SEO Metrics you need.

6. Here you can see the speed of processing the report.
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7. Click on the “Run Report” button and wait until your report has loaded.

AdvancAdvanced Oed Optionsptions

In the advanced options, you can use the following settings for MLT.

• Report Title
• Commonality Settings
• Repeat Report

Commonality SettingsCommonality Settings

Select your best, minimum similarities at the end of the report in the Commonality Settings. The higher the
setting you choose, the fewer results you will receive. This setting provides you with information on how
many of the searched websites or domains have to be linked to on the found websites or domains in order
to be displayed in the report.

IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.
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2. The histogram shows the common backlinks of your competitors and groups them according to the
strength of correlation for the chosen metric. You can now switch between the tabs. Each tab displays a
different metric.

3. The general overview provides you with information about the found number of common backlinks of
your competition.

4. Would you like to define your own filter criteria, or do you really just want to see all the good links?
Simply use the predefined slices to make your choice.
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5. The link detail table shows you all common backlinks for the entered URLs. These are automatically
filtered according to “Commonality” in order to display the most relevant backlinks. Filter the table as you
wish and discover new link possibilities.

6. The matrix shows you which of the entered URLs returns a common backlink. Of course, you can filter for
a particular competitor in order to display his links.
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Contact Finder (Contact Finder (CF)CF)

SearSearch Contactsch Contacts

Find contact details for any given domain, including e-mail, webmaster’s social network profiles and
contact forms.

By using the ContContacact Findert Finder (CF), you can find all persons associated with a domain or URL. You will receive
links to profiles on social networks, related websites, phone numbers and much more. The tool searches
automatically for all available contact information. The CF tool does not only search on the entered sites,
but also in a number of social networks, and reviews the information in the respective domain registry.

Benefits of the CFBenefits of the CF

• Finding ContFinding Contacacttss
If have found possible links with the SERP tool, you need to contact the webmasters in the next
step. The CF allows you to find contact information for any website that you wish to contact. In
addition to e-mails and phone numbers, social networks such as Twitter and Facebook will be
included.

• Help tHelp to buy a domaino buy a domain
If want to buy a domain, but cannot find any contact possibilities on the website, the CF tool will
help.

• File fFile for link ror link remoemovvalal
Contact webmasters to remove your link on particular sites or pages.

• GuesGuest post postingting
If you want to contact a webmaster because you would like to provide a guest post, but you cannot
find the e-mail address, the CF will help you find contact details.

• Name seName seararchch
Use the CF if you want to contact the domain owner, but you do not know his name.

• Find neFind new possibilities fw possibilities for cor contontacactingting
The webmaster is not replying to your e-mails and now you want to try other contact options.
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CF FCF Featureatureses

The tool finds listed contact information of each domain. Then, you can select whether you would prefer
writing an e-mail or contact the webmaster via Facebook, etc. You can even find phone numbers.

Starting a CF RStarting a CF Reporteport

Start a CF Report from the Start Report dashboard.

1. Enter the Domain for which you want to find contact information. You have the possibility to add
individual links via + URL and add link lists via + URL lists.

2. Afterward, you can select a report title.

3. Press the “Run RRun Report”eport” button and wait until the report has loaded. The loading may take a while.
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IIntnterprerpretation of the Retation of the Resultsesults

1. The Report Information shows you the basic information about your report.

2. The result is a link detail table including all found contact possibilities. You will receive a list of websites a
certain person is involved in so that you have additional, alternative contact options. Choose one contact
possibility by clicking on the respective icon. Of course, you can filter only for websites with e-mail
addresses and so on.

Extractable IExtractable Infnformationormation

You can find the following information:

1. Name
2. Relevancy (1-6, 6 is the best ranking)
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3. Role (for example Domain Owner, Domain Zone Admin, Domain Tech Admin, etc.)
4. Website
5. E-Mail
6. Phone numbers
7. Fax numbers
8. Facebook accounts
9. Twitter accounts

10. Google+ accounts
11. LinkedIn accounts
12. Xing accounts
13. Contact websites / e-mail
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PPrroductsoducts
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PPricrice Ge Grandfathering Prandfathering Policyolicy

Since 2009, we at LinkResearchTools (LRT) value customers that stay with us, use the product on an
ongoing basis and give their feedback to help us improve our software.

As we add new features, more power, more data, the value of the product increases and, the plans and
prices change over time.

LLooyyal cusal custtomeromers alws always pays pay the pricay the price thee they signed up fy signed up foror..

We grWe grandfandfaatherthered subscriped subscriptions sinctions since 2009.e 2009.

We refer to this method of appreciating customer loyalty as “Grandfathering” or “Price Grandfathering”. It
gives early users from years ago a value/price ratio that some won’t believe.

Please keep in mind that our Grandfathering policy applies to the subscription pricing only and not to the
add-on packages as well.
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Link Limits and PLink Limits and Prroduct Selectionoduct Selection

When analyzing your backlink profile, you need to make sure to look at the full picture. Working with the
results of a partial backlink profile is something we highly not recommend.

Only by aggregating link data from 25 different sources, we can tell you how many backlinks your domain
has and what plan is the right fit for you.
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To make sure you don't make decisions based on an incomplete backlink profile, we implemented hard
limits for link audit purposes in our plans. With hard limits, you will not be able to run a Link Detox report
for a domain that exceeds your link limit.

If you want to know how many backlinks your domain has before deciding on a plan, you can always check
it here:

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/products-overview/
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SuperherSuperhero Small Businesso Small Business

 In your own interest, please make sure that you check how many backlinks your domain has
before choosing your plan. Not choosing the right plan means only analyzing a small slice of your
whole backlink profile. If you are not sure how many backlinks your domain has in total, please
visit our product selection wizard and analyze your domain for free:

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/products-overview/

The Superhero Small Business is the perfect account for small companies with small domains who still
want to use their links for better rankings. Included in this package is a vast set of tools with which you can
get a quick overview.

IIncluded Fncluded Featureatureses

• 25 included tools
• 1x speed
• 5 team members
• 25 link data sources
• 97 SEO metrics
• 5 Projects
• GSC integration
• Google Disavow File
• E-Mail Support
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• Phone Support

IIncluded Tncluded Toolsools

CrCredits and Limitsedits and Limits

QBLQBL
• 100 Credits

BLPBLP
• Up to 800.000 Backlinks
• 20 Credits

DDTTOOXX
• Up to 200.000 Backlinks
• 5 Credits
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BOOSBOOSTT
• 3 Credits

LJRLJR
• 2 Credits

SSSPSPTT
• 20 Credits

LLORORTT
• 150 Credits

URLURL
• 20 Credits

QDCQDC
• 100 Credits

CDCDTTOOXX
• 5 Credits

CLCLAA
• 100 Credits

CKCKAA
• 20 Credits

CLCLVV
• 20 Credits

LLAA
• 5 Credits
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LLCCTT
• 30 Credits

LJTLJT
• 20 Credits

SERPSERP
• 20 Credits

CBLCBLTT
• 20 Credits

MLMLTT
• 20 Credits

CFCF
• 20 Credits
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SuperherSuperhero Startupo Startup

 In your own interest, please make sure that you check how many backlinks your domain has
before choosing your plan. Not choosing the right plan means only analyzing a small slice of your
whole backlink profile. If you are not sure how many backlinks your domain has in total, please
visit our product selection wizard and analyze your domain for free:

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/products-overview/

The Superhero Startup is the perfect account for those with a small set of domains and a medium amount
of backlinks but not too many. The Superhero Startup includes an extensive set of tools.

IIncluded Fncluded Featureatureses

• 25 included tools
• Double speed
• 15 Team Members
• 25 Link Data Sources
• 97 SEO metrics
• 20 Projects
• Automated Link Detox Reports
• Link Detox Screener
• GSC integration
• DTOXTUNE
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• Email support
• Phone Support

IIncluded Tncluded Toolsools

CrCredits and Limitsedits and Limits

QBLQBL
• 200 Credits

BLPBLP
• Up to 4.000.000 Backlinks
• 50 Credits

DDTTOOXX
• Up to 600.000 Backlinks
• 10 Credits
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BOOSBOOSTT
• 10 Credits

LJRLJR
• 10 Credits

SSSPSPTT
• 50 Credits

LLORORTT
• 250 Credits

URLURL
• 50 Credits

QDCQDC
• 250 Credits

CDCDTTOOXX
• 10 Credits

CLCLAA
• 500 Credits

CKCKAA
• 50 Credits

CLCLVV
• 50 Credits

LLAA
• 25 Credits
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LLCCTT
• 100 Credits

LJTLJT
• 50 Credits

SERPSERP
• 50 Credits

CBLCBLTT
• 50 Credits

MLMLTT
• 50 Credits

CFCF
• 50 Credits
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SuperherSuperhero Pluso Plus

 In your own interest, please make sure that you check how many backlinks your domain has
before choosing your plan. Not choosing the right plan means only analyzing a small slice of your
whole backlink profile. If you are not sure how many backlinks your domain has in total, please
visit our product selection wizard and analyze your domain for free:

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/products-overview/

The Superhero Plus is the perfect account for companies using the full range of tools. The Superhero Plus
offers a comprehensive set of tools that helps you with all your daily SEO tasks.

IIncluded Fncluded Featureatureses

• 25 included tools
• x4 Speed
• 25 Team Members
• 25 link data sources
• 5x Link Boost
• 97 SEO metrics
• Link Detox Screener
• Outreach with PitchBox
• Email & Phone Support
• ... and more
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IIncluded Tncluded Toolsools

CrCredits and Limitsedits and Limits

QBLQBL
• 200 Credits

BLPBLP
• Up to 8.000.000 Backlinks
• 50 Credits

DDTTOOXX
• Up to 1.200.000 Backlinks
• 15 Credits

BOOSBOOSTT
• 20 Credits
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LJRLJR
• 15 Credits

SSSPSPTT
• 50 Credits

LLORORTT
• 250 Credits

URLURL
• 50 Credits

QDCQDC
• 250 Credits

CDCDTTOOXX
• 15 Credits

CLCLAA
• 500 Credits

CKCKAA
• 50 Credits

CLCLVV
• 50 Credits

LLAA
• 50 Credits

LLCCTT
• 100 Credits
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LJTLJT
• 50 Credits

SERPSERP
• 50 Credits

CBLCBLTT
• 50 Credits

MLMLTT
• 50 Credits

CFCF
• 50 Credits
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SuperherSuperhero Brando Brand

 In your own interest, please make sure that you check how many backlinks your domain has
before choosing your plan. Not choosing the right plan means only analyzing a small slice of your
whole backlink profile. If you are not sure how many backlinks your domain has in total, please
visit our product selection wizard and analyze your domain for free:

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/products-overview/

Superhero Brand is the ultimate account for all companies using the full range of tools. Up to 40 users can
work on the projects and get the maximum possible link data in the toolkit. Superhero Brand offers a
comprehensive set of tools that helps you with all your daily SEO tasks.

On request, we offer big companies individual “Custom Enterprise” plans by providing an extended number
of users or higher limits.

IIncluded Fncluded Featureatureses

• 25 included tools
• x8 Speed
• Up to 40 Users
• 25 link data sources
• 97 SEO metrics
• 5x Link Boost
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• Private Logos in Tool & Reports
• CSV/ XLSX and PDF export of all reports
• API Access
• Link Detox Screener
• Outreach with PitchBox
• Support & White Glove Onboarding
• ...and much more!

IIncluded Tncluded Toolsools

CrCredits and Limitsedits and Limits

QBLQBL
• 200 Credits

BLPBLP
• Up to 20.000.000 Backlinks
• 20 Credits
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DDTTOOXX
• from 6.000.000 Backlinks
• 5 Credits

BOOSBOOSTT
• 100 Credits

LJRLJR
• 5 Credits

SSSPSPTT
• 100 Credits

LLORORTT
• 1000 Credits

URLURL
• 100 Credits

QDCQDC
• 1000 Credits

CDCDTTOOXX
• 5 Credits

CLCLAA
• 2500 Credits

CKCKAA
• 100 Credits

CLCLVV
• 100 Credits
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LLAA
• 150 Credits

LLCCTT
• 500 Credits

LJTLJT
• 100 Credits

SERPSERP
• 100 Credits

CBLCBLTT
• 100 Credits

MLMLTT
• 100 Credits

CFCF
• 250 Credits
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CustCustom Plans fom Plans for Brands & Agenciesor Brands & Agencies

We also offer custom plans for brands and agencies with huge domains and high SEO-ambitions.

These are our plans for brands:

These are our plans for agencies:

Simply select the plan of your choice and request a private demo of LinkResearchTools (LRT).
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Link DetLink Detoox Small Businessx Small Business

 In your own interest, please make sure that you check how many backlinks your domain has
before choosing your plan. Not choosing the right plan means only analyzing a small slice of your
whole backlink profile. If you are not sure how many backlinks your domain has in total, please
visit our product selection wizard and analyze your domain for free:

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/products-overview/

Link Detox Small Business is the perfect product for those who only use the Link Detox, but for who the
upload limits are too low in the particular product. It includes the Link Detox Screener and all modes.

IIncluded Fncluded Featureatureses

• 5 included tools (4 + Link Detox Screener)
• 1 Domain
• 3 Team Members
• 24 Link Data Sources
• x5 Link Boost
• CSV export of all reports
• Google Disavow integration
• Link Detox Screener
• Email Support
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IIncluded Tncluded Toolsools

CrCredits and Limitsedits and Limits

DDTTOOXX
• Up to 30.000 Links per Domain
• 3 Credits
• Upload up to 5.000.000 own Backlinks

BOOSBOOSTT
• 900 Links
• 3 Credits

LLAA
• 3 Link Alerts

LLORORTT
• 30 Links
• 30 Credits
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Link DetLink Detoox Consultantx Consultant

 In your own interest, please make sure that you check how many backlinks your domain has
before choosing your plan. Not choosing the right plan means only analyzing a small slice of your
whole backlink profile. If you are not sure how many backlinks your domain has in total, please
visit our product selection wizard and analyze your domain for free:

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/products-overview/

Link Detox Consultant is the perfect product for those who only use the Link Detox, but for who the upload
limits are too low in the particular product. It includes the Link Detox Screener and all modes and allows
the analysis of the competitive DTOXRISK as well.

IIncluded Fncluded Featureatureses

• 6 included tools (5 + Link Detox Screener)
• 5 Team Members
• 20 Domains
• 24 Link Data Sources
• x5 Link Boost
• CSV and XLSX export of all reports
• Google Disavow integration
• Link Detox Screener
• Outreach with PitchBox
• Competitive Analysis Detail Data
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IIncluded Tncluded Toolsools

CrCredits and Limitsedits and Limits

DDTTOOXX
• Up to 300.000 Links
• 20 Credits
• Upload up to 5.000.000 own Backlinks

BOOSBOOSTT
• Up to 6.000 Links
• 20 Credits

LLAA
• 10 Link Alerts

LLORORTT
• 200 Links
• 200 Credits
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CDCDTTOOXX
• Max. 20 URLs
• 20 Credits
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Link DetLink Detoox Agencyx Agency

 In your own interest, please make sure that you check how many backlinks your domain has
before choosing your plan. Not choosing the right plan means only analyzing a small slice of your
whole backlink profile. If you are not sure how many backlinks your domain has in total, please
visit our product selection wizard and analyze your domain for free:

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/products-overview/

Link Detox Agency is the perfect product for Agencies who only use the Link Detox, but have lots of clients
and therefore need way more credits and higher upload limits for this particular product. It included the
Link Detox Screener and all modes of Link Detox.

IIncluded Fncluded Featureatureses

• 6 included tools (5 + Link Detox Screener)
• 20 Team Members
• 100 Domains
• 24 Link Data Sources
• x5 Link Boost
• CSV and XLSX export of all reports
• Google Disavow integration
• Link Detox Screener
• Outreach with PitchBox
• Competitive Analysis Detail Data
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IIncluded Tncluded Toolsools

CrCredits and Limitsedits and Limits

DDTTOOXX
• 1.000.000 Links per Domain
• 100 Credits
• Upload up to 5.000.000 own Backlinks

BOOSBOOSTT
• Up to 18.000 Links
• 60 Credits

LLAA
• 25 Link Alerts

LLORORTT
• 200 Links
• 200 Credits
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CDCDTTOOXX
• Max. 100 URLs
• 100 Credits
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CrCredit Add-Oedit Add-Onsns

These products are listed as "add-ons", as they can only be purchased if an active subscription exists.

Double-UPDouble-UP

The Double-Up package is an advancement of the Superhero User that provides you with more Superhero
credits so that you can use two Superhero accounts.

CLACLA

The Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA) analyzes the market situation in your field. You get a qualitative
evaluation based on your input and the selected SEO metrics. CLA is available for Expert, Superhero and
Agency plans. If you need more credits, you can book them with this Add-On +1000 or +2000 Credits.

Link AlertsLink Alerts
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The Link Alerts is an extension that helps you full-automatically with the discovery of new backlinks to your
or your competition’s domains. Starter, Expert, Superhero and Enterprise support this tool, and if you need
more credits, you can book them with Add-On +20 credits.

Link DetLink Detooxx

Link Detox is a special account for those who want to clean their website from harmful links. Makes further
analyses possible. However, a deeper analysis needs more credits. You can book an extra +10 Credits, +25
credits, +100 credits, +500 Credits and +100 Monthly Credits.

Link DetLink Detoox Boostx Boost

Link Detox Boost is a special tool for those who want to inform Google that backlinks need to be crawled
faster. You can book extra +10 Credits and 100 credits.

LLORORTT
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The Link Opportunities Review Tool helps you quickly review and evaluate new found link opportunities. If
you need extra LORT credits for your account, you can always book extra +100 credits, +500 credits, +500
monthly extra credits.

HHow manow many Cry Credits aredits are still lefte still left??

In your dashboard, you can see for every tool how many credits you still have. Link Detox will be used as an
example here. It looks the same for all our tools, but it is only possible for the CLA, DTOX, BOOST, LORT and
LA to add Credit Add-Ons.

If you want to upgrade to another plan or add a Credit Add-On, you can do so by clicking on "Account" to
chose another plan or add a Credit Add-On.

Before you run out of Credits, a warning will be displayed under the corresponding Tool. Simply click on
"Add more Credits" to stock up your Credits again.

As soon as you run out of Credits, a red warning appears and the tool icon turns gray. It is not possible to
use the tool anymore. To run a report you simply click on "Add more Credits" and purchase new credits to
be able to work again with the tool.
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FFrrequently Askequently Asked Qed Questionsuestions
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SESEO MO Metrics Fetrics FAQAQ

WhWhy cany can't I see the P't I see the PageRank metric in LinkRageRank metric in LinkResearesearchchTToolsools??

Google's Toolbar PageRank is officially dead. That's why we removed it from our toolkit many years ago.
Don't even think about it. In March 2016, Google removed PageRank from the Google toolbar, but the truth
is that they rarely updated the toolbar PageRank in the past.

What arWhat are the best SEe the best SEO metrics tO metrics to ro replaceplace Googlee Google’’s Ts Toolbar Poolbar PageRankageRank??

PageRank was not a reliable metric for assessing the quality of a page even in the past. That’s why already
in 2012, LinkResearchTools developed the LRT Power*Trust metric. It’s more than a replacement for
Google’s toolbar PageRank. LRT Power*Trust is a reliable set of two SEO metrics that measure the power
(like Google PageRank) and more important as the second dimension also the trust of a link.

The LRT Power*Trust metric is included in all the LinkResearchTools plans, and it’s also part of the free LRT
Power*Trust toolbar for Chrome or Firefox. The browser extension shows you the LRT Power*Trust for both
page and domain in your browser.
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Is therIs there a re a reliable metric teliable metric to help me assess if mo help me assess if my links ary links are riskye risky??

The best metric to help you assess the risk of each link is Link Detox Risk (DTOXRISK) - a unique SEO metric
which calculates the risk of any link, as well as the risk of a domain as a whole (Domain DTOXRISK™).

The DTOXRISK metric is included in LinkResearchTools and helps you decide which ones to disavow, delete
or to keep. You can quickly estimate the probability of your website being penalized by Google just by
looking at the DTOXRISK score.

The DTOXRISK metric helps you monitor the risk of your backlink profile and avoid tripping a Google
algorithmic filter. Looking at it on a regular basis, also helps you keep your website safe from negative SEO
attacks.

What metrics can you use tWhat metrics can you use to analyzo analyze link gre link growth or declineowth or decline??

There’s a special metric in LinkResearchTools (LRT) that you can use for measuring link growth or decline.
It’s called Link Velocity and it helps you measure the trends of link growth, i.e. how fast or slow the link
growth to a page or domain is in a given time span.

Having metrics like Link Velocity Trends (LVT) in your hands for every single link you analyze empowers you
to understand how natural or unnatural the backlink growth for any given linking domain is at the moment
of analysis.

This is important when planning an SEO campaign. Building too many backlinks over a short period may
have a negative impact on your website’s rankings. If you build more links than most of the competitors in
your niche it can look suspicious and may trigger a Google algorithmic filter.
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HHow tow to check if the websito check if the websites linking tes linking to me aro me are ranking well in Googlee ranking well in Google??

You can easily check this for your website by doing a Google search, but when you want to see this for all
the websites linking to you, it’s better to use a tool and save time. LinkResearchTools (LRT) has an
integrated TitleRank metric which allows you to determine the ranking position in Google search results,
based on the page title for each of your links.

It’s important that the links to your website are on domains that are still indexed by Google and are ranking
on the 1st SERP page for their homepage title. Most of the times, if a website doesn’t rank for its own
homepage title, then it’s almost sure that it has a penalty.

If a website ranks on the 30+ position for its homepage, it can have a real problem.

You can also check the Google Index (G!idx) metric in LinkResearchTools to see how many Google Indexed
Pages each domain has. If it’s 0, them either this domain has a penalty or it has some technical issue which
caused the de-indexation. It’s a good idea to check it out.

You don’t want links from websites that Google penalized and de-indexed. They can harm your backlink
profile.

HHow tow to check if the ro check if the rediredirects pass rankingsects pass rankings??

There are several kinds of redirects and each of them passes a different amount of power and trust to your
domain.

If you want to check a specific redirect you’ve set-up, you can use the free Link Redirect Trace browser
extension built by LinkResearchTools (LRT).

You don’t want to do a redirect such as the one in the example below.
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This is a META refresh after 15 seconds that then 301s to a 404 page, which returns a 200 error code instead
of a 404. It accumulates a Power*Trust of 25 (!). There is lots of link power and trust that gets lost using this
method.

If you want to check all the redirects to your website, you can do a full backlink analysis of your domain
using the Backlink Profiler (BLP). For different types of links and redirects, you will see different status icons
next to each link.
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If it’s your own sites redirecting to you and you can optimize them to your advantage. If a strange domain is
redirecting to you, you should probably check this case in more detail and find out if this is a valuable
website or if it is harming you. You can do a DTOXRISK check using Link Detox (DTOX).

WhWhy cany can't I see the KWP't I see the KWPage metricage metric??

KwPage ia a SEMrush metric which evaluates the number of ranking keywords of the page. You need an API
Key for SEMrush to see KWpage. It is not necessary for the analysis but if you find it helpful you can add it
with the API.

KwDomain reports the number of keywords the domain ranks for. KwPage reports the number of keywords
the page ranks for.

What is Class C PWhat is Class C Popularityopularity??

The Class C popularity refers to a Class C network. In a 32-bit IP address, the number of bits used to identify
the network and the host vary according to the network class of the address. In a Class C network, the first 3
bits, or the high-order bits, are always "110." The next 21 bits are used to define the Class C network, and
the final eight bits are used to identify the host. The IP address is represented in dotted decimal notation of
four 8-bit fields, or octets, that have been converted from binary to decimal numbers.

In LinkResearchTools (LRT), the Class C Popularity metric can help you easily detect link networks and
possible issues with a backlink profile. If a significant percentage of a website's links comes from a specific
IP address, than either that website has some spammy directory links from the past or might be the victim
of a negative SEO attack.
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What is the G!idx metric useful fWhat is the G!idx metric useful foror??

LinkResearchTools (LRT) can show you how the backlinks of your domain are indexed by Google, compared
with your competitors. You can use the Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA) tool to spot abnormalities
that your site might have and plan a strategy to blend in. For example, you might find that:

• You have an extraordinary amount of backlinks which are not indexed by Google
• You don’t have many links from large well-indexed sites like your competitors’ do

The CLA finds the Google Indexed data for the backlinks of your domain and up to 10 competitors. You can
see how your site compares with domains that rank on page one of Google. You should then aim to blend in
and then win.

To see this metric in the reports you must run the CLA in the Full Analysis mode and select the metric

What arWhat are Link Te Link Type ratiosype ratios??

Links can be text links, image links, frames, redirects, mentions etc. The most successful sites have a
mixture of different link types. If you analyze your competitors you can see the typical Link Type ratios of
the domains that are ranking on the first page of Google.
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The domains that Google rank on their first page usually have similar Link Type ratios. If your domain does
not have a similar ratio it could look unnatural to Google and be devalued because of this. You should aim
to have similar Link Type ratios to your competitors that rank for similar keywords, in your language, and in
your country.

Sites that have unbalanced Link Type ratios look highly unnatural and can get devalued by Google. Most
normal sites have a wide range of Link Type ratios. You can see how your site compares in the Link Type tab
of the histogram chart in Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA):

In all LinkResearchTools histograms, the orange bar is You, the light green is the Total Average, the mid-
green is the Top 5 average and the dark green is the Top 3 average. With the CLA the idea is to try and blend
in and not stand out.

You have the option to switch between “relative numbers” and “absolute numbers”. This can be very
helpful if you want to know the exact number of backlinks of your competitor in comparison to your
backlinks.
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General LRGeneral LRT Settings and FT Settings and Functions Functions FAQAQ

Can I ignorCan I ignore ce certain domains in mertain domains in my ry reportseports??

It is possible tIt is possible to cro creeaatte a domain blacklise a domain blacklist tt to ignoro ignore be backlinks fracklinks from com certertain domains. Yain domains. You cou can do this fran do this fromom
yyour acour acccount seount setttings.tings.

Yes, you can do this in your LinkResearchTools (LRT) account settings.

Have in mind that you should add domains which rank well, but are not your competition, for example
Wikipedia.org or similar websites.

The domain blacklist does not work for all the tools. The domain blacklist settings will only influence the
"Find Competing Pages" function.

Can I exCan I exclude cclude certain links frertain links from the detailed link tableom the detailed link table??

Yes, the table filtering options are very comprehensive. We have a couple of pre-defined filtering operators
such as: Like, Not Like, Equal, Not Equal, Begins With, Begins Not With, Ends With, Ends Not With, Empty or
Not empty.

Learn more about the filtering options you have in your LinkResearchTools (LRT) reports.
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What arWhat are Bulk Actionse Bulk Actions??

When you create a Link Detox report, for example, the result details are displayed in a table that can be
easily filtered to show only the results that you are interested in. Using the Bulk Actions feature you can
then perform these actions on the filtered links:

• Disavow or undisavow links (on domain or page level)
• Rate links (thumbs up or down)
• Add or remove tag

The bulk actions save your time, allowing you to apply multiple actions like disavowing, rating or tagging to
a whole filter-set of links. Thanks to this feature, you can use this bulk operations feature to work on
hundreds or thousands of links at once.
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Is the cIs the country filtountry filter necer necessary if you aressary if you are selecting a ce selecting a country specific Googleountry specific Google
searsearch enginech engine??

You also need to make sure that you select the right country alongside the search engine in order to get the
most accurate results in LinkResearchTools (LRT).

Is therIs there a maximum number of pre a maximum number of projects in LRojects in LRT?T?

No there is no limit. You can start as many projects as you like.

WhWhy do I need Filty do I need Filter Slicer Sliceses??

Filter Slices save you time. In many of our tools, there are predefined filter slices simply called ‘Bad Links’
and ‘Good Links’, which give you an instant idea about link quality. Link Detox™ (DTOX) has a predefined
Filter Slice called ‘Without NoFollow Links’, with one click you can see all the Follow links that your domain
has.

If you work in a team or agency you might decide to create a Link Detox Filter Slice called ‘Links with High
DTOXRISK and Money Keywords’. You could then assign a team member to review these risky links using
this Filter Slice.
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What does rWhat does remember settings meanemember settings mean??

In the Quick Backlinks (QBL) tool and the Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA) tool, there is an option to
save your settings for how you handle dropped links and sitewide links. In other tools, you can store the
default SEO metrics settings.

Depending on how you use these tools you may want to remember your settings so that each time you start
the tool your selected settings are used.

In QBL and CLA it is simply a matter of checking the box to remember these settings.

For other tools, you will see a message on the ‘Your Reports’ page once you have created a report. There are
two choices here: you can either start a new report with the same settings or you can store the default SEO
settings for future reports:
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Backlink Analysis FBacklink Analysis FAQAQ

What is the diffWhat is the differerencence between domains, pages and sub-fe between domains, pages and sub-folderolderss??

In LinkResearchTools, you can start reports for a domain, a page or sub-folder analysis.

If you are interested in the backlinks of a single sub-folder or page, you can save time by analyzing that
section only.

We're able to create reports for sections of your site or single pages much quicker than a report for your
entire domain. Some use case examples are:

• Finding the backlinks of a landing page
• Finding the backlinks of a particular section of an e-commerce store
• Finding all the backlinks that link to your homepage
• Analyzing the backlinks of a competitor’s page that is outperforming your own page

What arWhat are Ne Neighborhood Domains feighborhood Domains for Link Nor Link Networksetworks??

You should avoid getting links from a site that links to very off topic domains as well as your own. This is
known as a bad neighborhood. You don’t want to be associated with bad neighborhoods! But that is not
the only type of bad neighborhood.

Link Detox also triggers all sorts of suspicious link rules related to link networks. Link Detox will show you
suspect link networks based on many criteria including IP address, domain registrant, DNS, website
footprints and much more. We show you the related domains in the neighborhood, so you can get an idea
of what the link network looks like. You should avoid link networks.

WhWhy do I need ty do I need to know about Link No know about Link Networks and Networks and Neighborhood Domainseighborhood Domains??

You need to know about link networks because normally you do not want your links to be there. Having
links on link networks could lead to a Google Penalty or a Manual Action. Being able to see your
neighborhood domains helps you understand how various dangerous link network parts belong together.
You can then decide if you want the link or not and deal with it accordingly.
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HHow can I see neighborhood domains in LinkRow can I see neighborhood domains in LinkResearesearchchTTools (LRools (LRT)?T)?

Link Detox triggers all sorts of suspicious link rules related to link networks. We have always shown you the
related domains, so you can get an idea of what the link network looks like.

Now you can also dive into those networks per single link network rule. This helps you understand how
various dangerous link network parts belong together. Again, this helps you, as an SEO professional, speed
up your review and penalty recovery process.

To see what neighborhood a particular backlink is part of, hover over the link and click on the + icon you see
next to each link in the Detail Table.

Once you have done this, you will be able to see what bad neighborhood rule triggered for each link with
other domains. You get this related domain information for each rule that triggers in Link Detox.

HHow can I find deletow can I find deleted linksed links??

You can use the Backlink Profiler (BLP) to find deleted links. In the report details, deleted links are marked
with [LinkNotFound].

If a link has been marked as [LinkNotFound] you may want to contact the webmaster and get your link
reinstated if it was a good link.
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You can export the filtered results in this table can as CSV or Excel files. If you decide to reinstate some links
it is important to check how risky those links might be. If you have a lot of links to check it is best to use Link
Detox (DTOX) in Link Opportunities Audit mode. If you have only a few links to check you can use the Link
Opportunities Review (LORT) Tool.

If a link is risky and you didn’t want it anyway, it is a good idea to make sure Google knows that your link
has gone. You can use Link Detox Boost (BOOST) to let google know about it.

To create a more complete list of deleted Links you should use the advanced options in BLP with these
settings:

Sitewide Links Filter = No
Remove Dropped Links = No

WhWhy is the ky is the keyworeyword distribution importantd distribution important??

With the help of keyword distribution, you can detect if you have too many Brand/Money/Compound or
Other keywords. Compare those with your competition using the Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA)
and check which distribution is normal for your niche.
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If you have an unnatural keyword distribution when comparing your backlink profile to your competitors,
this may look suspicious to Google and it can attract a penalty. Also, strange keywords which are not fitting
to your websites’ theme like for example “Viagra” for a finance website can lead to penalties.

What is the altWhat is the alt-t-textext??

The image alt text attribute is part of the HTML code for implementing an image. If you are working on On-
page SEO this is a crucial point. To get better rankings in the search engines, you need to add an "alt"
attribute to the images on your domain, but also have alt text in your image backlinks.

The text should tell the users something about the image and should not be too long. Alt text is good to
place keywords to improve the off page SEO, but like usual, you must avoid keyword stuffing because this
can lead to penalties.

If you receive image-backlinks with no alt text you might lose some link juice. It is a good idea to find these
images and ask the webmasters to add alt text to them.

This is what it looks like in HTML:

<img src=“image.jpg” alt=“image description” title=“image tooltip”>

In the Backlink Profiler (BLP), you can detect the image links that have no alt text. You will need to sort
them by LinkType: image and "no alt-text" in the anchor text field.
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A link from an image is fine, but an image without an alt text tag is not so good for you or the site it is on.
Because this a potential improvement to the website the link is on, you should have no problem getting this
added. You just need to contact the webmaster and ask for it.

What does "What does "ununverified" link tverified" link text meanext mean??

A link marked as “unverified” means, that the website blocks our crawlers. That is the reason why we
cannot verify if there is a link there or not. LinkResearchTools (LRT) is, however, able to show the reason
why the link was not verified by showing the HTTP-Code.

LinkResearchTools (LRT) crawls all the links we get from our sources. However, there are some special sites,
such as GOarticles.com, that sometimes block our crawling, probably to make content scrapers life hard.
This is ironic because these article syndication sites are often some of the worst polluters of the web.
GOarticles.com has been seen as a spam example in Google Manual Spam actions.

If LRT cannot verify a link because our crawlers are blocked it does not necessarily mean that the link is
dropped, so it is marked as unverified.

It is helpful in certain edge cases where a link is shown as ‘Unverified’ to have the option to see the specific
(technical) reason why LRT was not able to crawl the link. These HTTP codes are for the techie people,
therefore the HTTP codes are not shown by default. If you wish to see this information you can optionally
enable the HTTP-Code column. This will show the technical reasons why your links were marked as
unverified.
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IIn QBL can I filtn QBL can I filter so that only one link per domain shows in the tableer so that only one link per domain shows in the table??

Yes, go to advanced settings when you start the report and choose the site-wide links filter. You have to
check the box and choose the option "Skip site-wide links (after 1 links found per domain).

Can we add a file of backlinks tCan we add a file of backlinks to the QBLo the QBL??

In the QBL it is not possible to add additional backlinks, but you can do this in the BLP. The BLP also checks
your backlinks and gives you a more accurate picture of your link profile.

Does it makDoes it make sense te sense to use QBL in addition to use QBL in addition to BLP to BLP to get the Backlink Po get the Backlink Prrofiles ofofiles of
mmy own pry own projectsojects??

The QBL gives historic data only, while the BLP verifies all the backlinks by re-crawling them. It is therefore,
better to rely on the results of the BLP, which will show the current status of your Backlink Profile.

Does a BLP analysis of wwwDoes a BLP analysis of www.example.c.example.com rom return less backlinks than ofeturn less backlinks than of
example.cexample.comom??

Not necessarily. It always depends on the specific top domain or domain.
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Do http, https links and RSS fDo http, https links and RSS feed links get ceed links get countounted in LinkRed in LinkResearesearchchTTools (LRools (LRT)?T)?

Yes, we count all these links in the LinkResearchTools (LRT) reports.

Does the sitDoes the site-wide filte-wide filter only exer only exclude fclude footooter and menu linkser and menu links??

The site-wide filter applies to all content links. For example, if the site-wide filter is set to 5, you will only see
5 links from this domain. It doesn't matter if they are placed in the footer, menus or inside the content.

You can completely disable the site-wide filter in the Backlink Profiler (BLP) to show all site-wide links.

What does [Link NWhat does [Link Not Fot Found] mean in LRound] mean in LRT?T?

LinkResearchTools (LRT) re-crawls all the backlinks to your website with every report you start (except for
the quick reports) and can find dropped links marked which we mark with [LinkNotFound] in the Backlink
Profiler (BLP) and Link Detox (DTOX).

The [LinkNotFound] status means that we were not able to find a link that existed on a specific page in the
past.

In the toolkit advanced settings options, you can de-activate/ activate the dropped links filter.

What is a link rWhat is a link rediredirect chainect chain??

A redirect chain is where a domain links to you via one or more other sites using redirects. Redirect chains
appear over time and tend to get forgotten about, especially when redirects are hidden away in .htaccess
files. If you can identify these redirect chains, you can recover a lot of link juice by getting the original site to
link to you directly.

Should I eliminatShould I eliminate re rediredirect chainsect chains??

Redirect chains can cause multiple problems, by eliminating them you can:

• Improve Page Speed: redirect chains cause pages to load slowly for web crawlers and users. Page
Speed is a small but significant ranking factor. Slow pages can cause dramatic ranking drops in
Google mobile search

• Improve User Experience: The benefits of fast loading pages are well documented. Research has
shown that some users will leave if the page does not load in 3 seconds

• Conserve Link Juice: Matt Cutts suggested in this video that some link juice is lost through 301
redirects

• Improving Conversion Rates: Faster pages convert better, users are less likely to abandon a site that
loads quickly

You should unpick redirect chains to improve rankings and provide a better user experience.
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HHow can I detow can I detect rect rediredirect chainsect chains??

To find redirect chains you should run a Backlink Profiler (BLP) report with the Link Check package
selected. This will provide these metrics: Anchor Text, Link Status, LinkType, LinkPos, LinkPosPct, LinkLoc.

In the Results detail table you can now filter to show Link Status = Redirect:

To examine the redirect chains hover over to the right of each link and click the plus (+) sign. This will open
the extra dashboard where you can see the URLs and details of your redirect chain:
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In the example above you can see that loyalreview.com/url/2060 301 redirects to detailguidance.com/url/
2060 and then finally 302 redirects to www.21st.com/auto-insurance-information. It would make more
sense for loyalreview.com/url/2060 to redirect straight to www.21st.com/auto-insurance-information.

You can also detect link redirect chains by using the Link Redirect Trace extension for Chrome or Firefox.
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Link ALink Audit and Rudit and Rececovery Fovery FAQAQ

WhWhy is it important ty is it important to classify the ko classify the keyworeywords in Link Detds in Link Detooxx??

The anchor text type plays an important role in how we calculate the risk of your links. That's the reason
why we want you to classify your keywords. Certain rules in our algorithm will only activate after you
classify at least 80% of your keywords.

Link Detox Genesis is our data-driven organic algorithm that detects unnatural and risky links. It works with
common link risk detection rules but also adds millions of extra data points we have collected for years. If
you classify 80% or more keywords in your reports, you will be able to make the most of our algorithm.

If you want to look at accurate DTOXRISK data, you have to classify your keywords. We don't recommend
disavowing any links before you classify at least 80% of your keywords and re-process your Link Detox
(DTOX) report.

Read more about keyword classification in LinkResearchTools.

Is it good tIs it good to hao have no Mve no Money koney keyworeywords whatsoeverds whatsoever??

You should always be very careful about your keywords and how you use them in your content, domain,
description or as anchor text. Too many strong money keywords could be a sign of unnatural behavior. If
the number of Money Keywords is too low, however, it could affect your rankings. In the end, it always
depends on your niche.

This is why we developed the Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA). Using this tool, you can take a look at
your competitors and see how you blend in. The CLA will help you understand your niche and the
acceptable ratios for Money/Compound/Brand/Other Keywords and much more such as Follow/NoFollow
ratios too. Armed with this information you can plan to blend in and then outrank your competition.

HHow do you classify your brand name if it is also a money kow do you classify your brand name if it is also a money keyworeyword?d?

If the money keyword is a brand name for you, then you have to classify it as brand e.g. 'nikon' for
nikon.com.

But if a competitor ranks for this keyword, it would be a money keyword for them.

This is not a problem generally, but if your domain is cheap-flights-london-new-york.com you should
classify 'cheap flights london new york' as a money keyphrase.

ArAre URL links brand anchore URL links brand anchors bs by definitiony definition??

Yes, you can classify URLs as brand links in LinkResearchTools (LRT).
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Can I change the classification fCan I change the classification for a bunch of kor a bunch of keyworeywordsds??

If you did a bulk keyword classification and chose the wrong option, you can always go back and change
this. Tick the "only show already classified keywords" option in the keyword classification view and change
the selection for the keywords you didn't classify correctly.

Should I disaShould I disavow links with money anchor tvow links with money anchor textext??

A certain percentage of money anchor text is normal in every industry. First you should find out if your
distribution of money keywords is normal for your niche or not.

Second, just because a link has a money keyword, it doesn't mean that it's a bad link. You always need to
check if the backlinks are unnatural or if they trigger any DTOX rules.

If it is a link with low DTOXRISK, you should probably try to change the anchor text.

What does “RWhat does “Recalculatecalculatee” mean in Link Det” mean in Link Detooxx??

After you run a Link Detox report the first time, you need to classify at least 80% of your keywords to help us
calculate the DTOXRISK in an accurate way.

The “Recalculate” function will re-calculate your DTOXRISK after you made changes to keyword
classification or link rating. You must also use the Recalculate function after you disavow links.

Reprocessing does not cost any credits and you can reprocess as often as you want. The “Recalculate”
button ONLY becomes active (green) if you have made changes in the report. You can reload the report by
refreshing the page (F5).

HHow oftow often do I need ten do I need to ro re-run Link Dete-run Link Detooxx??

Have in mind that your website can trigger a Google Penguin filter any day if you have unnatural links.
That’s why you need to keep an eye on your backlink profile and run a Link Detox report at least once a
week. We even recommend doing it more often if your website gets a lot of new backlinks every day.

The work you put into analyzing your bad links and cleaning up your backlink profile will not go unnoticed
by Google. According to their announcement on the Official Google Webmaster Central Blog, they will see
your disavowed links shortly after re-crawl or re-index.
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"With this change, Penguin's data is refreshed in real time, so changes will be visible much faster,
typically taking effect shortly after we re-crawl and re-index a page."

IIf I rf I re-run the Link Dete-run the Link Detoox rx report, will I lose meport, will I lose my tagsy tags??

If you re-run or reprocess a Link Detox report, you do not lose your tags or link ratings. Re-running a report
creates a new report with the same settings.

HHow do you calculatow do you calculate the Link Dete the Link Detoox Risk Scx Risk Scorore (De (DTTOOXRISK)?XRISK)?

The DTOXRISK is the numeric result of the calculation by Link Detox. This numeric result is labeled with
verbal interpretations, such as high DTOXRISK, average DTOXRISK, etc.

The labels we give to links and websites, such as “High DTOXRISK” are there to help you use Link Detox and
make decisions about link quality.

When a Link Detox report is processed for a domain, we calculate the DTOXRISK™ score for every link. From
this calculation and the weighting of various rules for the links, their domains, and their neighborhood, we
derive additional technical criteria. Most of these technical criteria are shown in the application for each
link.

The DTOXRISK depends on the type and quantity of rules triggered by the backlink. This signals the
potential risk of a certain link for your overall backlink profile. Our opinion and estimation based on this
calculation is that links with high DTOXRISK score pose a higher risk for your Google rankings than those
with a lower DTOXRISK score.

Read the full explanation of the rule definitions.

What Domain DWhat Domain DTTOOXRISK should I aim fXRISK should I aim foror??

Try to get it down to at around 700 or less, which will show as an average DTOXRISK. Make sure that you
have the latest disavow file and all the extra backlink sources that you can upload or connect using our APIs
and classify at least 80% of your keywords so that we can show you the most accurate Domain DTOXRISK
possible.

Don't forget to look at your competitors It is also recommended to check out your competition using
Competitive Link Detox (CDTOX) to get a better understanding of your niche.

The risky niches such as the adult niche or the betting niche are much different from other niches. A higher
DTOXRISK score can be acceptable for websites in these niches. But it all depends on your competitors.
That is why Link Detox allows you to select the theme of your website before starting a report. The niche
you select will affect the way how Link Detox calculates the DTOXRISK. Selecting the appropriate theme will
give more accurate results. If you do not select any of the suggested themes our system will try to detect
your niche automatically, but you should try and help the system if you can.
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Do I need tDo I need to disao disavow Nvow NooFFollow links that haollow links that have a medium or high Dve a medium or high DTTOOXRISK?XRISK?

It’s a common misconception that NoFollow backlinks have no effect on your backlink profile. Think of a
Wikipedia link. NoFollow links from spammy/ banned/ virus sites are still links from bad sites that are
potentially harmful. Take blog comments for example – they are usually NoFollow, but that doesn’t mean
they are either worthless or harmless.

Many users asked us for our opinion which analysis mode to use, and we always and still believe it’s very
important to include NoFollow links in the analysis. Google included NoFollow links as spam examples as
part of their answers to reconsideration requests.

We used the Link Check Tool (LCT) to check a total of 4,649 spam link examples for 854 domains from the
ones given as spam examples by Google. We found out that 3% of these links were NoFollow links.

If you see that a NoFollow link has a high DTOXRISK label, we recommend that you review the link first. If it
does look like a bad link, you should remove it by contacting the webmaster for removal or by disavowing
it.

Can you disaCan you disavow links within Link Detvow links within Link Detoox itself?x itself?

No, you cannot disavow links directly inside Link Detox. Link Detox helps you create a Disavow file including
the links you mark with disavow, but you need to upload it to your Google Search Console account for
Google to take them into account.
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Should I run Link DetShould I run Link Detoox and disax and disavow links even if I donvow links even if I don't ha't have a Pve a Penaltyenalty??

Just like Google, we also recommended disavowing links proactively. If you cannot remove the risky links
manually you should go and disavow them.

Can I see which links got disaCan I see which links got disavowed and whenvowed and when??

You can see the history of the disavows using the Disavow File Audit function in Link Detox. This mode
allows you to check the DTOXRISK™ for your disavowed links. This feature gives you the chance to undo
wrong decisions from the past, by easily un-disavowing good links, and submitting your new disavow file to
Google.

Can I rCan I remove links fremove links from mom my disay disavow filevow file??

Link Detox has a Disavow File Audit mode that allows you to see the DTOXRISK for each disavowed link,
helping you find some great backlinks that you already had. All you need to do in order to earn them back is
to un-disavow them.

Look at the links with a good LRT Power*Trust and a Very Low or Low DTOXRISK. It they are good, you can
quickly undisavow them, export your new disavow file and upload it to your Google Search Console. All the
backlinks that you un-disavowed will be removed from your disavow file and Google will count them in the
future.
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ArAre some SUSP rules wore some SUSP rules worst than otherst than otherss??

In our classification, we use general rules. Depending on the niche, country, and language there are
different factors for a bad link. Therefore, it is not possible to generalize which of our rules are the most
dangerous ones. It depends on your website, your niche, your competitors, etc.

If you are in the gambling industry, for instance, links from gambling sites will be considered normal,
whereas such links could be considered risky if your site had nothing to do with gambling.

We recommend filtering out all backlinks according to their DTOXRISK. But keep in mind – always double-
check the links you’d like to disavow because if you ignore good links, it might also hurt your site's
rankings.

WhWhy ary are SUSP22, 23 and 2e SUSP22, 23 and 24 the same in Link Det4 the same in Link Detooxx??

If Link Detox triggers SUSP22, it means that the Link Detox Genesis footprint detection found this domain to
be closely related to other domains that link to you. All of the above-mentioned rules are triggered when
link networks are suspected. However, the footprint rule is different in each case. For competitive reasons,
we cannot disclose more details here.

Can I run Link DetCan I run Link Detoox only fx only for a cator a category on megory on my websity websitee??

You can run a Link Detox report for a page or a sub-folder on your website.
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Now that Penguin 4.0 is part of Google's core algorithm and works in real-time, we recommend that you
check certain parts of your website more often than the others.

Here are some examples on where you can use the subfolder analysis to avoid triggering a Google Penguin
filter:

• MonitMonitoror subfolders that contain UUser Generser Generaatted Conted Content (UGC)ent (UGC), as they can contain spammy
comments or posts.

• Blog vs. prBlog vs. producoductt:: if you have a blog subfolder on your product website, you need to make a
separate risk assessment for the blog, since links to the blog are likely to come from other sources
than for general product pages.

• E-cE-commerommercce:e: if you run a typical e-commerce website you will have various subfolders for each
product category. You can assess individual categories for their DTOXRISK.

Is it ok tIs it ok to ko keep only low Deep only low DTTOOXRISK links and disaXRISK links and disavow all the rvow all the restest??

From our experience bad links do not help you, they only harm your link profile. You still need to review all
links carefully before you remove them. We never advice disavowing all the links besides the ones with low
DTOXRISK. A highly optimized link profile looks suspicious and unnatural to Google. We don't recommend
that you only keep the "prettiest" links.

It also depends on your niche. We recommend aiming for a link profile which is similar to your competition.
To achieve this goal you can start a Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA) or Competitive Link Detox
(CDTOX) report to make comparisons.

HHow do you find deletow do you find deleted links in Link Deted links in Link Detooxx??

We aggregate backlinks from 24 different sources, re-crawl and verify them to see if they still exist or if they
got deleted. If you see the label [LinkNotFound] instead of anchor text, it means that link is not that location
anymore.

What is the Thumbs UWhat is the Thumbs Up/ Thumbs Down function fp/ Thumbs Down function foror??

By using the Thumbs Up/ Thumbs Down function, you tell us if you think the link is good or bad. So if you
think a link is bad, then give it a Thumbs down. These decisions are taken into account for risk scoring in
the re-process step. Your decisions count 100% for you.

In short:
If you think that a link is GOOD- Thumbs UP
If you think that a link is BAD- Thumbs DOWN

Don’t forget to re-process your report.
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HHow can I add a tag in Link Detow can I add a tag in Link Detooxx??

In the results table, you can tag each link that you are working on. If you have already contacted some
webmasters for link removal, you can tag these as “mail sent” for example. This will help you keep track of
all the webmasters that you contacted so far.

Also, you can add the tag “review” for all the links that you wish to review in detail. You can filter for a tag or
even use a complex combination of tags. This feature makes it easier to keep track of what you have done
with your links, e.g. mailed, removed, disavowed, reviewed, etc.

Is adding a cIs adding a comment tomment to a disao a disavow file mandatvow file mandatoryory??

You don't have to add comments to your disavow file, it's optional. These comments are only meant to help
you remember the reason behind disavowing some domains. Matt Cutts confirmed that those comments
are never seen by a human. However, we know that some webmasters like to include comments to their
Disavow file anyways. This is why Link Detox supports a comment function.

Comments are not used by Google. They do not help as part of a Reconsideration Request either. A quote
from John Mueller in a hangout said: "The disavow file is something that is processed completely
automatically. If you put a lot of text in those comments in the disavow file, then nobody will be looking at
them. Those comments are essentially for you, to help you understand the file a little bit better.
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Should I disaShould I disavow the page or the whole domainvow the page or the whole domain??

It depends on the individual backlink. If you only have one backlink from a certain domain and no other
backlinks, then you can disavow the page only. If you have many bad backlinks from the same domain,
then it might be better to disavow the entire domain. If you really don't want to be associated with a
domain, you should disavow the domain.

Be careful not to disavow the entire domain when you have a spammy link from a blog hosted on
WordPress, for example. You don't want to disavow the wordpress.org domain, which has a LRT
Power*Trust of 100 according to our Link Research SEO Toolbar.

HHow can I add new links tow can I add new links to mo my Dy Disaisavow filevow file??

Google only accepts one Disavow file. If you wish to add new links, you have to create and upload a new
Disavow file to the Google Disavow Tool.

Make sure that the disavow file you have in your LinkResearchTools account is the same one you last
uploaded to the Google Disavow Tool. We will already label the links that are already in your disavow file
with "Disavowed". You can analyze the rest of your links
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Whenever you create a new Disavow file in Link Detox, the old files will be overwritten. Link Detox will
combine all previous files to one. This way you make sure you always work with the most current file and
disavow the links you actually wish to disavow.

Which file fWhich file format can I upload tormat can I upload to Link Deto Link Detooxx??

In Link Detox, you can upload exported files from various other tools like the Google Search Console, Sistrix,
SEMrush, Moz or Majestic. If you would like to merge different data sources and import them into
LinkResearchTools, you can create your custom backlink file.

The firThe firsst line of the file has tt line of the file has to be "URLo be "URL"", and it has t, and it has to be savo be saved as a .Ced as a .CSVSV-file.-file. If yIf you wou want tant to uploo upload larad largge files,e files,
yyou need tou need to savo save them as .GZ or .ZIP and we them as .GZ or .ZIP and we will unpe will unpack itack it..

Here are a few examples for backlink files that you can download from other sources and then upload to
LinkResearchTools:

• Google Webmaster Tools: google-example.csv
• Moz/OpenSiteExplorer: moz-example.csv
• Custom backlinks file: example.csv
• SEMrush files with semicolons: semrush-with-semicolons-example.csv
• SEMrush files without semicolons: semrush-without-semicolons-example.csv

A disavow file that you download from Google looks like this:

• google-disavow-example.csv

ArAre Ie Ignorgnored links and Ded links and Disaisavowed links the same thingvowed links the same thing??

In Link Detox (DTOX) you have the option to upload a file and mark these links as disavowed or ignored.
There is a difference between those two options.

Disavowed: this option is for links you have disavowed in your disavow file. These URLs will be shown as
disavowed in the Results Table and will get automatically included in your disavow file export.

Ignored: This option is for links which you want to have ignored, but have not disavowed.

Both will get ignored by the tool. The difference is that you see the disavowed links with the link status
“disavowed” in the report and your ignored links with the status “ignored”.

Disavowed backlinks will automatically be included in the export of your disavow file, while ignored
backlinks will not be included in the export of your Disavow file.
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Is uploading additional backlink files tIs uploading additional backlink files to Link Deto Link Detoox helpful?x helpful?

LinkResearchTools (LRT) aggregates link data from various data sources. However, nobody has a 100%
index of the Web. For this reason, we recommend gathering as many link data sources as possible, such as
old SEO company reports or link lists and uploading it to LinkResearchTools.

Remember to also upload the Disavow files in order to receive a correctly calculated Domain DTOXRISK.

We also highly recommend connecting your Google Search Console account with the toolkit. This will add
yet another important backlink source to your reports. Find out more about the benefits of link data
aggregation in LinkResearchTools (LRT).

Can I find cCan I find contact infontact information in Link Detormation in Link Detooxx??

If Link Detox can find an email address of the owner or webmaster it will be listed in the results. We display
email information by default in the Details Table of Link Detox:

You may need to contact the owner or webmaster of a site that is linking to you because:

• You want a harmful link removed
• You want to restore a link that has disappeared
• You want a link changed to improve it
• You want to discuss other linking opportunities

Is therIs there a built in function te a built in function to e-mail multiple webmasto e-mail multiple webmastererss??

Right from LinkResearchTools and Link Detox, you can use Pitchbox to easily contact webmasters for either
link removal or to pitch your product, publication, or website to link to.

LRT provides all the link intelligence and market-leading technology with Link Detox, Link Detox Genesis®

(our data-driven, organic algorithm), and the invaluable Link Detox Boost® technology to speed up
recovery.
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Can Link DetCan Link Detoox detx detect negative SEect negative SEO attacksO attacks??

By re-running a Link Detox report on a weekly basis, you will be able to notice an increase in your domain's
DTOXRISK. The DTOXRISK value will change if more spammy links with a high DTOXRISK are pointing to
your website.

Make sure you run a Link Detox report on a regular basis so that you are always aware of the risk of the new
backlinks that your website gets.

You can also use the Link Alerts (LA) tool to get notified when someone links to your website. This way you
can review new incoming backlinks immediately and react quickly in case of a negative SEO attack.
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Backlink MBacklink Monitonitoring Foring FAQAQ

HHow can I detow can I detect mentions and turn them intect mentions and turn them into backlinkso backlinks??

There is more than one tool that can help you detect mentions in LinkResearchTools (LRT).

One of them is the Backlink Profiler (BLP). If you start a BLP report and filter the results by Link Status >
MENTION, you will be able to find mentions that look like links.

But to find brand mentions that don’t look like URLs will take a little more digging.

Another way to find and monitor mentions is by using the SERP Research Tool (SERP) with a smart
combination of advanced search operators.

Here’s an example where we try to find mentions of 21st.com, with no link to www.21st.com, using the
SERP Tool.

Here are the search operators we used in this example:

"auto insurance" OR "autoinsurance" -21st.com
"21st" "insurance information" -21st.com
"21st" "auto insurance tips" -21st.com
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"21st" "car insurance" -21st.com
"21st" "get an auto insurance" -21st.com
"21st" "safe driver discounts" -21st.com

To find the most mentions you should select all results from any time or the last year. It’s best to use the
local search engine and language that your target audience will use too. In the metrics section, you can
select the metrics you wish, but you will want to look at the LRT Trust*Power details.

Once your SERP report is completed, you need to select “NO” in the ‘Linked’ column to see the URLs that
are not linked to your site.

Monitoring mentions is also a great way to fight against bad online reputation. If somebody mentioned
your brand in a bad way, you will still have enough time to react fast and avoid potential damage. You can
monitor new mentions using Link Alerts (LA). It works just like Google Alerts, but for links. You can configure
it to send you and e-mail notifications when you receive new backlinks.

Do I need tDo I need to seto set-up a baseline r-up a baseline report feport for Link Alertsor Link Alerts??

Yes, in order to receive regular messages from Link Alerts (LA) you will have to set it up once. You will get
notifications as soon as the domain receives new backlinks.

Initially you may see a lot of older/weaker links in the alerts as we first detect them. The longer it runs, the
more helpful the Link Alerts become.

Can I add altCan I add alternative e-mail addrernative e-mail addresses tesses to ro receceive the Link Alerts oneive the Link Alerts on??

Yes, you can add additional email addresses when you set up an email alert
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If you want to edit or add extra emails after the Link Alert is set you can do so via the Link Alerts Monitoring
Overview page.

To add additional recipient email addresses go to ‘Link Alerts’ in the main menu and then click the settings
icon for your Link Alert:
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Competitive Domain Analysis FCompetitive Domain Analysis FAQAQ

What is the diffWhat is the differerencence between Sample Analysis and Fe between Sample Analysis and Full Analysisull Analysis??

From all the competitive domain analysis tools available in LinkResearchTools (LRT), the Competitive
Landscape Analyzer (CLA) has a Sample Analysis and a Full Analysis mode.

"Sample" is a clearer name for the quick mode that trades accuracy for speed. "Full Analysis" is freshly re-
crawled, comprehensive link data and is what you need to base decisions on.

 What’s unique about LinkResearchTools is that it can provide users with their website’s full
backlink profile. No need to base important decisions on sample backlink analysis.

NoNot when yt when you cou can havan have the full pice the full picturture.e.

By selecting the "Sample Analysis" option, we work like all other SEO tools, in an ad-hoc query mode
without validating links. This lack of accuracy is traded for speed.

Keep in mind that you are not getting all the technology benefits of LRT in the Sample mode, like:

• Re-crawling all the links as we create the report for you
• Link Redirect Tracing
• A full check of all – current – stats for link status, server indexability, etc.

WhWhy is cy is comparing momparing my Link Dety Link Detoox Rx Rules with those of mules with those of my cy competitompetitorors useful?s useful?

The comparison of these Link Detox Rules with your competitors is a necessary step in order to understand
why your competitors are ranking better than you in the search engines for a particular keyword or why you
have received a penalty whereas your competition has not.

The Link Detox Rules are triggered in the Competitive Link Detox (CDTOX) when a backlink has some
properties that makes it look risky. In a severe case, this might mean that the link is coming from a website
that contains malware or a virus. In a less risky situation, it can mean that the Link Detox Genesis algorithm
detected a ‘footprint’ for a domain which is closely related to other domains that link to you. This is often
the case with link networks.
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Being able to see which rules are being triggered by your competitors allows you to see what is ‘normal’ in
your niche. For example, you might find that your competitors tend to have a lot of links from article
directories. In most circumstances, this would not be seen as a good thing, but if that is what Google
expects to see in your niche, then maybe you should have some similar links too.

If you find that some rules behave differently in your niche you can even adjust the Link Detox Genesis
Algorithm, by creating your own personal DTOXTUNE configuration. This means that you will have CDTOX,
DTOX, and LORT working perfectly for your specific niche.

All niches are different. Seeing which Detox rules are triggered by you and your competitors helps you
understand your niche better.

When using the QWhen using the Quick Domain Comparuick Domain Compare (e (QDC) tQDC) tool, what is morool, what is more re relevant felevant for aor a
link opportunitylink opportunity, the number of Wins or the P, the number of Wins or the Power*ower*TTrustrust??

It depends on your needs. When it comes to link building, you have to check what is natural in your niche.
The Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA) tool can help you understand the LRT Power*Trust distribution
in your competitor's backlink profiles comparedto your backlink profile.

For example, if you have only links with high LRT Power*Trust, then it might look unnatural to Google.
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Generally, if a domain has many Wins then it will be a good link opportunity. You should do a quick link
audit using the Link Opportunities Review (LORT) tool. This will help you see the impact that a link will have
on your backlink profile.

What is the diffWhat is the differerencence between "heatmap re between "heatmap relative telative to all domainso all domains" and "" and "
heatmap rheatmap relative telative to your domaino your domain" in a Competitive Link V" in a Competitive Link Velocity (elocity (CLCLV) rV) reporteport??

The default heatmap shows you the changes for a certain domain. Every domain has it's own line, and the
lines are not connected with each other. So you can see the link velocity of every single domain.

In the "heatmap relative to all domains": every cell/month is calculated relative to the average over all
domains for this month.

In the "heatmap relative to your domain": every cell/month is calculated relative to your domain for this
month.

Having these display options is useful because we are using averages and big sites can mess up your
results. If the report contains a big site, the comparison with all domains is problematic, because the
smaller numbers get lost.

What infWhat information does the Competitive Kormation does the Competitive Keyworeyword Analyzd Analyzer (er (CKA) haCKA) have about ave about a
kkeyworeyword?d?

For each keyword you add to your Competitive Keyword Analyzer (CKA) report, you can see the Top 10
Google results in your chosen Google search engine, for your country and language. The position on
Google’s first page is displayed along with a host of optional metrics including Basic SEO stats, Link Velocity
Trends, Authority Backlinks, Wiki Links, Social Votes and much more.

CKA helps you understand what you need to do to rank number one for each of these keywords, so you can
find out, for example:
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• How many backlinks does the winner have?
• What Link Velocity Trend does the winner have?
• What kind of Deep Link Ratio does the winner have?
• How old is the winner’s domain?
• How many pages does the winner have that are indexed by Google?
• How many Facebook votes does the winner have?

Google has chosen to show 10 results on the first page so if you can ‘back engineer’ the details of these 10
sites you can learn how to rank for this keyword.

Should mShould my Link Vy Link Velocity Telocity Trrend be similar tend be similar to mo my cy competitompetitoror''ss??

A similar Link Velocity Trend to your top competitors is always great to have. You don't want to stand out
too much with either building too many links or too few. If your backlink profile doesn't blend with the ones
of your competitor's, it might stand out to Google as being unnatural.

The Competitive Link Velocity (CLV) tool helps you compare the development of your link profile with the
development of the link profiles of up to 10 other sites (e.g. the 10 of your closest competitors). This way,
you can learn about the link growth and its velocity and find out why your competitors are ranking better
than you.

To find out ore about the domains you analyze using the CLV, you can select the domains you want to
analyze and do a sample or a full backlink report, quickly compare the domains, or do a detailed
comparison of the backlink profiles.
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Link OLink Ouality Checks Fuality Checks FAQAQ

Is rIs recipreciprocal linking a good link building practicocal linking a good link building practicee??

Outgoing links are just as important as incoming links. You only want to link to a website if:

- it has a good LRT Power*Trust

- it has a low DTOXRISK for your backlink profile (you can check this using the Link Opportunity Audit
(LORT) tool)

- the theme of the website you're linking to is relevant to your niche

- the outgoing link goes to a relevant page on the other website

Be careful not to overdo it

According to Google's Quality Guidelines,

"excessive link exchange ("Link to me and I'll link to you") or partner pages exclusively for the sake
of cross-linking"

will negatively impact a website’s ranking in search results.

ArAre dire directectory links riskyory links risky??

Not all link directory links are risky, but you need to be very careful.

Link directories have been used for many years, but many of them have not added any quality to the Web.
The only reason they existed was for providing backlinks.

Adding your site to any web directory just to get a backlink will have a negative effect on your website’s
ranking. There are many directories out there that provide no real value to the Internet users and Google
has excluded them from its search results.

Still, there are some good directories that provide useful information for your potential customers. The key
to link building is relevancy, therefore building links in niche directories and directories attached to
informative websites relevant for your industry can be beneficial for you.

Remember to always check the impact that new links would have on your backlink profile using Link Detox
(DTOX) in the Link Opportunity Audit mode or the Link Opportunities Review (LORT) tool if you only want to
check a handful of links fast.
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Link PLink Prrospecting Fospecting FAQAQ

What arWhat are the diffe the differerencences between the Missing Links Tes between the Missing Links Tool (MLool (MLT ) and theT ) and the
Common Backlinks TCommon Backlinks Tool (ool (CBLCBLT)?T)?

The Missing Links Tool (MLT) checks if your competitors have any common links that you don't have, while
the Common Backlinks Tool (CBLT) checks the common links of all the domains you analyze, including
yours.

What arWhat are the Commonality settingse the Commonality settings??

The commonality settings define how many other domains or URLs (depending on the settings) should link
to the same target. The higher the commonality, the fewer results you get, simply because it’s less likely
that other websites link to, for example; 7 same URLs your specify, rather than 2.

In the Common Backlinks Tool (CBLT), Link Juice Thief (LJT) and the Missing Links Tool (MLT) you can
choose your minimum commonality in the advanced settings when starting a new report.

The smaller the number you set for the commonality, the more results you will get. By default, in CBLT and
MLT the commonality is set to 2, but if you think that the domains you are analyzing may have a lot of
common backlinks, you can increase this value.

We recommend selecting lower similarities and then filter the results by filtering with the “Co#” column in
the link detail table.

Can I see the specific pages each cCan I see the specific pages each competitompetitor is linking tor is linking too??

Yes, you can see the exact pages that your competitors are linking to using the Link Juice Thief (LJT). The
tool doesn't only show you the domain itself, where the competitors are linking to, but also the exact pages.
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You are able to see which competitors are linking to this domain and also you can investigate the From URL
and the To URL.

Just hover over the domain in the table and click on the “+”. When you check the Links Details you will be
able to see which domains have links going to which page or domain. Find the right place where you need
to place your own link to your website.
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